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ABSTRACT
The problem of unsteady, two dimensional transonic flow is investi-
gated. The flow field is modeled using the small perturbation potential
equation. Assuming that the unsteadiness can be treated as a linear
perturbation about the steady state, the potential is separated into
steady and unsteady components. This results in a nonlinear equation
for the steady flow and a linear equation, coupled to the steady flow,
for the unsteadiness. The problems presented by the nonlinearity of the
mean flow are circumvented by differentiating the steady flow equation
with respect to either the airfoil thickness ratio or the angle of attack.
The nonlinear problem is then reduced to solving a set of ordinary differ-
ential equations and a linear partial differential equation with variable
coefficients. A relaxation procedure is uniquely combined with predictor-
corrector methods to calculate steady transonic flow fields for various
airfoil thickness ratios and angles of attack; free stream Mach numbers
less than unity are used in all cases. The data obtained using this
method compares well with experimental data and data obtained using other
prediction techniques. The steady flow data is used to determine the
effects of varying the airfoil thickness ratio on the unsteady aero-
dynamic loads. If shock waves are present in the flow field, a
compatability condition is introduced at the mean shock location to
account for the effects of moving shock waves. By monitoring the
amplitude of the shock motion, I am able to determine when the assumption
that the unsteadiness is a linear perturbation about the steady state is
violated. I also present analysis which provides me with an estimate of
the maximum reduced frequency of the unsteady motion which leads to
stable numerical solutions of the unsteady potential equation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic forces acting on aircraft operating at transonic
speeds are generally greater than those acting on aircraft in subsonic
or supersonic flight. When aircraft undergo unsteady motions while
operating in the transonic flight regime, disturbances interact and
build up, and there may be large phase differences between the aircraft
motion and its unsteady aerodynamic loads. These characteristics make
it more likely that flutter and other dynamic instabilities will occur
in transonic flight. Hence, in this age of high subsonic and supersonic
aircraft, the behavior of flight vehicles while operating at transonic
speeds is of great concern to aircraft designers.
In order to design a vehicle that can operate safely at the desired
flight conditions, we need the ability to determine the steady and
unsteady airloads on aircraft in transonic flight. One way to accom-
plish this is to use the wind tunnel as a design tool, but the cost of
models and wind tunnel test time will most likely result in the choice
of a configuration that does not possess the optimum aerodynamic
characteristics. Consequently, we should seek to develop methods to
predict the aerodynamic loads acting on aircraft in transonic flight.
The primary difficulty associated with predicting transonic flow
fields is that the governing equations are nonlinear and that, generally,
various types of flow regions and shock waves are present in the flow
field. Early studies of steady, two dimensional transonic flows avoided
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the problem of nonlinearity by using the hodograph method [1]-[3]. The
governing equations become linear in the hodograph plane, but the method
is limited because of the difficulty of satisfying the boundary condi-
tions for general airfoils. Hence, only simple wedge profiles were
considered in those early studies. More recent studies show that
hodograph methods are quite useful for treating the inverse problem of
transonic airfoil design [41,[5].
Because of the limitations of the hodograph method when applied to
direct problems, it was necessary to develop other transonic methods.
Spreiter and Alksne [6] developed the method of local linearization to
solve the steady, two dimensional, transonic small perturbation potential
equation. However, the assumptions upon which that method is based
limits its applicability to flows with free stream Mach numbers at or
very near unity. Hence, local linearization is restricted to analyzing
flows in a narrow portion of the transonic Mach number range.
Landahl [7] described the unsteady transonic flow field with a
small perturbation potential equation and separated the potential into
steady and unsteady components. He demonstrated that for high frequency
motions in near sonic flow the unsteady potential equation is linear
and uncoupled from the nonlinear steady flow. In that form, analytic
solutions of the unsteady transonic problem were obtained, but, for many
problems of engineering interest, low frequency motions must be con-
sidered. We are then faced with solving a linear equation with variable
coefficients. Additional difficulty arises because those coefficients
must be determined from the solutions of the nonlinear steady potential
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equation.
One of the most important breakthroughs in transonic flow research
was made when Magnus and Yoshihara 18] used a modified Lax-Wendroff
difference method to numerically solve the unsteady, two dimensional
Euler equations. The steady aerodynamic loads acting on airfoils were
then determined by allowing the unsteady solutions to approach a steady
state. By obtaining steady state solutions in that manner, it was
necessary to solve a hyperbolic equation instead of the more difficult
mixed elliptic/hyperbolic equation that results when the steady Euler
equations are considered. The computations were lengthy, requiring
as much as three and one half hours on a CDC 6400, but the emphasis
was on understanding the flow field and not on computational speed.
The predicted pressure distributions on a shockless airfoil in super-
critical flow showed good agreement with experimental data except near
the supersonic flow region. Also, except where the shock wave and bounda-
ry layer interact, the predicted pressure distributions on a NACA 64A410
airfoil in supercritical flow showed good agreement with experimental
data. Most important was that the great potential of computational
fluid dynamics was demonstrated.
The next major breakthrough came when Murman and Cole [91 developed
a relaxation method to solve the steady, two dimensional, small pertur-
bation potential equation. That method yielded numerical solutions of
mixed transonic flow fields in an order of magnitude less computer time
than the method of Magnus and Yoshihara [8]. The Murman-Cole method
introduced the concept of type dependent differences, which amounts to
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introducing an artificial viscosity into the potential equation at
supersonic points. Numerical solutions of the transonic potential
equation are continuous throughout the flow field, and shock waves
appear as narrow regions with steep gradients. Hence, shock waves
are spread over a finite number of grid spaces, and, by allowing the
grid spacing to approach zero, the shock thickness can be made arbi-
trarily small. Murman and Cole [9] calculated pressure distributions
on nonlifting circular arc airfoils, and the agreement with experimental
data was very good. Unfortunately, there was no attempt to compare
with the data generated by Magnus and Yoshihara [8]. The Murman-Cole
method [91 does not maintain conservative form immediately downstream
of shock waves and does not enforce the theoretical shock jump conditions,
but this was corrected when Murman [101 developed a conservative type
dependent difference method.
Following the success of Magnus and Yoshihara [8] and Murman and
Cole [9], research in the field of transonic aerodynamics intensified,
as evidenced by the frequent appearance of review papers in the
literature [41,[11]-[14]. Jameson [15] performed a von Neumann test
which indicated that the Murman-Cole difference method [91 has a
marching instability in the streamwise direction if the flow is not
perfectly aligned with the coordinate system (However, the Murman-Cole
method has worked extremely well in practice). He then introduced
a rotated difference method for solving the full potential equation.
This method was unique because no assumptions about the flow direction
were made. Jameson [16] later developed a conservative rotated difference
17
method for the full potential equation which demonstrated excellent
agreement with experimental pressure measurements on blunt nosed
airfoils.
Another improvement in transonic flow calculations, but not as
significant as the breakthroughs of [8],[9] and [15], was made by
Ballhaus and Goorjian [17] when they applied an alternating direction
implicit (ADI) method to the low frequency small perturbation potential
equation. Ballhaus and Goorjian [171 presented results that compare
very well with those of Magnus and Yoshihara [8] and require sub-
stantially less computer time to obtain.
Following the lead of Landahl [71, several researchers sought
solutions of the separated unsteady small perturbation potential
equations [18] -[23]. The steady component of the flow field is governed
by a nonlinear equation, and the unsteadiness is described by a linear
equation which is coupled to the steady flow. Stahara and Spreiter [18],
[19] and Isogai [201 have applied the concept of local linearization to
the unsteady potential equation, but the analysis restricts the applica-
bility of the unsteady local linearization method to flows with sonic or
near sonic free stream velocities. Hence, numerical methods were applied
to the separated potential equations.
Ehlers [21] and Traci et al. [22],[23] developed finite difference
methods to solve the separated unsteady potential equation, but none of
those methods accounted for the effects of unsteady shock wave motions.
The experiments of Tijdeman and Zwaan [24],[25] indicate that moving
shock waves induce relatively large local pressures on the portion of the
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airfoil over which they travel. When the pressure distributions are
integrated over the airfoil chord to yield the unsteady aerodynamic
loads, the importance of considering the unsteady shock wave motions
becomes apparent. Hence, we should hesitate before using the results of
[21]-[23] in stability calculations and should seek to improve those
methods.
The present research effort is aimed at developing an efficient
tool that can be used to predict the onset of flutter and other insta-
bilities. In this study, I employ the concept of a separated small
perturbation potential. In order to determine the stability
boundaries, many solutions of the nonlinear steady flow equation may
be required, and a method to efficiently determine those solutions is
needed. Nixon [26],[271 developed a perturbation method which may be
used to determine steady flow solutions for various free stream Mach
numbers and airfoil conditions. That method is somewhat limited because
the steady flow conditions cannot be changed if the change causes the
appearance or disappearance of shock waves. Hence, I seek to
develop a method which can be used to efficiently determine steady
transonic flow fields and not be subject to the type of restrictions
that Nixon [26],[27] faces.
To determine the necessary steady flow fields, I employ the
method of parametric differentiation, which was first used to predict
steady transonic flow fields by Rubbert and Landahl [28]. This method
reduces the nonlinear steady potential equation to a set of ordinary
differential equations and a linear partial differential equation
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describing the rate of change of the nonlinear solution with a chosen
physical parameter. By integrating the ordinary differential equations
over a range of parameters, I easily obtain a number of solutions of
the steady potential equation. The primary difficulty associated with
this technique is that I must solve the linear partial differential
equation for the rates of change of the steady solution with the
chosen parameter.
In this study, I develop a relaxation procedure to determine
the rate of change of the steady potential with airfoil thickness ratio
and angle of attack. The rates of change of the potential with airfoil
thickness ratio and angle of attack are described by the same equation,
with only the parameterized tangency condition differing. Thus, the
same numerical procedure is used to compute both rates of change of
the solution.
At each point in the flow field, the relaxation solutions are
uniquely combined with a predictor-corrector method to integrate the
steady solution in the direction of the chosen parameter. Nixon's
perturbation method [26],[27] differs from this approach in that he
expands the potential in a small parameter and obtains an expression
relating the velocities for various values of that parameter. However,
Nixon is still faced with solving a nonlinear equation for the zeroth
order solution; this is not necessary with parametric differentiation.
Parametric differentiation also has the advantage of being able to
yield both subcritical and supercritical solutions in one
integration.
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The shock jump conditions in parameter space are satisfied by
using conservative type dependent differences. Yu and Seebass [29]
and Hafez and Cheng [30] developed shock fitting methods which
could give sharp shock wave definition even on coarse grids. They
also argue that shock fitting should be used for supercritical flow
calculations because the governing equations cannot always be written
in conservation form. However, because of the simplicity of the
shock capturing method and because the equation describing the rate
of change of the steady solution is easily put into conservation form,
I satisfy the shock jump conditions by using conservative type
dependent differences.
Once the steady solutions are known, the unsteady component of the
flow field may be computed. The unsteadiness is assumed to vary
harmonically with time which reduces the unsteady problem to a time
independent one. Hence, the same relaxation method used to determine
the rate of change of the steady solution with the chosen parameter
can be used to compute the unsteady component of the flow field. To
account for the effects of moving shock waves, I enforce a compatability
condition at the mean shock wave location.
In order to demonstrate the present method, the steady forces and
moments on lifting and nonlifting biconvex airfoils are computed for
free stream Mach numbers less than unity. The computations required to
obtain the families of steady solutions are quite reasonable. Having
determined the steady state solutions, families of low frequency unsteady
solutions are determined. The unsteady solutions allow me to determine
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the effects of varying the steady state conditions on the unsteady
aerodynamic loads. Hence the methods developed in this study should
prove useful as a tool for predicting the occurrence of aerodynamically
induced instabilities.
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CHAPTER II
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM OF UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOW
PAST AIRFOILS
2.1. Introduction
In order to fully treat unsteady transonic flows, I should
be capable of solving for the flow field variables
while considering viscous effects and the fact that transonic flow
fields are generally mixed- s-ubsonic and surersonic flow
regions coexist. However, instead of solving the full conservation
and state equations, we can obtain most of the essential features
and much information about the flow field from the solution of a
single, nonlinear small perturbation potential equation. This
equation is derived, following Ashley and Landahl [31] from the
Eulerian gas dynamic equations by satisfying conservation of mass,
linear momentum, and energy to lowest order and assuming the flow
to be inviscid, isentropic and irrotational. A major advantage in
using the idea of small perturbations is that it allows a simplified
treatment of the airfoil boundary conditions; the boundary
conditions may be applied on a mean profile line and expressed in
terms of vertical perturbation velocities and local airfoil slopes.
Consequently, no special procedure is required to obtain data on
the airfoil boundary.
In this chapter, I derive the nondimensional small pertur-
bation potential equation and the associated initial and boundary
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conditions. The problem is then simplified by separating the potential
into steady and unsteady components. The limits on the amplitude of the
unsteady motion which allow this separation are determined from a dimen-
sional analysis of the unsteady shock motion. The separated potential
equations and' te associated boundary conditions are presented. Also,
limitations of the small perturbation potential approach are discussed.
2.2. Derivation of the Small Perturbation Equation and Airfoil
BoUndaU . nditions
Because of the assumption of inviscid , isentropic, irrotational
flow, the unsteady transonic flow problem can be reduced to one of
solving a single equation for a velocity potential, ' . That
equation is derived here following the procedure of Ashley and
Landahl [31].
From the equations of conservation of mass, linear momentum ,
and energy, I can deduce Bernoulli's equation
~ *Q U~ f(2.1)
IT 2
Using Leibnitz's rule to differentiate the integral term in (2.1)
yields
P
p$?f I{ 22
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Row, I can write
/*
where
'~ 7'6e.v
tF
and
4.
-(
To complete the derivation,
J P
1p6eo
I rewrite Bernoulli's equation
J/p /
,0
which becomes, when combined with (2.3)
az: - PI/(A 47-2
* q2. t
2
Q.
Introducing this expression for / lf into the mass conservation
7* i&
equation
V') DT (2.3)
as
2- (2.4)
P
T 4_2 P 
0
10 7-
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I obtain the full potential equation
-Z-
which in expanded form is
- 13 fJ 4 T --+ZYgy+ , .) = 0 (2.5)
I , next, seek to reduce the complexity of this equation.
The full potential equation may be simplified by assuming
the velocity field to be the combination of a uniform stream and
perturbations upon that stream. Thus, the potential may be written
as
(2.6)
where is the perturbation velocity potential. Equations (2.4 ),
(2.5 ) and (2.6 ) are then combined to yield the perturbation
potential equation
M ~ z gt/ " 7z2U
+I +2/+Pr ) i L (2.7)
I may simplify ( 2.7) by assuming the perturbations to be
small enough such that products of perturbation terms may be
neglected. However, when the flow is transonic, 1-M2 is small,
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necessitating the retention of the M*/) S tem. When the
reduced frequency of the unsteady motion is of order unity, the
term should also be retained. Using the above
assumptions, (2.7) is reduced to the transonic small perturbation
potential equation
I >;-gl'P)r - M'- It !F 16 r7
Introducing the following nondimensional variables
I obtain the dimensionless form of the transonic small perturbation
potential equation
L - -nZ/5s/)4i? - i$-2 -2in2 xI -!4,.~f (2.8)
It is essential that any transonic method be capable of accurately
predicting mixed flow fields, and even though (2.8) is a simplified
flow model, it is capable of yielding mixed flow solutions. However,
the small perturbation approach does have some limitations.
One limitation is that the small perturbation assumptions are
violated at airfoil leading edges. Ballhaus [141 reports a dependency
of numerical solutions on the spacing of the computational grid near
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the leading edge. Fortunately, the grid dependency may be confined to a
small region near the leading edge by using a fine grid in that region.
A limitation on the geometry of shock waves is seen by considering
the curved, adiabatic shock wave of Figure 2.1. Crocco's theorem states
where s is the specific entropy, h0 is the stagnation enthalpy, T is
temperature, 5 is the velocity vector, and i~ is the vorticity vector.
If the upstream flow, u1 , is steady and uniform, the local vorticity,W%,
immediately downstream of the shock wave is
wheref/ is the local shock inclination, f, and 4 are the fluid densities
upstream and downstream of the shock wave, respectively, and r is the
local shock wave radius of curvature. Since to increases with decreasing
r, highly curved shock waves cannot be treated with potential flow theory.
Crocco's theorem shows that vorticity is generated in unsteady flows
even if there are no entropy gradients. If the velocity field and its
rate of change with time are such that significant amounts of vorticity
are generated, I can no longer assume potential flow. The actual limita-
tion on the level of unsteadiness can be determined by comparing potential
flow data with experimental data or data obtained from a flow model that is
valid for both rotational and irrotational flows. When the potential flow
data begins to deviate significantly from the experimental data or the
data from the rotational flow model, I can assume that the limit on the
level of unsteadiness has been reached.
A simple analysis of normal shock waves indicates that any
28
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r
Figure 2.1. Geometry of curved shock waves.
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shock waves in the flow field must be sufficiently weak. The increase in
entropy, 4s, across a normal shock wave is, [321
3 >,
Usually, when M becomes greater than 1.3, the shock wave separates the
boundary layer, and viscous and rotational flow effects must be considered.
This result indicates that potential flow models can only be used to
compute flows with relatively weak shock waves. The above result also
provides an estimate of the entropy jump across shock waves which causes
the potential flow assumptions to be violated.
Because the small perturbation equations are derived assuming that
M is nearly unity, there are cases when the predicted flow field may be
in error. A comparison of the critical pressure coefficient, C ,
determined from the exact and small perturbation equations indicate that
if M is considerably less than unity, small perturbation theory may pre-
dict a completely subsonic flow field when, according to the exact
equations, the flow has become supercritical. Krupp [331, for the case
of steady flow, has rewritten the coefficient of as /-M2-Nba1)f,
which allows the choice of b such that the small perturbation approxi-
mation of either C* or the average pressure across normal shock wavesp
matches the exact quantities. In this study, b has been set at 2, but
as M nears unity, the choice of b becomes less important.
The condition which must be satisfied at the airfoil boundary
is determined by considering the airfoil as a streamline across
which no fluid flows. Therefore, on the airfoil, the fluid.-velocity
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normal to the airfoil must equal the airfoil velocity normal to
itself.
If the instantaneous airfoil position is given by
b(X, , 4) = 0 (2.9)
the fluid velocity normal to the airfoil is (/+f)3, ,
and the velocity of the body normal to itself is -.
Hence, the airfoil tangency condition is
t
Generally, for thin bodies x is much less than unity, and the
tangency condition may be reduced to
8 t x le Bi = o (2.10)
Other conditions which must be satisfied are continuous pressure
and normal velocity in the wake and the Kutta, shock jump and
far field conditions. How these conditions are treated is detailed
in the next sections.
Once I solve (2.8 ) subject to the appropriate conditions,
the results are reported in the form of a pressure coefficient,
where
Utilizing the proper isentropic relations, the small perturbation
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approximation of 4, becomes
(-P = -?-Off- A4) (2.11)
The forces and moments acting on the airfoil are then easily
found by integrating the profile pressure coefficient over the
chord.
2.3. Separation of the Small Perturbation Potential
For some subsonic and supersonic flows, for which the governing
equations are linear, the potential may be separated into steady
and unsteady components , each independent of the other. The
transonic equation is nonlinear and, generally, cannot be separated
in that manner. However, if the unsteadiness can be treated as
a linear perturbation on the steady flow, the transonic potential
may also be separated. Here, I use a dimensional analysis and
the experimental results of Tijdeman and Zwaan [24 1, [25 ] to
determine the conditions under which separation of the transonic
potential is allowed.
If I am to be justified in separating the potential in ( 2.8),
the unsteady loads should vary linearly with the amplitude of the
unsteady motion, with a phase shift. As a result, I must pay
close attention to the motions of imbedded shock waves. Shock
waves induce relatively large pressures in the regions over which they
travel. Therefore, if tne motion of a shock wave carries it over a
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significant portion of the airfoil, the aerodynamic .oads become a
nonlinear function of the unsteady motion. I, then, must examine
the factors which contribute to the motion of embedded shock waves.
The parameters governing the ratio of the shock excursion
amptitude to chord, &x, , illustrated in Figure 2.2 are obtained
from a dimensional analysis. I write dxs as a function of the
dimensional physical parameters which describe the flow field
where in the above equation, T represents the maximum airfoil
thickness. In terms of basic quantities, the shock excursion
amplitude becomes
L .(L" jc' L e t~~ L L" L' J L6)
from which I obtain the following relationships
de4 +j C0
Using the above equations to eliminate two of the variables and
then grouping terms with like exponents, the dimensionless
dependence of the shock excursion amplitude is formed
4 -( L((2.12)
where S is the amplitude of the unsteady motion.
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s
e c
Figure 2.2. Region traversed by imbedded shock wave.
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Equation (2.12) is rewritten as
-- ~ c/
where has been used. The experiments reported in
[241 and [251 may be used to determine the
effect of the various nondimensial parameters on A)'$
C
The experiments of Tijdeman and Zwaan show that the shock
motion increases when the motion frequency decreases. The shock
excursion to chord ratio is then written as
' 
/(2.13)
where 6 is a proportionality constant. I may thus conclude that
given the free stream conditons and fluid properties, I must
require a. <<ze if the unsteadiness is to be treated as a
C
linear perturbation about the steady state. When o(r,)
C
the transonic potential cannot be separated unless some additional
constraint, such as high frequency, is met.
Considering unsteady motions for which , the
equations governing each component of the flow field are obtained
by separating the potential in the following manner
= , - F (2.14)
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assuming that 4 and its derivatives are much larger than
and its derivatives. Substitution of (2.14) into (2.8) and
grouping terms of similar order leads to
16i- zc (2.15)
-M ) 4 Xx - (2.16)
The effects of thickness, camber, and mean angle of attack may be
found from (2.15), while (2.16) represents the effects of the
unsteady motion.
Although (2.14) is allowable only if_& Z Z,, solutions of
(2.15) and (2.16) may be used in problems of engineering interest.
For example, flutter prediction requires the analysis of unsteady
motions of infinitesimal amplitude. However, because the unsteady
flow is coupled to the steady flow, it may be required to obtain
a large number of steady flow solutions to predict
the stability boundaries. I now proceed to
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specify the complete boundary value problems for each flow component.
2.4. Definition of the Boundary Value Problems
2.4.1. Steady Component
As a consequence of (2.14), the instantaneous airfoil position
may be written as
with '3 > . Figure 2.3 shows a typical perturbation
about some mean position. Equation (2.9) becomes
B~~x~g,4)e =g ,4-"x) - -te, C,.) z 0
and the tangency condition which must be satisfied by the mean flow
is
( -e = 7ew )
Generally, for thin airfoils, the boundary doesn't vary significantly
from the chord, and the tangency condition may be applied on the
mean profile line. Thus, the tangency condition is simplified to
, = 7 "x) t? - 0) (2.17)
The condition that the perturbation velocities vanish in the
far field is
(2.18)
9 = / , )
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Perturbed Positions
Steady State Position
Figure 2.3. Typical perturbations about the steady state airfoil
position.
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The conditions expressed in (2.17) and (2.18) aren't sufficient to
make 9 single valued. Hence, another condition is required.
The insertion of an airfoil -into the flow field converts it to a
doubly connected region, and a cyclic constant is needed to make
4 single valued. I introduce a cut along the x-axis downstream
of the trailing edge (see Figure2.4). The cyclic constant to
be specified is the circulation,T, which is the jump in # across
the cut. The circulation must be chosen such that the fluid
velocity at sharp trailing edges is finite, producing a smooth
joining of the upper and lower portions of the flow. Continuous
motion can only occur if there is no pressure discontinuity at subsonic
trailing edges. This is simply a statement of the Kutta condition.
From (2.11), the steady, small perturbation approximation to the
Kutta condition is
,1#K= (0, j :o) (2.19)
where a represents the jump in a quantity across the line ?= 0.
Because there is no mechanism by which oncoming supersonic flow
can adjust itself to the presence of the trailing edge, the pressure
is not required to be continuous at supersonic trailing edges.
Across the cut in the flow field, pressure and normal
velocity must be continuous. These conditions take the form
( X 76 1Z0) (2.20)
(2.21)& O (l6 z'IC
w w
N
iA
/
Cut in the flow field
CA)
Figure 2.4. Location of the cut in the flow field.
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Using (2.2o) and (2.21), I can write
,4o (2.22)
where the subscript T represents quantities at the trailing edge. If
the flow is supersonic at the trailing edge, I require
#(xcc)= 4O -=4(,=0) (2.23)
Where e. is the location infinitesimally downstream of the
trailing edge.
The conditions expressed in (2.17)- (2.23) are sufficient
to uniquely determine the flow field in the absence of imbedded
shock waves. The appearance of shock waves in the flow field, which
is illustrated in Figure 2.5, requires me to ensure the continuity
of # across the shock wave and that the small pertubation approx-
imation to the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions is satisfied. Murman
and Cole [9] have shown that those conditions are
already contained in (2.15). By writing (2.15) in the conservation
form
I t -tyz ) z (+1 Q ( ) .:: g-
and integrating across the shock wave, the shock jump condition
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M < 1 /M> I < 1
dz s
dxs
Ns
Figure 2.6. Imbedded supersonic region and shock wave in a transonic
flow field.'
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is found to be,
<jI~Z)9 ~/21raL>(f,) - 0(2.24)
where < > represents the jump in a quantity across the shock wave.
2.4.2. Unsteady Component of the Flow
At the airfoil, the condition which must be satisfied by the
unsteady potential is
A
-g fix (2.25)
In the far field, I require the disturbances to propagate outward
without reflection, and at subsonic trailing edges, the Kutta
condition requires that
/|($~- '='0 x: 2-a (2.26)
For unsteady motions of high reduced frequencies, experiments have
shown that the unsteady pressure at the trailing edge is nonzero
[ 34 ], [ 35 1; this nonzero trailing edge loading has been
attributed to viscous effects [35 ]. However, for the reduced
frequencies under consideration in the present work, experiments
support the validity of using (2.26). Again, if the flow is super-
sonic at the trailing edge, there is no requirement of continuous
pressure.
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Across the wake, the unsteady pressure and normal velocity must be
continuous. Assuming the unsteady motion to be small enough such that I
can satisfy the wake conditions along the line downstream of the mean
trailing edge location, those conditions become
c) + (2.27)
A
A T(2.28)
Equations (2.27) and (2.28) imply a discontinuity in 'in the wake. If
the trailing edge flow is subsonic, that discontinuity is determined
such that the unsteady Kutta condition is satisfied.
The conditions which must be satisfied across imbedded shock waves
are detailed in Chapter five.
2.5. Summary
The conservation and state equations have been reduced to a single
small perturbation potential equation. The perturbation potential has
been separated into steady and unsteady components, with appropriate
boundary conditions specified for each component. From (2.16), it is seen
that the unsteady component of the flow field is coupled to the mean
flow. Hence, many steady solutions may be required to predict stability
boundaries. The major difficulty in solving for the steady flow is that
a nonlinear partial differential equation must be solved. This non-
linearity is essential if mixed flows are to be computed. I have also
recognized some of the limitations of the small perturbation approach
and presented possible methods to ease those limitations.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF STEADY, TWO-DIMENSIONAL, TRANSONIC FLOWS
3.1. Introduction
As shown in Chapter two, the separation of the potential
simplifies the mathematical complexity of the transonic problem,
but many steady state solutions may be needed to fully predict the
unsteady responses of bodies in transonic flow. As a result, we
would be required to repeatedly solve a nonlinear partial differential
equation, subject to various steady state boundary conditions. Thus,
I seek a method which will allow us to easily calculate steady
transonic flows over a wide range of conditions. One such method
is the method of parametric differentiation.
Parametric differentiation is a procedure by which certain
nonlinear problems, which are characterized by some physical
parameter, may be transformed into linear problems by considering
the perturbations about a known base solution due to small changes
in that parameter. The effects of large parameter changes
are found by repeatedly incrementing the parameter in small amounts.
Hence, from the linear equations, I may obtain many nonlinear
solutions as a function of the physical parameter. The chosen
parameter may appear in the governing equations and/or the boundary
or initial conditions.
The concept of parametric differentiation is well established
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and has been previously applied to a wide range of problems in
fluid dynamics. Rubbert and Landahl applied the method to the
Falkner-Skan boundary layer problem and to the problem of steady
transonic flow past nonlifting airfoils [28 ],[36 1, Whitlow and
Harris [37 1, [38 1 calculated unsteady, internal, transonic flow
fields using parametric differentiation, and Jischke and Baron [39 ]
used the method to solve problems in radiative gasdynamics. In
the field of acoustics, Harris [40 ] used parametric differentiation
to predict far field noise propagation in a lossless and dissipative
medium.
In this chapter, I outline the method of parametric different-
iation and present the formulation of the steady transonic boundary
value problem in parameter space. I demonstrate that application
of parametric differentiation to the transonic problem reduces it
to a set of linear, independent first order ordinary differential
equations with the base solution as an initial condition. A technique
for solving ordinary differential equations is then employed to extend
and determine the potential for various values of the parameter of in-
terest. I also present a procedure for determining the base solution.
3.2 The Method of Parametric Differentiation
In order to understand the concept of parametric differentiation,
consider a function, 1(Xt; C-) , which is governed by a nonlinear
ordinary or partial differential equation
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/V II (;l t;6 ) C 0(3.1)
and satisfies the boundary conditions
d,' 8 ) (3.2)
where /\ is a nonlinear differential operator, X. is the boundary
location, and 4 is a characterizing parameter. By differentiating
(3.1) and (3.2) with respect to e I obtain the equivalent linear
problem
S'4(3.3)
where L is a linear differential operator, and , the increment
in the solution due to a small change in the parameter is defined
as P_ . Generally, the linear operator will have variable coef-
dE
ficients involving 0 and its derivatives, thus the primary dif-
ficulty becomes to solve a linear equation with variable coefficients.
The method of parametric differentiation is not the ideal method
for all nonlinear problems, and before I decide to apply
the method to any problem, I should be certain of the following
(a) The governing equations become linear
(b) The results are physically plausible
(c) The method is cost effective
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(d) Extended solutions are weak functions of the
base solution
This final point is particularly important. For most problems, a
base solution is easily obtained, but in some cases, the perturbations
about the base solution may be singular. In such cases, Rubbert and
Landahl [28 ] suggest starting from an assumed solution for 6 =6,-4A6.
Even though that starting solution may be slightly incorrect, if the
extended solutions are indeed weak functions of the base solution,
we will obtain the correct solution when 6 becomes only slightly
different from its starting value.
3.3. The Steady Transonic Problem as an Ordinary Differential
Equation
Upon application of the method of parametric differentiation,
at every point in space, the steady transonic flow problem is re-
duced to the initial value problem
.6.) , (3.5)
where , is the base solution. Numerical techniques for solving
ordinary differential equations may be applied to (3.5), and entire
flow fields for various values of 6 are obtained in one integration
of the differential equation.
Some of the most successful and widely used techniques for
integrating ordinary differential equations are the Runge-Kutta
methods. To determine #(e,+46) using the Runge-Kutta
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methods, it is required that be known in the interval 6,+4.
Because it is inconvenient to obtain data in the interval , 5,*d,,
I chose not to use Runge-Kutta methods to solve (3.5). One method
which does not require knowldege of in the aforementioned interval
is the Euler, or tangent line method
Z(61+*, k #(,)+ 64}(4) (3.6)
This method assumes that, throughout the interval o , the solution
follows a linear path tangent to 0(4), and its error is proportional
to 661. Since Euler's method extends the solutions using a linear
approximation and its error term is relatively large, the solutions
would have to be extended in relatively small increments to maintain
accuracy. Hence, Euler's method is not used to solve (3.5), and a
desirable multistep method is sought.
Equation (3.5) is integrated using a fifth order predictor-
corrector method [41]. The procedure is to start the solution
with the lower order methods given in Appendix A and predict the
next solution with Milne's predictor
C+4 ) 9I6-.?4 ) - 4 e42}14)}-4 ) jel( -2e7
3
+ 14 d,5 (3.7)
The predicted soultions are then modified with the relationship
'{16 ?) CP/1-6) .i/Z [66) -pc6) (3.8)
/2/
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where C6() is the corrected potential at the previous integration
step. The values of m from (3.8) are used as potentials to define
the coefficients in (3.3) making it possible to determine Y elea1)
then correct the solution with
6(&81 1066f() +o 50 '- 'd) + 4(6 -2d 6).7
3
+1 46 j13j(,6+f4) -;31gt -IS Ce;(-46 j ed: dle 6)] ( 3.9 )
36 4,o 1 d'
(Equation (3.9) is termed the "one-third" corrector and is used
instead of Milne's corrector because of its more desirable stability
characteristics. The final solutions are obtained from the
modified corrector
(p6 +,o,6= C te7dc) -_ C (t4 C) -,P zt4 7 (3.10)
'2/
The solution process for a family of airfoils is summarized in
Figure 3.1.
In order to apply the method discussed in this section, I must
be able to determine the rate of change of the solution throughout
the flow field. The governing equations and boundary conditions to
be satisfied by are detailed in the next section.
3.4. Formulation of the Linear Boundary Value Problem
The linear boundary value problem for is determined by
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Nonlinear Solve at a limiting
Equations value of the parameter
Linearize equations with Define coefficients andrespect to a parameter j PU mCeeouus term 3 U I
initial iteration
Solve linear equations1
Predict and
modify new solution
Solve linear equationsl
Correct and
modify new solutioni
Increment
Parameter
Does
parameter no
have desired
value?
yes
Stop
Figure 3.1. Solution procedure using the method of parametric
differentiation.
I
I
I
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differentiating (2.15) and (2.17)-(2.23) with respect to a character-
izing parameter. The chosen parameters are the airfoil thickness
ratio, Z , which characterizes nonlifting flows and the measure of
camber and angle of attack, or , which characterizes lifting flows.
The free stream Mach number is another possible parameter but is
not used as such here.
It should be noted that neither - noro7' appears in (2.15).
This is advantageous because the governing equations for both
lifting and nonlifting flows are identical and may be solved by the
same numerical technique. This would not be the case if Mach number
was chosen as a parameter.
Differentiating (2.15) with respect to ~Z or o , I obtain
the linear equation
[i_,,,-n r/'t 2m t) 1& (/ --r1P. /)4 p +5, (3.11)
An important characteristic of (3.11) is that it switches type - the
quantity /-2 .. ,,4,/ changes sign - at the same points in the
flow field as the nonlinear potential equation.
If the mean airfoil position is defined as
>x) = f Z Y(Fx) ta c6 e~<)
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the conditions to be satisfied on the boundaries of nonlifting and
lifting airfoils are, respectively
3 F'(x) (z 2 4) (3.12)
(3.13)60K)
At subsonic trailing edges I require that
and along the cut in the flow field
Sx= 0
IJ J X 0
Equations
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(X -2L M
(x'c e 2za)
(3.14)-(3.16) lead to the requirements that
(3.17)
downstream of subsonic trailing edges, and
(3.18)
downstream of supersonic trailing edges, where j ,. is the jump
in across the trailing edge. Completing the problem specification
for shockless flows is the condition that
(9- e= 0-r 0)
A 3 (x -c, -F= 0 ) = 4 1 Ir
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/1. (3.19)
When the flow becomes supercritical, additional conditions
must be satisfied at any shock wave that appears in the flow
field. Those conditions are easily obtained by following the
technique of Murman and Cole [ 9 1 . I begin by writing
(3.11) in the conservation form
\ . (3.20)
The integral of (3.20) over the entire flow field is then converted
to the line integral
f {-1-?M1 4+/ ri< (3.21)
which, when integrated across a discontinuity, yields the parametric
shock jump conditions
-M 
-2(3.22)
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Having properly posed the linear boundary value problem,
steady transonic flow solutions may be obtained. However, a base
solution of the nonlinear problem is needed to initialize the
solution procedure. One possibility is to solve the potential
equation for a starting solution, but other realistic solutions
may be easily obtained. The conditions for which those solutions
are valid are outlined below.
3.5. Formulation of Base Solutions
Miles [42 ]
of (2.18) in the
and Lin, et. al. [43 ], by scaling the variables
following manner
.j
f':- Ic)
and ordering terms, have shown that the flow field is transonic if
/
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and is subsonic or supersonic if
Since I only consider flows that are subsonic at infinity, if Z and a-
are sufficiently small, the base solution will satisfy Laplace's
equation
Consequently, the base solutions may be obtained from elementary
singularity distributions.
Considering the lift to be due to an angle of attack, ,
the starting lifting solution, # , may be obtained by distributing
a line of vortices along the airfoil chord. Extending the incompressible
vorticity distribution, derived in [311, to compressible flows,
becomes
/ f /(3.23)
l rW/
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The nonlifting contribution is represented by the following distri-
bution of sources and sinks along the airfoil chord
fx;-C,) =1 r'y /,A-1-> J2] el
Z'7B (3.24)
In Appendix B, (3.24) has been integrated to yield the base solution
for nonlifting biconvex airfoils.
3.6. Summary
I have used the method of parametric differentiation to
linearize the steady, small perturbation transonic flow problem.
A predictor-corrector method for extending the solution was pre-
sented, and the boundary value problem for lifting and nonlifting
flows, including flows with imbedded shock waves, have been
specified. A base solution is required to initialize the solution
procedure, and conditions for which relatively simple linear
base solutions may be used for this purpose are presented.
These base solutions are then represented by singularity distri-
butions.
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CHAPTER IV
DETERMINATION OF THE RATE OF CHANGE OF THE STEADY
POTENTIAL AND RESULTS FOR STEADY FLOWS
4.1. Introduction
In order to determine the rate of change of the steady po-
tentials with the chosen parameter, I must solve a linear partial
differential equation with variable coefficients. Because of the
variable coefficients, any solution technique that is used must
be capable of admitting elliptic, hyperbolic, and discontinuous
solutions. In this work, finite difference methods are applied,
with appropriate difference operators being employed in the various
regions of the flow field. Those operators are constructed to
allow signals to propagate in the upstream and downstream directions
in subsonic (elliptic) regions and only in the downstream direction
in supersonic (hyperbolic) regions.
The correct direction of signal propagation and the calcu-
lation of the parametric shock jump conditions are ensured by
applying the concept of conservative type dependent differencing
to (3.11). This type of differencing is equivalent to adding,
at all points in supersonic flow regions, an artificial viscosity
of the order of the grid spacing in the streamwise direction.
Derivatives in the streamwise direction are approximated with
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centered differences in subsonic flow regions and with backward
(upwind) differences in supersonic flow regions, and derivatives
normal to the free stream are always approximated with centered
differences. Where the flow accelerates through sonic velocity,
a parabolic difference operator is used, and immediately downstream
of imbedded shock waves, I employ a combination of centered and
backward differences.
In the numerical procedure, special measures are taken to
satisfy the boundary conditions. Dirichlet conditions are
satisfied by setting . along the appropriate boundary at the
prescribed value, and Neumann and Robbin conditions are specified
midway between grid points. Neumann and Robbin boundary con-
ditions are then easily incorporated into the difference equations.
Having differenced the equation governing in the manner
described above, I obtain an implicit set of simultaneous equations.
Starting from the upstream boundary, I proceed downstream cal-
culating the flow field using a column relaxation method. The
entire process is repeated until, throughout the flow field, the
magnitude of the difference of the value of for successive
iterations and the change in j over a given number of
iterations are less than predetermined constants. All compu-
tations are carried out in a coordinate system that has been
stretched to infinity. That stretching increases the density of
grid points near the airfoil and requires the computation of
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relatively fewer points in the far field.
In the remainder of this chapter, I present the numerical
procedure used to solve (3.11) subject to the appropriate con-
ditions; that procedure is detailed in Appendix C. Also, I
present families of steady state loads on lifting and nonlifting
airfoils, the convergence histories of the solutions, and some
comparisons of my data with that obtained by other researchers.
4.2. Coordinate System
At large distances from the airfoil, far field boundary
conditions are to be specified, and if the computational region
is extended sufficiently far, the relatively simple boundary
conditions at infinity may be utilized. Here, I use the coordinate
transformation introduced by Carlson [ 44] which maps an infinite
physical region into a finite computational domain and distri-
butes the grid points more densely in the neighborhood of the
airfoil. The infinite physical region may now be computed
with a reasonable number of grid points.
The physical plane is separated into the three regions shown
in Figure 4.1, and the coordinates are transformed in the following
manner
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I ii:
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I I
- x4
Figure 4.1. Regions of the physical plane.
Figure 4.2. Typical transformed coordinate system.
I III
x4
z 5TI
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X2 (c 4 + bO))
Hence, the infinite physical region is transformed into the finite
computational plane /If / ( i )
constants a1, a2, a3, x4 and f. are predetermined, and a4 and
b are determined by requiring continuity of x and dx at
dn
In region II, the transformed coordinate is then
27)=I 6 X >7%4 If/i f.
4 f 43
We should also note that the coordinate stretching is symmetric
and that the airfoil should be centered at the origin of the
coordinate system. The airfoil chord then varies from -c to c
A typical transformed coordinate system is shown in Figure 4.2.
(4.3)
f4 f%./4) (4.4)
. The
f 44 (4.2)
Y4 =f -gan (-4) f 4S61
, / " / I
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4.3. Treatment of the Boundary Conditions
In the transformed coordinates, (3.11) becomes
- AOZ Crti) le (4) -F1
where -r/fr
//
and kr o/7 in regions I, II, and III are
, 2
2 TffY~ ~~#)7(
L jj
-(v = ( a#- 3 6 )'
4- 3 S .. (f-4 ) Y7
For nonlifting and lifting airfoils, respectively, the tangency
conditions become
A ,h = t F'Yxeo) (4.6)
4, ' ( c()) (4.7)
t A ( 4 '7) (4.5)
(77 _ S
wze'pol ( 0, 7 -(r/15 )j
a, ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ - Ic.(~e)+S e i1*ec
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Downstream of subsonic trailing edges
A M)>{ ' * 7 (4.8)
and if the trailing edge flow is supersonic
>e) , 7 =(4.9)
In order to more easily incorporate the far field conditions
into the numerical procedure, the conditions that are actually
used are slightly different from those in (3.19). Along the
lateral boundaries of the computational plane, the potential is
represented as that due to a point vortex located at (,7) (0,0).
Consequently,
, 4'-/.. - (4.10)
w r
which in the parametric problem becomes
j r OW(4.11)
zrr?
is the polar angle measured in the counter-where &V
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clockwise direction. At points that are midway between the first
and second grid columns, I impose the condition that the pertur-
bation velocity in the streamwise direction must vanish. In the
parametric problem, this condition becomes
2
Similarly, downstream of the airfoil
'~'~ 4 (4.13)
The full plane boundary value problem is shown in Figure 4.3.
If the flow is nonlifting, symmetry is used to reduce the
computational requirements. I consider the flow in only the
upper half of the flow field and enforce the condition that, except
along the airfoil chord, there is no vertical velocity component
along the line of symmetry. This condition is
(4.14)
If the flow is nonlifting, conditions (4.8) and 4.9) are auto-
matically satisfied. Figure 4.4 illustrates the half plane
boundary value problem.
4.4. Finite Difference Equations for the Linearized Problem
The correct direction of signal propagation throughout the
ov =T
2-
n=l
9 = -A9T'v
-F---
I Ifg=0 fg =0 I
I I
I I
I II I
I hg specified II Ag specified I
I I
I II I--
I I
I I
I II I
I I
I I
I II II I
n=2 ov= '3irV T* 9 =~4Tev n=N-1
Figure 4.3. Full plane boundary value problem.
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n=N
w w w
g = 0
n=1
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fg = 0K
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n=2
0 gn = 0
n=N-1
i=L
I=un
=1
n=N
Figure 4.4. Half plane boundary value problem.
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flow field and the calculation of the parametric shock jump condi-
tions are ensured by using a conservative type dependent difference
method. Defining ' and b as
E1 = r I -M -2 _, O
h
4::
the divergence form of (4.5) is
-E -1+ (4.15)
By
I
integrating (4.15) over the shaded element of
obtain
The substitution of (C.3)-(C.6) and (C.9)-(C.12)
then leads to the conservative finite difference
of (4.5)
area in Figure 4.5,
=-1 (4.16)
into (4.16)
representation
42 (4.17)
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where the superscript + denotes data from the current iteration,
and the nonsubscripted variables are from the previous iteration.
In supersonic flow regions, it is necessary to add additional
terms to (4.17) to maintain numerical stability. The reason for
this becomes clear when I do a timelike analysis of (4.17).
Treating the difference between iterations, - , as a
time derivative, at subsonic points the actual equation being
solved is
and at supersonic points I solve
- t (4.19)
The characteristics of (4.19) are the curves
W7A
which are real. Consequently, (4.19) is hyperbolic with ' as
the timelike direction. As the solution approaches its converged
value, the timelike derivatives in (4.18) vanish and we obtain
solutions to the original steady state equation. However, from
(4.18) and (4.19) it is evident that at the beginning of the
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iteration process, the time dependent terms may not match near
the sonic line, so I add the term - - 4 f f to (4.19).
Since f is the timelike direction in the steady supersonic
problem, I should take steps to ensure that it remains the time-
like direction in the unsteady problem. The analysis of (C.17)-
(C.19) demonstrates that the proper choice of * ensures that f
remains the timelike direction when is added
to (4.19). In this work I use C4=.6 , and the choice of 6's 0
results in numerical instabilities. With the inclusion of the
additionalterm,the form of the finite difference representation
of (4.5) becomes
hol4,1 ,,+1), h.-4e~ -0 + W+--/) ,1f$!
(4.20)
That using the conservative differencing scheme amounts to
adding an artificial viscosity of order d to the equations at
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supersonic points is seen by writing (4.17) in the form
( L h j h(4.21 )
The last two terms in (4.21) are a difference approximation of
which is taken to be an artificial
viscosity. In the limit of vanishing grid spacing, the artificial
viscosity vanishes.
Equation (4.20) is referred to as the interior point difference
equation because it is valid at points away from the boundaries of the
computational region. Near the boundaries, the difference equation is
altered to satisfy the boundary conditions. The following sections
describe the methods used to satisfy conditions (4.6)-(4.8) and
(4.1l)-(4.14).
4.5. Numerical Treatment of the Boundary Conditions
On the upper and lower boundaries of the computational region, (4.11)
is used to specify the values ofy((J1/), and the other boundary conditions
are satisfied by altering the form of the difference equations at the
appropriate points. The upstream and downstream conditions, (4.12)
and (4.13), are satisfied by setting ( ),,../ = 0 along n = 2
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and by setting = C along n = N-1. When these conditions are
substituted into (4.17), I obtain the finite difference equations given
in (C.38) and (C.47). Satisfying (4.12) and (4.13) in the above manner
implies an algebraic relationship between and y, and between
and , and it is not necessary to determine , and .
The airfoil tangency condition and the symmetry condition are
incorporated into the difference equations by altering the form of the
derivatives in the '7 direction. The tangency condition is satisfied
on the slit j/xS)jc midway between the rows I = up and 1= low (See
Figures 4.3 and 4.4). When lx'5)/1 e , h.),,..zand (4)I.S2
are prescribed from the upper and lower boundary tangency conditions.
In the nonlifting problem, I must satisfy the condition
When the above derivatives are substituted into
13~~£ - 6}, ~4~e"'~7(4.22)
at the appropriate grid points, conditions (4.6), (4.7) and (4.14)
are satisfied.
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4.6. Numerical Treatment of the Subsonic Trailing Edge Condition
and the Conditions Along the Cut in the Flow Field
The conditions at subsonic trailing edges and on the cut in
the flow field are also incorporated into the difference equations
by altering (4.22). Because is discontinuous along the slit
downstream of the trailing edge,values of along I=up are
larger, by the amount , than the values I would obtain by
expanding in a Taylor series from /=low to / =up. To offset
this discontinuity, I add 4f to , and ' derivatives
on the slit become
a'7 (4.23)
The conditions at the trailing edge and on the slit are then
incorporated into the difference equations by substituting, in
(4.22), the right side of (4.23) for ) along / =up
and for (/4 ,, along / =low. Equation (4.8) indicates
that should have the value of i,., hence I need a method
to determine the appropriate jump in along the cut in the
flow field.
Throughout the iteration procedure, if., is an unknown
quantity which must be calculated simultaneously with the
solution of (4.5). To determine the correct value of zif ,
we extend, to the present problem, the method applied by Ballhaus
and Bailey [45 ] to the potential equation. We update Li,
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using the relaxation formula
'4 4} ~~4(J f) (4.24)
where wf is an under relaxation factor - usually near 0.2. I
then substitute A for ai. in (4.11) and solve the finite
difference equations. The value of df is then calculated and
the process repeated until a converged solution is found. As the
solution converges, 45 and 4J# approach 4 . Condition
(4.8) is satisfied, and takes on its theoretical values
along -7 =±l. The finite difference equations adjacent to the
cut in the flow field are given in (C.56)-(C.71).
The jump in across the airfoil is evaluated using a
second order extrapolation procedure. From (C.76) and (C.81)
that jump is found to be
07 (4.25)
where and are known from the upper and lower boundary
tangency conditions, respectively. Generally, the trailing edge
is not located at a mesh point, thus the linear extrapolation,
detailed in (C.83)-(C.87), is used to derive the following
expression for I -r
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4  = ( 4+)_ 4y-r~2d rj..z +-_fr r (4.26)
where the subscripts are explained in Figure 4.6.
4.7. Results and Discussions
At each point (n,I), (4.20) is written in the form
where the vectors A, B, C and D throughout the flow field are
given in Appendix C. I then apply the solution procedure of
Apendix G to determine (x,z;C). Those calculations were
carried out, for biconvex airfoils, on a grid with 51 columns and
22 rows. The constants a,, a2, a3, :4 and x4 were set at 1, .3,
2, 1 and .493, respectively, and .4f was chosen to be .08. This
choice of constants produces a grid with 25 points on the airfoil.
I set d) at .09524, and when solving only for the upper half of
the flow field I chose 47 =.04878 with the first grid row located
at '7 =-.02439. /7//: 1 and fj IS 2, which for my choice of constants,
stretches the grid to infinity in both directions. Numerical
solutions of (3.11) were considered to have converged, for nonlifting
flows, when /2, -f.,/ 2'10 and for lifting flow, when
. .00l5 which corresponds to r changing by less
AT
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U
Lt~
-T3 -T2
-~1
-Tl
- T1
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Tl
Figure 4.6. Grid spacing near the airfoil trailing edge.
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than 0.02% between successive iterations.
When the finite difference methods used to determine T(x,z;6)
are combined with the predictor-corrector methods of Section 3.3,
I obtain families of steady flow solutions (The computer program is
listed in Appendix H). A typical set of solutions for nonlifting
subcritical airfoils is shown in Figure 4.7, where I have chosen
T., = 0 and 4r = .01. Figure 4.8 shows part of the family of solutions
that result when increasing the airfoil thickness ratio caused the
flow to become supercritical; those solutions were obtained using 'E. = .01
and dt = .0025. For the examples described above, the computations
required to determine at the various values of r are summarized
in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. For subcritical flows, the required
computations increase slightly with increasing-t , and when supersonic
flow regions appear, the computational requirements show a relatively
sharp increase as t increases. The previous solution of (3.11) is used
as the initial estimate of the new solution, and the sharp increase in
required computations could be due to the failure of that initial estimate
to adequately approximate the new solution near shock waves.
To obtain the six solutions in Figure 4.7 and the 21 solutions from
which I obtain Figure 4.8 requires one minute and 3.42 minutes of CPU
time, respectively, on an IBM 370/168. The initial computational require-
ments are substantially reduced by differentiating (B.4) with respect to7
and using that result as the initial estimate of the solution at 'C. Z,.
When that procedure is followed, the determination of (x,z;Z,) for M=.806
and M=.825 requires 38 and 39 iterations, respectively. In contrast, 219
and 225 iterations are required if I make an initial estimate of 7 = 0.
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show that the solutions are indeed weak
functions of the base solution. The pressure distributions were deter-
mined using as base solutions, first,,O = 0 everywhere (a nonlifting
flat plate) and then the solution given by (B.4) for C= .01. A lack
of resources prevented a similar comparison for supercritical flows,
but the result is expected to be the same.
By varying first the airfoil thickness ratio and then its angle of
attack, I obtained families of lifting solutions. Pressure distributions
on a six percent thick circular arc airfoil at angles of attack .50 and
10 are shown in Figure 4.13; I have chosen Z7,= 0, d C = .01, o(, = 00
and & = .50. Comparisons of the lift coefficient and the moment
coefficient about the leading edge with those predicted by thin airfoil
theory are shown in Figure 4.14. The determination of 3(x'z;og)
requires a relatively large amount of computations, but the computational
speed may be increased. Values of 1(x,z;Z=.06) were used as the initial
estimate of y(x,z;s), but since y represents the rate of change of the
solution in the direction of each parameter, that is not a good initial
estimate of y(xz;o,). Hence, a relatively high number of iterations is
needed to determine (x,z;o(). I expect that using the derivative of
(3.23) with respect to o( as the initial estimate would increase the conver-
gence rate. Once the initial solution is known, the computational require-
ments decrease sharply, and other lifting solutions are computed very
quickly. Figure 4.15 summarizes the computations required to determine
the solutions of Figure 4.13; it requires 2.9 minutes of CPU time on an
IBM 370/168 to compute the six nonlifting and two lifting solutions. As
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solutions of (3.11) converge, how Jg and a'jstabilize and approach each
other is shown in Figure 4.16.
When using parametric differentiation to analyze lifting flows, it
is essential to be consistent in defining the sign of all angles. For
example, the mean airfoil position, 7(x), may be written as
76x) =IL F(<) t. )(
depending on how o is defined. Hence, the tangency conditions becomes
Since, in the far field, I define positive angles in the counter-
clockwise direction, I must define 7(x) and the tangency condition as
with negative values of ot producing positive lift. Defining 7(x) as
trF(x) -o .x, with e70 for positive lift is contrary to the definition
of O and leads to numerical instabilities.
Having determined families of steady solutions, I next compare my
results with data obtained by other means. Figure 4.17 shows a comparison
of nonlifting, subcritical pressure distributions obtained using the pre-
sent method with those obtained by Rubbert [46], using parametric
differentiation, and the experiments of Knechtel [47]. There is good
agreement between between all three sets of data, especially between the
present method and the experimental data. A comparison of nonlifting, sub-
critical data with the integral equation method (IEM) of Ogana [481
is shown in Figure 4.18, and Figure 4.19 shows a comparison of current
supercritical results with those obtained from a finite difference
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solution of the potential equation [23]. In both cases, the agreement is
very good. Figure 4.13 shows relatively good agreement between the
present lifting results and the experiments of Knechtel [47], with the
differences probably due to the effects of viscosity on the measured data.
Sivaneri [49] applied integral equation techniques to (3.11), and Figure
4.20 shows that there is very good agreement between the integral equation
and finite difference methods.
4.8. Summary
A finite difference method has been developed to determine the rate
of change of the steady potential with the airfoil thickness ratio and
angle of attack. That method has been combined with the predictor-
corrector methods of Section 3.3 to obtain families of lifting and non-
lifting solutions. Those solutions were presented, and the computational
requirements were summarized. The data obtained using the present
method was seen to compare favorably with data obtained by other means.
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CHAPTER V
SOLUTION PROCEDURE AND RESULTS FOR UNSTEADY FLOWS
5.1. Introduction
Employing a relaxation procedure similar to that of
[21 1-[23 1, the families of steady state solutions are used to help
determine families of unsteady pressure distributions. I consider
oscillatory airfoil motions and, thus, assume that the unsteady po-
tential varies harmonically with time. Equation (2.16) is then re-
duced to a time independent equation for the amplitude of the unsteady
potential. That amplitude is generally complex and allows me to
compute phase shifts between the airfoil motion and the aerodynamic
loads. Finite difference techniques, similar to those of Chapter four,
are utilized to solve for the amplitude of the unsteady potential.
The stability analysis of an oscillating flat plate indicates
that relaxation methods will not yield converged solutions when
the reduced frequency of the unsteady motion exceeds a limiting value;
those limiting frequencies are inversely proportional to the size of
the computational region. In an attempt to increase the maximum
allowable frequency, I reduce the size of the computational region.
That corresponds to placing the boundaries at finite distances from
the airfoil, and the Klunker-type far field conditions
[21 ] are prescribed on the boundaries (The unsteady potential is
prescribed on the lateral boundaries, and the unsteady pressure
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coefficient is prescribed on the upstream and downstream boundaries).
Radiation conditions may also be used, but
because their use resulted in relatively slow convergence of the
numerical solutions, the Klunker-type conditions were used in all
computations.
Differencing the equation governing the amplitude of the unsteady
potential leads to a set of implicit simultaneous equations. Starting
at the upstream boundary and marching downstream, those equations
are solved using a column relaxation procedure. That process is
repeated until the change in the amplitude of the unsteady potential
for successive iterations is less than a predetermined constant.
In the computational procedure, measures similar to those of sections
4.5 and 4.6 are taken to satisfy the boundary conditions. The jump in
the unsteady potential across the wake is written to satisfy the
Kutta condition, and I account for the effects of oscillating shock
waves by imposing a compatability condition at their mean positions.
In the remainder of Chapter five, I present the procedure that
is used to solve for the unsteady flow field perturbations. Examples
of the unsteady loads are presented, and in cases where the flow has
become supercritical, the motions of imbedded shock waves are
calculated.
5.2. Formulation of the Boundary Value Problem for Harmonically
Oscillating Airfoils
When analyzing airfoils undergoing harmonic oscillations, the
deviation of the airfoil from its mean position and the unsteady po-
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tential may be written,
- (x,t):
respectively, as
RPIf(x)e
/RPl fei)e'
where RP denotes the real part of a complex quantity.
stretched coordinate system,
(5.1)
and the tangency and Kutta conditions become, respectively
(5.2)
z
xa) .~
2 (5.3)
In terms of unstretched variables, the wake conditions are
(5.4)' >--
(5.5)
(2.16) becomes
In the
-2,~1YY~ t*
+ eh'e-7) - /V 2 rt-1) f(-11) e7 ff f
-4( e, ri 4 Y) -= 0
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Equation (5.4) and (5.5) are combined to yield
-i A I Xtf ) -)1,() 
/ -~ -(5.6)
where the subscript 1 denotes quantities immediately downstream of the
trailing edge. The constant of integration, 4yO , is chosen to satisfy
the Kutta condition, and how that is done is detailed in the next section.
The stability analysis shown in Appendix F yields the condition
-0_ 4 k - 4 rl - (5.7)
where a and c,,are the extents of the computational region in the f and 7
directions, respectively. While (5.7) is valid only for a flat plate,
it provides an estimate of the maximum reduced frequency for which
relaxation methods will yield converged solutions. In an attempt to
increase the limiting frequency, the size of the computational region is
reduced. This amounts to placing the physical boundaries at finite
distances from the airfoil, and the Klunker type far field conditions [211
are used to specify data on the boundaries of the computational region.
I chose /0) 1.84 and 171-4 .905, which corresponds to 1XM4.35
and ij2f 6.63.
On the lateral boundaries, the amplitude of the unsteady
potential is given by
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I 2~4 ~O~/)(~ + -1- (x' -04(1
2
where P is given in (E.10). At the upstream and downstream
boundaries, I prescribe the pressure function, P, where
w(er ), Z1) )I
where
f Im ilm r-P) X110"Ir 11 641;(141?f
S e
+ (WSJ - /Stxelp)) (5.9)
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) may be simplified by noting that = 0.
Weatherill et al. [50] have found that the area integrals are not
significant and need not be retained.
Since the wake integral
used to evaluate
in (5.8) is slow to converge, (5.8) is
f only at x(f)=c on the upper and lower boundaries.
z
By integrating (fe ) =Pe ,I obtain a recursion formula
which is used to determine f at all points on the lateral boundaries.
At x( )=c_ , the wake integral is
2
(5.8)
Also,
fam z/ e x X x
.8 Iff
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40 i * W-f- ) io -
PO+ 2e*#9~17)
'B
,6
(5.10)
Figure 5.1 summarizes the unsteady boundary value problem.
5.3. Procedure for Calculating the Unsteady Perturbations
Solutions of (5.1) are obtained using a conservative finite
difference method. Because the difference equations are developed
using the procedure of Section 4.4, I simply present the interior
point finite difference representation of (5.1)
((~#44E~f)fr(
iS
1+ /(I
'4 (~ij - 4~~d) O~ (~~'PP~i
VP-.-/. -4
~/1
)&?(.A4-
h74 b1i
(5.11)
rr -
+ Z4fj
7,rf"'
lee?)
K xe -Y /I ell
-
-.1)
tAll, - Ix
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f + ik?= P ff + ik = P
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+ ike) = 0
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Figure 5.1. Unsteady boundary value problem.
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where c 4 and Pc 5 are defined in (D.10) and (D.11), respectively.
The derivation of (5.10) may be found in Appendix D. Equation (5.10)
is altered at the appropriate grid points to satisfy the boundary
conditions.
The condition at the upstream boundary is incorporated directly
into (5.11) by replacing ',,,,,,I with
where o(6 and ce 7 are defined in (D.32) and (D.33), respectively.
Similarly, at the downstream boundary, I substitute, from (D.38)
'e NOVA -d -C/ 2
The unsteady tangency condition is satisfied by altering the
difference equations at points adjacent to the mean airfoil position.
When /x()c _ and 1,) are prescribed
from the unsteady, upper and lower boundary tangency conditions. By
substituting those derivatives into
a. 1 4 )e o -,oj(5.12)
J-7
at the proper grid points, I ensure that the unsteady tangency
condition is satisfied.
I also satisfy the unsteady Kutta condition by altering the
form of (5.12) at the appropriate grid points. When x(f),c and
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/=up, the jump in the unsteady potential across the wake is accounted
for by writing S(h 4 ), as
S ..
(5.13)
and when x(f),c
2
and ./=low,
(5.14)
By choosing _f in the proper manner, when (5.13) and (5.14) are
substituted into (D.8), I am assured that the unsteady Kutta con-
dition is satisfied.
The proper choice of , is determined by differencingt e#4f--9
at the trailing edge. Using the notation of Figure 4.6 the expansions
2O1 ag)
are combined to yield
6,d ( . =t4 r )d a r fiA1 -e a'd fr 't rijd rCi2,) :(~4~) J~ O 4 ~r _,a__ ),_ 4
2d 4g fri z4fr'dfA Cr ) LI r,( ga*,)
when (5.15) is substituted into (5.3), J find that the unsteady
Kutta condition requires that A, take the form
(5.15)
.Jfr '(, = J '?r4. r/ 66 Ii ),
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4 G d frztJ'(d 'rV 'ki4 ri 7 jc
a at r/ Saffr/ rA fr"d) 1] (5.16)
The values of af along the airfoil and at the trailing edge are
obtained from procedures similar to that of (C.72)-C.87). Hence
8 19 (5.17)
A /(5.18)
5.4. Motion of Imbedded Shock Waves
In previous studies, methods which treat the unsteadiness as a
linear perturbation upon the steady state account for the presence of
imbedded shock waves but do not consider the effects of their
unsteady motions [211-[23]. The experiments of Tijdeman and Zwann
[241,[25] indicate that the periodical motion of imbedded shock waves
induce relatively large local pressures which may have a significant
effect on the unsteady forces and moments. Hence, I deem it es-
sential to include the effects of moving shock waves in the solution
procedure.
Tijdeman and Zwaan [24] ,[25] observed three types of periodical
shock wave motion. In what they have termed as type A motion, the
shock wave oscillates almost sinusoidally with phase shifts between
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the airfoil motion and shock position and between the strength of
the shock wave and its position. In type B motion, the shock wave
again oscillates sinusoidally but disappears during part of the
cycle, and in type C motion, a shock wave periodically propagates off
of the airfoil leading edge. Here I only consider shock movements
that resemble type A motions, and the assumptions under which
separated the potential limits the amplitudes of shock oscillation to
relatively small values. Clearly, type C motions, which carry the
shock waves over relatively large portions of the airfoil, cannot be
treated using the current approach.
The effects of type A shock motions are determined by imposing
a compatability condition, detailed by Cunningham [51], at the mean
shock position. This shock condition is similar to that of
Landahl [ 7] but is valid for all frequencies. I assume periodic
motions and write the instantaneous shock position, xs , as
where xm is the shock wave's steady state position. The requirement
that the tangential velocity be continuous across the shock wave
yields, upon integration around the finite shock path,
(5.19)
where the superscripts + and - represent quantities immediately
downstream and upstream of the instantaneous shock positon, respectively.
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Expanding the perturbation potential in a Taylor series about the
mean shock position and retaining only first order terms in )g yields
S(xg) z X,)t2e 4, (X,,)e'
where I have assumed that # is analytically continuous on both
sides of the shock wave. From (5.19) I then obtain the shock motion
necessary to maintain equality of the total potential across the
shock wave
(5.20)
Assuming that the inclination of the shock wave is small, a
second condition is found by imposing the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
for normal shock waves [32]
(5.21)
where tU is the velocity in the streamwise direction. Using the
relations
.e , f , '
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(5.21) becomes
tA.~~! #2 (
e "* ;5; Z(/ _
where
W g d i s
Writing the derivatives as
1 - to (, ) e ,A
and equating terms proportional to yields the shock movement
necessary to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
+/ a
(5.22)
4O;x i'
By requiring the equality of shock motions given by (5.20) and (5.21),
the following compatability condition is obtained
(14-#-A/ AtP -a A tx
(5.23)
-t(X ,,, ) e ('
x Z)= () ,o+A e C(X.,,) 1 tax
4~(,) iAL (A f'
0 -- 44CIx -V-.t-j+t ?;R( r,-/)
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where
To satisfy (5.23),, I assume that the shock wave is located mid-
way between the two grid points where switching function, .eW ,
switches from unity to zero. Using the notation of Figure 5.2, the
derivatives in (5.23) are evaluated with backward differences at
grid points immediately adjacent to the assumed shock location.
Immediately downstream of the shock wave, I require that
' $ $-tJ' 0  N-(5.24)
The derivative terms that comprise K' are approximated with centered
difference formulas. Hence
2,6 t~4 -~,
A1
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Figure 5.2. Location of the imbedded shock wave, relative to the
computational grid.
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By imposing condition (5.23) in the solution procedure the
effects of oscillating shock waves are included in the solution.
The shock excursion, ,1 , is complex which allows me to calculate
any phase shift between the airfoil and shock wave motion. Also,
by monitoring the amplitude of )S for various unsteady motions, I
get an idea of when the assumption of linear unsteady perturbations
is violated.
5.5. Results and Discussions
The finite difference representation of (5.1) is written in
tridiagonal form, with the tridiagonal coefficients given in Appendix D.
Employing the solution procedure of Appendix G, I am able to
compute the unsteady component of the flow field for various steady
state conditions; a computer program which performs that task is
listed in Appendix H. Unsteady loads for two types of motions,
heaving oscillations and pitch about the midchord, are calculated,
but the program is capable of treating pitching motions about any
point and oscillating flaps with arbitrary hinge locations. Numerical
solutions of (5.1) were considered to have converged when
.a, / z. /o -ar for heaving motions and when i '4.) -4/ 1 lo' 4
for pitching motions.
Figure 5.3 shows the unsteady lift distributions on subcritical,
parabolic arc airfoils of various thickness ratios undergoing heaving
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oscillations of amplitude, S , .01c. The effects of varying the airfoil
thickness ratio on the unsteady lift coefficient and moment coefficient
about the leading edge is shown in Figure 5.4; both increase in magnitude
with increasing E , with slight changes in phase. The cases - = 0, .03
and .06 require 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8 minutes of CPU time, respectively, on
an IBM 370/168.
The unsteady lift distributions on subcritical parabolic arc airfoils
pitching about the midchord, with an amplitude of one degree, are shown in
Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.6 shows how the unsteady lift and
moment about the leading edge vary with Z As in the case of heaving
oscillations, the magnitude of unsteady lift and moment increases with Z,
and the phase shifts remain almost constant.
The unsteady lift distributions on a supercritical circular arc
airfoil undergoing heaving oscillations, with (-= .01, is shown in Figure
5.7. The spikes in the lift distributions are due to the presence of
the imbedded shock wave in the flow field. There is a waviness in the
lift distributions upstream of the shock wave for which I can offer no
plausible physical explanation. However, similar trends are observed in
the data obtained by others [23],[521. At points nearest the upper and
lower boundaries of the airfoil, the shock excursion amplitudes are .032c
and .039c, respectively, and the requirement that the shock wave travel
over a small portion of the airfoil chord is satisfied. The computed
values ofA at all shock points are presented in Table I.
Figure 5.8 shows the unsteady lift distributions that result when
the supercritical circular arc airfoil oscillates in pitch about its
M = .
= 0.00
=.01
C
k = .03
o- Real
e- Inag
0000000000 00008
Figure 5.3a. Unsteady lift distribution on a flat plate oscillating in
heave.
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Figure 5.3b. Unsteady lift distribution on a parabolic arc airfoil
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Figure 5.5a. Unsteady lift distribution on a flat plate oscillating in
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Figure 5.5b. Unsteady lift distribution on a parabolic arc
oscillating in pitch about its midchord.
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midchord. At points nearest the upper and lower airfoil boundaries,
As=.138c and .15c, respectively (See Table II). When I chose JE to be
one degree,4I becomes of the order of the airfoil chord. This indicates
that the conditions for which separation of the potential is allowable
are not met, and a check of the flow field reveals that, at some loca-
tions,iP/1//. Consequently, I do not expect the data for this case to
be very reliable. I should anticipate this result because the analysis
of Section 2.3 shows that I should have , aL Vc., but a one degree
pitch amplitude is approximately .3-r. Table III summarizes the shock
motions for the one degree pitch case.
The unsteady lift distributions shown in Figure 5.8 are for k =.l.
When I set k =.2, the numerical solutions began to converge and then
diverged. No attempt was made to calculate the flow field for .1 , 4*.2,
but such calculations would provide an estimate of the frequency
limitation at M = .861.
5.6. Summary
A finite difference method has been developed which is used to com-
pute the unsteady component of the flow field. Steady state solutions,
obtained using the finite difference and predictor-corrector methods, are
used to determine the effects of varying the airfoil thickness ratio on
the unsteady lift and moment about the airfoil leading edge. If shock
waves are present in the flow field, a shock compatability condition is
introduced into the numerical procedure. That condition allows me to
calculate the motion of shock waves, and, by monitoring the amplitude of
the shock motion, I am able to determine when the assumption that the
unsteadiness is a linear perturbation upon the steady flow breaks down.
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Table I
Motion X.m z
c _ --
Heave .01 .03 .641 -. 228 -. 014-.01i .017
Heave .01 .03 .641 -. 075 .036+.013i .038
Heave .01 .03 .641 .075 .031+.008i .032
Heave .01 .03 .641 .228 -.013-.0081 .015
Table II
Motion xm z
c c
Pitch .00175 .1 .641 -.228 -.006-.077i .077
Pitch .00175 .1 .641 -.075 .119+.089i .149
Pitch .00175 .1 .641 .075 .121+.067i .138
Pitch .00175 .1 .641 .228 -.015-.070i .072
Table III
Motion x" z
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
.0175
.0175
.0175
.0175
.1
.1
.1
.1
.641
.641
.641
.641
-. 228
-. 075
.075
.228
.045-.657i
.888+.894i
.931 .696i
.423- .607i
.659
1.26
1.16
.74
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, I sought to develop a tool which would be useful
in predicting the onset of aerodynamically induced instabilities.
The unsteady, transonic small perturbation potential equation is
used to describe the flow field, and the unsteadiness is treated as
a linear perturbation about the steady state. This assumption
restricts me to analyzing unsteady motions of infinitesimal amplitude.
Nevertheless, because flutter prediction requires the analysis of
infinitesimal amplitude motion, the methods developed in this study
should prove to be a valuable design tool.
Since the equation governing the unsteady potential is coupled
to the steady flow field, many steady solutions may be required to
predict the occurrence of instabilities. Consequently, a major
difficulty was to repeatedly solve a nonlinear partial differential
equation. The problem of nonlinearity was avoided by differentiating
the steady flow equation with respect to a characterizing physical
parameter. The primary difficulty was then reduced to solving a
linear equation for the rate of change of the steady potential
with the chosen parameter.
I developed a single relaxation method that determines the rate
of change of the steady potential with airfoil thickness ratio and
angle of attack for subcritical and supercritical flows. That
relaxation method is a significant improvement on the parametric
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differentiation method of Rubbert and Landahl [281. They developed
several approximate analytic solutions of the linear equation governing
the rate of change of the steady velocity with airfoil thickness ratio,
but each solution is applicable to only certain types of flows. The
method developed here makes no assumptions about the rate of change
of the potential and may be applied to all types of flows.
To demonstrate the present method, I uniquely combined the
relaxation method with predictor-corrector methods to obtain families
of steady state nonlifting and lifting solutions. Obtaining the
lifting solutions represents another significant improvement on the
method of [281 because Rubbert and Landahl were unable to predict
the pressure distributions on lifting airfoils.
Parametric differentiation, applied in the present form, also
represents a significant improvement on the perturbation method of
Nixon [26],[27]. Nixon's method is also capable of treating the
effects of several parameter variations, but the method is limited
because it cannot treat variations that cause shock waves to be
lost or generated. The results presented in Figure 4.8 show that
parametric differentiation does not have that limitation.
That the present method is accurate is seen by comparing my
results with those obtained by other researchers. I showed that
pressure data obtained using parametric differentiation compares
favorably with that obtained from experiments, from relaxation
solutions of the potential equation, and from integral equation
solutions of the potential and parameterized equations.
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The computational efficiency of the present method also appears
to compare favorably with relaxation solutions of the potential equation.
Although differences in computers, types of airfoils considered, and
number of grid points used prevent direct comparisons, the relative
efficiency of the present method can be determined from a study
conducted by Ballhaus, Jameson, and Albert [53]. That study showed
that using line relaxation, approximately 350 iterations were required
to obtain the pressure distribution on a 10 percent thick parabolic
arc airfoil, with M = .7 (subcritical flow). Extrapolating the
curve of Figure 4.9 to T = .10 suggests that the computational
efficiency of the present methods compares favorably with relaxation
solutions of the potential equation. While the total number of
iterations required to obtain the parametric differentiation solution
may be greater, parametric differentiation also provides the
solutions for -CL I~E .10. One numerical advantage of using parametric
differentiation is that the initial estimate of the solution at
6=, t46 takes into account the slope of the previous solution.
Conversely, using kcd)as the initial estimate of the solution of (2.15)
for 6. 6,rj, should prove to be a poorer estimate, and more
iterations may be required to obtain converged solutions.
If I wish to predict the onset of aerodynamically induced
instabilities, the effects of the nonlinear steady flow on the
unsteady forces and moments must be considered. As an example, I
used families of subcritical, nonlifting steady solutions to deter-
mine the effects of varying the airfoil thickness ratio on the
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unsteady lift and moment about the leading edge, and those quantities
show increasing magnitude, with slight phase changes as C increases.
That I was able to determine the effects of airfoil thickness ratio
on the unsteady aerodynamic loads suggest that I can generate the
information necessary to predict the onset of instabilities.
An assumption under which the velocity potential was separated
into steady and unsteady components is that imbedded shock waves do
not travel over large portions of the airfoil chord. For supercritical
flows, I introduced a compatability condition at the mean shock
location which allowed me to account for the effects of moving
shock waves and determine the amplitude of the unsteady shock motion.
Hence, I was able to determine when the assumption that the unsteadi-
ness is a linear perturbation upon the steady state is violated.
The unsteady shock wave motions summarized in Tables I and II indicate
that the associated airfoil motions do not violate the linear
perturbation assumption. When the pitch amplitude was increased to
30 percent of the airfoil thickness ratio, the shock excursion
amplitude indicated a violation of the linear perturbation assumption
(See Table III). The shock compatability condition assumes normal
shock waves, but the data of Tables I-III indicate that the shock
waves actually tilt slightly. A two dimensional condition, such as
that presented in [55], would be a more accurate shock condition.
I have also performed a stability analysis on the unsteady finite
difference equations. The results of that analysis allow me to
estimate the reduced frequency beyond which relaxation solutions
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will not converge. Numerical experiments could then be used to
determine the exact frequency limitation.
The results presented in this study give an indication of the
great potential of the method of parametric differentiation in ana-
lyzing transonic flow problems. Families of steady and unsteady
flow solutions were obtained for reasonable amounts of computations.
All partial differential equations were solved using relaxation
methods, which are among the simplest but not the most efficient
numerical methods. Ballhaus, Jameson, and Albert [531 have presented
approximate factorization methods for solving the small perturbation
potential equation; those methods greatly reduced the computations
required to compute steady two dimensional flow fields. Applying
such a factorization scheme to (3.11) should make parametric
differentiation an even more attractive transonic method. The
computer program developed for the present study varies the second
parameter only after the first has reached its maximum value. Any
program developed in the future should have the capability of
varying any parameter at any time.
The development of any transonic method should be done so with
the ultimate goal of extending that method to three dimensions.
Parametric differentiation would then be even more effective because
of the additional parameters that may be considered; such parameters
could be wing sweep and the twist of the wing. Extension of the
relaxation and predictor-corrector methods to three dimensions
should not pose any great difficulties.
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APPENDIX A
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS FOR
GENERATING STARTING SOLUTIONS
Initially the starting data necessary for use in (3.7) and
(3.9) is unavailable. Consequently, less accurate methods are
employed until that data is obtained. To determine solutions at
6z4, eCg, I use the second order predictor and corrector
A (4 te1) , . 4#e16) G It'd2 (A.2)
where ? and c are the predicted and corrected potentials,
respectively.
The error terms, ± , are not evaluated, but they are compen-
Z de
sated for by modifying (A.1) and (A.2). The deviation of the predicted
and corrected potentials from the exact values are
which, assuming that is constant over the interval, yields
the relation
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elz =t C, C6et -6 4, ) A3
By introducing (A.3) into (A.l) and (A.2), I eliminate most of the
second order error. Generally, c-p varies slowly from step to
step, thus in (A.) I use
4(2d ] .: a(4,)-C I ) .)
The modified predicted and corrected solutions then become, respec-
tively
M6.+')= p(4*+6) z . e6"4)- C-) (A.4)
~ 2I'7'z~~~ (A.5)
With the potential known at an additional value of 6 , the
order of the quadrature method is increased. I use the predictor-
corrector formulas
p e, 2S ) ,3 _ (A.6)
-(f. ~)tL I )4ej d+- (A.7)
2 '2a dg
Following the above procedure, I obtain
_4 13 = /2 1 C C4e-t 6 4 )-. *24 _/>
d4 a
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and the modified predictor and corrector become
1+ 4 )4.)- ,d) - 0
Increasing the order of the quadrature again, for
I use
C 64e3.) )e(+24d) d d6 [C J63 e2 i +4),(66 Zd6 j
12
-y ( e4 4 )
The error is
I -- g.4 fY
-3 - z4Ec(4 ~ 3~~ ~#3d~)]
which leads to the modified predictor-corrector
'n e+34) ptr4 e+_9 ets e.24, -p 2Ade)_ (A.12)
(A. 13)
With the starting data determined from (A.1)-(A.13), solutions
at all subsequent values of 6 are obtained using the fifth order
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11 )
6 6"7 ,3 a 6,9
16 'd11) Oe46,o 44 C (,tt -A 6,
+Zd 4! j *2<46)-f( ,!5). t-d Wa )
3 t
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predictor-corrector
3
-~1 C4 { .n-2) 4 Ej (4 -+/-3)a4)U #+ /4 L 4
e i 2.t z I = 1 C4,tn-iLI6 ) + #d'4t, (-z,)o 4' 1(6.+tO-3e16)Z
3
+ 46 113 (4 444l) 4 37j
3'
e. f-&v-)az ) *t j/ (4-2)6 )
(A.15)
e-  _
The modified potential used to find 4en) is
(A.16)
and to determine the final values of the potential , I use
#1n,( t}= ((4,nJt) -_ +
/z/ (A.17)
I should point out that p-c is initially set at zero and
that each time the order of the predictor-corrector is changed,
it is reset to zero.
(A. 14)
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APPENDIX B
BASE SOLUTION FOR NONLIFTING BICONVEX AIRFOILS
When //-af/'> Z(', (2.15)
equation
Thus, if the initial thickness ratio
ciently small, the base solution may
equation
may be reduced to the linear
r 4 (B.1)
or
be
angle of attack is suffi-
obtained from Laplace's
(B.2)
The initial nonlifting airfoil is represented by a distribution
of sources and sinks along its chord, the corresponding velocity
potential, with U normalized to unity, is
xJ c/2/4In .x-Zi2 7/K
z -c . '/4
Since for small thickness ratios, circular arc airfoils reduce to
parabolic arcs, I define the airfoil boundary as
e~fl42
(B.3)
9x,( Z ~ -0
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The potential then becomes
0(,-) = 7 2e X,/In (x ) e,fr/ 
-
or, upon the substitution a-= -'- ,
Employing the integration formulas
-')+I2
/o (a2)dr=
-J(X )
I obtain the base solution for nonlifting biconvex airfoils
r ;. I I -. /4J
4X- /) - , Kx % f2 CXf
I+;. I hi J( 2t
- x+ /nxt
x#%
(B.4)
r li O'5)/ x-e_ 2 .0 7/0 (
4 2 faX-
('e- -/?)
( X'+. +l?
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APPENDIX C
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE RATE OF
CHANGE OF THE STEADY POTENTIAL
In this appendix, I develop the conservative finite difference
equations used to determine the rate of change of the steady po-
tential with the chosen parameter. The conservative difference
representation of (4.5) is obtained by integrating (4.15) over the
shaded area of Figure 4.5. Application of the divergence theorem
in that integration leads to
6) = £k",) A e (C.1)
or
Division by the area of integration yields the difference formula
S(C.2)
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The fluxes in (C.2) are then represented as
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e~7 -
~
b,
I>7/)'~~~
where ,e is a switching function defined as
2
/
Combining (C.2)-(C.6), I
/ /-A9 2z AO- 2 a/) 1 l9C
obtain the conservative difference
formul a
a ,, ?i t '
iff (C. 3)
J~q,
(C.4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
) !-m'-mz (N
ex-(, -E E !e- ro -- i*rt/ - f~
*!/2/4
01-312
( 
-,) 
eF pl/
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L/-4-6,.g) l(, [ft[i.. -M2gt/) (4 F15 f,,~,, -f-*-cwj]4,
(' I -A.( pI?,'-
The effect of the switching function is to represent the derivatives
in the streamwise direction with centered differences where the
flow is subsonic and with backward differences in supersonic flow
regions. Where the flow accelerates through sonic velocity, AJ., =1
and , =0 , a parabolic difference operator is used, and im-
mediately downstream of the supersonic region, A4,,,=O and =1
a combination of centered and backward differences is used.
The evaluation of each term in (C.7) with centered differences
yields
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pe (C. 8)
where the 's are the intermediate values of g. The final values,
,are obtained from
where Wis a relaxation factor. If the flow is subsonic, 1 & :6 2,
and in supersonic regions, 0 .W4 1. I then eliminate from
(3.8) by substituting into (C.8)
1-_L)(C.9)
but (C.9) is not applied at all points.
To evaluate streamwise derivatives at subsonic points, I use
current values of >,,. , previous values of , and
(C.9) at the midpoint. Streamwise derivatives at supersonic points
are evaluated with data from the previous iteration, and to avoid
a discontinuity in h(1 y)- as I cross the sonic line, that
term is evaluated with current data at all points. Defining o<, ,
0 2 , and 4 . as
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(C. 10)
o( ,'z Z(C.11)
(C.12)
the conservative finite difference approximation of (4.5) becomes
47 h a* (C.13)
Treating the difference in g between iterations as the pseudo
time derivative
4 A }4(C.14)
reveals that varying the iteration number of the difference
operators introduces timelike derivatives into the original dif-
ferential equation. Isolation of the timelike terms in the subsonic
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difference equation yields
d4?
f.G~
47Z.
(C.15)
Utilizing (C.14), the subsonic differential equation becomes
-M 2 - r., ic - d, dt 4if f t
- I -('Z .) o(,~ z fp -4 dt [ (h/e ),,, -f n,,., f-- a
which as the mesh spacing approaches zero, reduces to
(C.16)
As the solution of (C.16) converges, the additional time derivatives
vanish, and the solution of the original equation is obtained. At
supersonic points, I
+ +
+ k M4 ,, ).7
have
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o4,A.,, -,-,1)-, ). ,-42,,) A 2 hnsf,, .,t -J.,,e)
af
or, as the mesh spacing vanishes
44 (C.17)
During the initial iterations, there is the possibility of a
mismatch in the time dependent terms near the sonic line, but I
correct this situation by adding a term of the form j, f to (C.17).
Since in the steady, supersonic problem f is the timelike direction,
the coefficient of go should be such that it is the timelike
direction in the unsteady problem.
Defining t as
LI2 2f1-m .p4Zrz re $)
and adding to (C.17) the term , the supersonic dif-
ferential equation becomes
., + .i (C.18)
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Introducing the new coordinate
(C.18) is transformed into
+~ Z
+7'r'+ lower derivatives = 0
Elimination of requires =-f"at which leads to
4 f'C
- lower derivatives = 0 (C.19)
Since u is negative in supersonic zones, the 4 direction is
indeed the timelike direction in the unsteady supersonic problem.
Having shown that choosing the appropriate coefficient of the
additional gC term ensures that flis the timelike direction in
the unsteady supersonic problem I simplify matters in practice
by actually adding the term -5'( /., 4! f to (C.17). The
value of C'" is then chosen to give the partial differential
equation the desired properties.
With the additional term, the final form of the finite
difference equation becomes
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P1i
t~o
Lo(~ y~f~-j?-_J17
4/1 Y 2
( 4
q~~4  .~/ - I' ]' (C.20)
The tridiagonal coefficients are easily recognized by writing
(C.20) in the form
h4e-t..r )4,.e
,071
+-) Lay w a12V
A 
_
*10 )'~~
4C 2
A comparison of (C.21) with (G.1) reveals that
,.a7 
(C.22)
( I _,a,,I', ) 0(1
- A^(1 e 09 " - - "-2' ( I' e,.
A-W- -:, i d * :1t ei- (, d3,.x.: -
(C. 21)
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A It. Hl; 444 -4-",A *( 1 "'l, e 'd,*o 1 -td .,
L440;
(C.23)
(C.24)
4;7 2
D .=( I - a ,.0) ,PK , y -, e , I -
C~zI+
- '~~f:!~- 'Ii
(C.25)
where the i subscript denotes interior points of the computational
domain.
If 1?(1)L±C
/ A 7 ) ,,u, '/ is prescribed from the
tangency condition, and
A )7)zh kLP
f47 - 7 7I).
As a result, the tridiagonal coefficients become
(C.26)
)eve, +-A *V-60' ,,
A e 2 
'
* -4 e..:,. e ( ,+,; 3 ) j.,-,,1 
-- 40-i"a o3 y 'V - &1
L J7 #-1 /2 11 -j I ,, ) - (,h61 (1 "'.. -,? 1, 4 -41-/ ) 7 ).V, "R -0
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47
Similarly, at / =low, is prescribed and
a'7
In this case, the tridiagonal coefficients are
145
316w ai +Lowk)),,,,'
e'7
If the flow is nonlifting and IX)( > , (-z = 0, and
t7 + "I~or
(C.27)
(C.28)
(C.29)
1P141 * -. __ lJ~ ~ -~; ii.&.~~~3/
(C. 30)
(C.31)
(C.32)
(C.33)
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The tridiagonal coefficients are then
bv? A NR/> ' O
Along the column n=2, =0 , and because the flow is
subsonic at infinity, I write the difference equation as
If I-_W 2- P/,
ZL
or
*1-
C0I v .11, f-4.1 Ael h4 +I117
02z (C.38)
The tridiagonal coefficients are
4 =- N -
B, k ( w t.<4 )e Z
4-p w>
(C. 34)
(C. 35)
(C. 36)
(C. 37)
(C. 39)
(c.40)
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'al4l"Z
i/ (
where the u subscript denotes quantities at the upstream boundary.
If the flow is nonlifting, at the point n=2
4 0
Along n=N-1 =0 ,, and I have
which is expressed as
-0( 4 j, *h.
(C.47)
(C.41)
(C.42)
I =up
(C.43)
(C.44)
(C.45)
(C.46)
DU z V(S I
+t-h~ ,,C ).' -
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The tridiagonal coefficients are
2--.2
'1 2
(C.48)
(C. 49)
W
(C.50)
: ~ ,.+
where the d subscript denotes quantities at the downstream boundary.
If the flow is nonlifting, at n=N-1, I =up
,# = o
= 4~J -A~' J1~~~9'~2
the coefficients are
(C.52)
(C.53)
(C.54)
(C.55)
When VO )>,c
z
and t =up
h (k727~ I/1s~.iz CJ4~/ 11Jbb./) ~ -y,.. -'f~+
- -
gn~g(C. 51)
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and the tridiagonal coefficients are
All?
L,, 4jh
At the point n=N-1, I =UP
g* jd
Similarly, along I=low downstream of the trailing edge
a,6
and
(C.56)
(C.57)
(C.58)
(C.59)
(C.60)
(C.61)
(C.62)
(C.63)
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(C.64)
5,-= 6(C. 65)
Ot w(C.66)
and at n=N-1, I=low
(C.68)
(C.69)
6 V 0(C.70)
The tridiagonal coefficients developed in (C.22)-(C.21) are intro-
duced into (G.1), and the solution procedure outlined in Appendix G
is employed.
Since the airfoil does not lie on a grid row, a second order
extrapolation procedure is used to determine the value of J on the
airfoil boundaries and, subsequently, the jump in I across the
airfoil. Expanding in a Taylor series, on the upper boundary,
, expressed as
152
- Oe(d7 3)
I' ' --- '''' 7 e4 2 Y
I then determine a second order difference approximation of
by writing the expansion for
+ 3'(4 )n,apel :: Y , *. ,p _,
2
f rom (C.72) and (C.73), I
The second derivative, ( -I.-,,),L, is
obtain
(C. 74)
expressed as
£ - ~ 7
or
44
- (~;L.Hr
where is prescribed from the tangency condition.
(C.72)-(C.75), I get
(C.72)
Eliminating
(C.73)
/ (C.75)
Combining
( 17
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-8 ~ - 3 ci(C
Similarly, on the lower boundary
pillow 1,42 (1;
(C.
A second order approximation of (7., ),,,I,- is obtained from
(C.77) and the Taylor expansion
(C.78)
Elimination of ( from (C.77) and (C.78) then
Similar to the above procedure, I express
),~~ ~ e.' 2I ~//#-
yields
(C.79)
as
(C.80)
Introducing (C.79) and (C.80) into (C.77), the lower boundary
76)
77)
fetw nt.-~fe ,,-e fW),,-
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value of g becomes
2 m ~Lf - +3 (C.81)
Defining ,In as - I use (C.76) and (C.81) to arrive at
(C.82)
Because a grid column generally does not intersect the trailing
edge, a first order extrapolation is used to define the jump in
at the trailing edge. I use the following Taylor expansion to
express d .
Y7 = /J-r, *1 gX-, c5('d4r) (C.83)
A backward difference representation of (dfi).., is developed
from the series
-J-I' +eF (dfq.ri - (C.84)
2
-~ -24 r(4 a) #d(d ).., -2O (_7 ) (C.85)
Eliminating ( 1f)-r/ from (C.84) and (C.85), I arrive at the
approximation of
(AJg)-r Sj-r Ad--a+4-3 (C.86)
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which when combined with (C.83) yields
/r 1 3 r -- -arA-
~.4 r 4J-r3 (C. 87)
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APPENDIX D
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE UNSTEADY PERTUBATIONS
In this appendix, I develop the finite difference equations
used to calculate the unsteady component of the flow field. Here
I also use the concept of conservative type dependent differencing.
Equation (5.1) is then written as
Iy z
+ pn £ fe-lro(fg) 7
6~ (D.1)
Integration of (D.1) over the shaded area of Figure 4.5 and division
by that area yields
4-7 (D.2)
The fluxes are represented as
(D.3)
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DJ?,I . 2-m- Iler">'1h' -(D. 4i')
D~1 .4e#~~
The coefficient of the source term is also evaluated using type
dependent differences and becomes
/-. , /r-) , -
f I A.. _. _
t A)J,-
(D.7)
Substituting (D.3)-(D.7) into (D.2),
difference approximation of (5.1)
I obtain the conservative
/ /t -m *( rN){(1 J11 - 4
2Fy Ii
1-4.1 A j*L-~J~(Y~/~i4 I
(D.5)
(D. 6)
II ~ 2Z 6 ~ ,j(~ ?6
bon', d-1'12 b
'-**-* <<*014!! t'-, X:<m
Yez r-)m*-0 mt>1 - I -z,-k~ *if1., / - (7 - ,d
4 PU'' /44 , !! ),,.e,2 - 1 , ),.,,,x 1|6,,
+M'x, 
-t ro&[< ,.,, , + ),,,,]11,1 = 0( D. 8)
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Using centered differences to evaluate each term in (D.8), and
evaluating quantities midway between grid lines as
k', e,,
Z
I obtain the finite difference equation
ct-44t_1~ 7 Lt, /aI I47rj /.Z~ )/ t ~J)
A-44 I I,
jf&g1 f A C
'1~)
-~ L
-l ,- 2
4 - -
-I
0- A 4 I.. ) 44 
-v
-t
L1~
(D.9)
In subsonic regions, current values of , and previous values
of '%..,1 are used to evaluate derivatives in the f direction. At
the midpoint and in the source term, I use the combination
r e 4
e )
to r/
1 1 7 -it? ( 4, e Oj7- i,,i
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In supersonic flow regions, streamwise derivatives and the source
term are evaluated with previous data, and, at all points, derivatives
in the '7 direction are evaluated using current information. Using
the definitions of o(, , and a(, from (C.10)-(C.12) and defining
d 4 and c'r as
'f f. ?-fe - I er-1) 4, f -6+, I .-- '0, ) - -K-,, I ev) e D1
- ~ (D.11)
the finite difference representation of (5.1) becomes
4. 4
k~ 4 k4
+-4<'9 1 , .,, * te i [he' / ,3, in, ) -Ad.' C 4n,- f.,;-J7:6
z (D.12)
Isolation of the timelike terms in subsonic regions yields
-.41 _ 0i- -12 ( .tl)f rf loEg -le +-
+m'l~il fe*Ite-0 V !t )f 1 5P + C4 a,- ed+,)121+ 2f
and in supersonic regions, I have
4akf),
h
Adding the term - 4#ff to (D.14) and introducing the
4 ,f
coordinate
I obtain the canonical form
+ ho f y I/
.--- - -'_gi taI I-m1- /r- 1.
4 Jz
+ lower derivatives = 0 (D. 15)
Again, this assures that in supersonic regions, will be the time-
like direction in the unsteady problem. In practice, I add to
(D.14) the term -/-i,4 4 g and choose c l such that the
160
) 0 4 & ( " (D.13)
(D.14)
-Iff
( L-.mz-M2 7-14 4,li - Zi/f Mze V
t mE '- N T' ) f f ), 7-C
f E:-M-n/2fii)#g ~ f zfe m I. k,
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the resulting equation has the desired properties. At interior
points, the final form of the finite difference equations for the
unsteady potential is
,w,,, -' ~t ,~47
+ ie
. ,.
t A4-j
Y-- )U 4"/ Y 10
(t~~~,-~4r z O-t r~k7_(e.~~9
'7
_AoejI
Writing (D.16) in the form
f
h-i ~
47?
(D.16)
O-A4'r ) Ydo ,) d (lew
14,Y 4,)4,i&_ 3 '' a f 25.-' 1
I7
4
el~7Z
+
-A4-,.4 -e /A
- 4,- , -e( 1
(D.17)
' --
f
_4z 11 nt
A.,,P
11--4,,t ) ty f
- C fel w '14 ( -en t ,.e -
+ + t
#Of ( j - , I 0[k., ? -Pove'O'., - Leo,
4.t ke -,/z
la -7 z
i!-24,.:){ f, -- ^4,
-~ 
~ ~ (t^,) +ag4(-
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shows that
~1 ~
4~7Z
4.t 4 4'
h a gg -,.
'vat
+j -, (
When I X )/. c
_7
and I =up (hd)..,., is specified from the
the tangency condition, and the tridiagonal coefficients become
(D. 22)
(D .23)6.e=: 6~ - _,P h>-"z
C "I:.=
D- =i) - In J' ( 11f Ix-z
(D .24)
(D.25)
and I =low, 07 ,',4 ' i r i
(D.18)
(D.19)
(D. 20)
~t ___
~Le /
-45
f' 2
aga J (D.21)
Die6 4.,<} 4,- ~wb|)fX:1
- ( one x f 7g
'am- , ( at+ 2 P03 ) f -aprA C -'
/'OI //)i C i s p escribedSimil arly , when
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and the coefficients are
A .~ A
K bt
-lo ,+o e/
If Klunker type boundary conditions are used,
(D.26)
(D. 27)
(D. 28)
(D. 29)
I have on the
upstream and downstream boundaries
-( ? t, e O = (D.30)
Along n= NMIN+1, this condition is incorporated directly into the
difference equations by approximating (D.30) as
a4?1 j) P
2
I then obtain the relation
tO =VAI .A'/4, NA440'- t. 12o
where
(D.31)
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4 2, , Z
44..- - - 'dg ?
(D. 32)
) (D.33)
Substituting (D.31) for in (D.16) and assuming subsonic
free stream velocity, the tridiagonal coefficients become
44 Az--' Ih
A 4 (t, j~.,)-
16-71
C =O4
4Leo,
Similarly, along n = NMAX-1,
x--, ~ Pa
4 -( " AlT-A"df7 -4
47'", k
)
01 z . ka
(D. 34)
- o't11 (dz *~~iinZ4) (D. 35)
(D.36)
-a d? A_
where
(D.38)
I,9n- 1.
, 'LOC 14 p?
/(D. 37)
4 -K, fz 'zd g 2
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Combining (D.38) and (D.16), I obtain
~Ax A I -'/Z
et'/2-
Alf_
- 4W ( 4,
At f =LMAX-1, , is prescribed, and
#4/ &<,.4,
LA1,,e l
C -o
(D.43)
(D.44)
(D.45)
(D.46)
is prescribed from the boundary condition,
(D. 39)
(0 .40)
(D.41)
I,.ft. ~i~f
(D.42)
~ W',< + 4.1 4 ' so
D d &-Wq ) I -.L
4L.-I )
ikPV27- \
and at ,O= LMIN+1, , ,.,, lo'~
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hence,
)4L 1, t i c''
If the radiation conditions are used in the far field, at
n= NMIN+1,
where
0( / 24,-Uttm) 7
and
(D.51)( 1 f _d ) -t-i
~1-72
13k +,d
(D.47)
(D.48)
( D.49)
(D.50)
(D.52)
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eu~~ -~ _$-* I/ (D.53)
D" = ( at
At n= NMAX-1.
OD1V Cd =~ dt
where
£2~,~C/) 7/ ~ 7
S+ -* 04'd f
a nd th, (/ n c*o e a
and the tridiagonal coefficients are
4W~~ ' (D.55)
(D.56)44t -
(D.57)
(of ,
Adjacent to the upper boundary, =
(E.15) is
xI, v
/d
LMAX-1, the difference form of
4/ ~l~ og 'La4-
(D.54)) Ynri~ - d, e,--te ( :-J. ae
- 1, *old f
+t ( A"' 1dz -O' )
e/l .4. -<*//Z
'( D. 58)
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wi th
;z )2' , }
- (kA.14~7
/ -__ a '
? /S44e,,,
The tridiagonal coefficients are then
ii 14,,
1,
C O
hkg AZ
472
)z
(D.59)
(D.60)
(D.61 )
1,too
Adjacent to the lower boundary, , = LMIN+1,
11 . Z I.A 0Vz 4fv
with
- "' ' '11 )' z - I -k AI 7
/ - ~ Y
/dh e i*es'a )
Z A
and the coefficients are
4 (0.63)
(D.62)0 = P<, L( ,/ * , a
(D.63)
5 ~~ cMi.4I6
1) = 4<,"d + 4x
Along I=up,downstream of the trailing edge,
where 4Y9, is given in (5.16). The tridiagonal coefficeints are
Iq zg ' 4
6 6 ,,cl
6: $,, - _ gt ze n
417'
(D.67)
(D.68)
(D. 69)
(D.70)
Along AP=low
h=h~,h  L h1t,/*1.J ~ - -t ' . t ., / -Y,, .,Z)
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o(~ 4~
(D.64)
(D.65)
(D.66)
h e h %,4),
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and
(D. 71)
(D. 72)
C~ (D.73)
(D.74)
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APPENDIX E
FAR FIELD CONDITIONS AND EVALUATION
OF THE WAKE INTEGRAL
Because of an error in the formulation of the adjoint
equation in [21 ], the expression for f(X,-) to be used in the
Klunker type far field condition is rederived here. Also,
the derivation of the Sommerfeld radiation conditions and the
methods used to evaluate the wake integrals are presented.
A. Far Field Conditions: Green's Function Method
Rewriting (5.1) in the form
and defining a linear operator, L (f) as
an integral equation for O is obtained by eval
Intergrating, by parts, each term of iZL() ov
Figures E.la and E.lb, I obtain
cr-, 4X0 (E
72
uating
er the areas of
.1)
-27
1,4 
f
41
172
z
z -
x1 (z) - x2(z)
zi1
o x
Figure E.la. Area and path of integration.
z
I z x
xG x
x x 2
Figure E.lb. Area and path of integration.
dxk
n
ds 6 dz
Local normal along path of integration.Figure E.1c.
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ex )x
(fO
- /14
Jif 6
+ fJ
42 "A Y z'i)
,s,1e.21
"lf
which combines to yield
f~f ?( x
+
I/,
+ 'j+ ; 'w7 , fk/z'0
- (';e ?'-
,P~) 4/1
2 ~ C)
0'I0
(E.2)
The final two integrals in (E.2) reduce to a single line
integral along the curve enclosing the area of interest. Noting
from Figure E.lc that
d = :d'36o &
I can write for any quantity, Q"
Sf
ff t?41
-Oi
-ff ?06
h-V 2 J A- ? 7 $1Z
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pf
Y,
= J f Q~ -a)) - *))f ? .ft ne/ d
11'
11 I/r
Utilizing (E.3) and (E.4), I have
-I 4)
I"4
Equations (E.5) and (E.6) are then introduced into (E.2) to
yield the following integral
fir ~.
where n
equation for f
4- t 415
is the unit normal that points into the flow field and
is the adjoint operator
/I0 0 ( Y-,)
/-#V7i
Ehlers [21 ] assumes that the operator, , is self adjoint,
but for an operator of the form
(E.3)
(E.4)
t (X)
(E.5)
(E.6)
(E.7)
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the adjoint operator should be
L " ( P)- =~ - (A 0))- (P)-
To define S, I assume that it is a Green's function which
satisfies
tks4z ~
/ - k2.
Writing V,, as , e (E.8) becomes
2 p ,74- S (x- )&(-)')
<Jef) (E.9)
Solutions of (E.9) are obtained using Fourier transform tech-
niques [ 541, where the transform pair is defined as
(k,~, ~) O(f
J_ 0
-/7
e
i4 kK x 1 ! )
J_ e
277f
4W
Taking the Fourier transform of (E.9),
(E.8)
I obtain
'--
*x- /e A2,9
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or
~~~I
- e 6
i k - A!
Making the substitutions
>1o x : r7a -/Z.
y- 1 t 
becomes
which may be rewritten as
If 00l .er- jrf e-0-O--4.)
Hence,
~1x .~);I, /
77-
41 &40jr dlkt2-
/ 4U itrts
Utilizing the relationships
,o d
177
cL7r) d&
fZ~7jL
r2 I 4r) /y-jTea~l
r'- '
S - i -e
.i
f"" '! ci)
* /4 t-y)
I obtain
/ e) i x-x' 
-P /- W a (f-(V 
- ")
Interchanging the primed and unprimed variables, the adjoint function
is, in terms of original
It should be noted that the above expression for represents
outgoing waves at infinity.
B. Far Field Conditions: Sommerfeld Radiation Formulation
Other types of boundary conditions that may be used are
the Sommerfeld radiation conditions. Far from the airfoil, I
variables
.? In (x -x'1) es)
{ X,? ) <t.T & -*** /4 (fem
t-pn 2 (E.10)
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assume the steady state perturbation velocities and their derivatives
to be small and consider the unsteady potential equation
(E.11)
/-AW /2
Writing ?0 as
'e"
(E.11) is transformed into Helmholtz's equation
Since I have written P as Pe, the solution of (E.12) which
represents outgoing waves at infinity is
~po
(E.12)
e'g)
~i4~ (
I-/n?
where
Hence
i Af-
e t a., -ae F-I ( _n r,- C?)
In the far field, the asymptotic approximation of the Hankel
A
%e' 2, i -
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s4
function allows me to represent 1 (4f
-I.-
TTk$lr
'C
e
as
j~1r~ -jT
At the upstream boundary, r- - K and
i*<(f#+ie z
-43
_/3
~~i44 )C
i
'Pr = o zx (-
In the limit X-- -,v , I obtain the radiation condition
x --- 'a - 4:
I P~
or
Sx -at t de -o
Similarly, at the downstream boundary, r- ,
(E.13)
, and the radiation
condition becomes
Y -'P0
(E.14)
On the upper lateral boundary, r , and
-,ni
)
I -At F.
feks
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-1 4
In the limit F-- a.?
At44 2
the radiation condition is
fe - 4?
Similarly, on the lower boundary, where - , I have
4P (
C. Evaluation of the Wake Integrals
Next, I present a method to evaluate the wake integrals of
(5.10)
; 7 T ,
- ~- e
13
X/(k */ -n&
- c? esk.f-
-7r e k
+z K
let7
13
are well behaved over their respectiveThe integrands of I 3and I
4 F (E.15)
(E.16)
A
1P
-r, 
= f .? C // ) el-&
z- s to h #) dl,6-"
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ranges of integration, but and K, each have singularities at
-6 = 0. As *6-- 0, the integrand of 12 reduces to
~)+zK (~~j) 7
t_'2&
r 1
For small arguments,
f
where ) is Euler's constant, and the integrand of 12 is the well
behaved function -k1 eP
137-'T
- ice
Legendre-Gauss quadrature is used to evaluate I and I2
standard Legendre-Gauss form is
J If f 1x)I4K
the
Z "t1 ~
'if'
where the abscissas, xi , are the zeros of the Legendre poly-
nomials, Pn(x), and the weights, wi , are
Wn e t a n tbe ,k over n a
When the integration is to be taken over an arbitrary finite
interval, the transformation yc(>-a)X+ bfa
Z 2
the integral
6 )
-py)/y to -' [C(64 ;
is used to convert
the integral is
then evaluated as
--A
'to_,?2 6? (19
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£6fW y 
Utilizing (E.17), II T12 k/,s and I2 are approximated as
. _
£ /7
T-/
a +2 
77
3
eose 0
_M'( ne
- *- cok;
+2 e K,
2T(?Qt/)
Gauss-Laguerre integration is used to evaluate 13. The standard
form of Gauss-Laguerre integration is
Se W; {(4 )
(:1
where Xi are the zeros of the Laguerre polynomials, L (X), and w.
are defined as
t _ u (E.17)
I,
where
e rih i)
Wi
K, g Feirl A.,b 0), j dI9.-
w; e 7
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vj I'
To get I3 in the standard Gauss-Laguerre form, I first make
the substitution 0= cosh (13 -T -eskr) to obtain
.z .
-- + S Z C/ID
Hence,
VV
To ensure that the Gaussian quadrature formulas yield accurate
results, the integrals are first evaluated for an initial number
of data points, n; the number of points over the interval is then
increased and the integrals reevaluated. This process is repeated
unitl the difference in the values of the integrals obtained using
the larger and smaller number of points reaches a predetermined
small number. This process is shown in Figure E.2.
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Choose initial
val ue of nI
Evaluate integral to get 1 0
4 Increase nI
Evaluate integral to get I n
ly No
In b
yes
Stop
Figure E.2. Gaussian integration procedure
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APPENDIX F
STABILITY ANALYSIS AND FREQUENCY LIMITATIONS
Weatherill et al. [55], deduced that relaxation techniques will
be successful in analyzing flows about harmonically oscillating
airfoils only if the reduced frequency satisfies the following
inequality
A#.4r t7 4,~7, d/-M 2)TJ~1 (F.1)
This relationship indicates that as the free stream Mach number
increases toward unity and the extent of the computational region
increases, the maximum reduced frequency of oscillation which leads
to stable calculations is decreased.
The analysis which led to (F.1), was carried out on a uniformly
spaced computational grid. However, irregular grids are generally
applied to the type of problem treated in this work , and a relation that
is applicable to those types of grids is needed. Assuming that for any
nonuniform grid, I can write
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Considering the case where the steady component of the flow is that
past a nonlifting flat plate, (5.1) reduces to
I should note that the properties of the fluid are not represented
in (F.2). Since I only consider subsonic free stream Mach numbers,
the finite difference representation of (F.2) becomes
*t ~
I 'Z) ~ ils ' I -
e~J~
*4r
+ ' W / I
LA) + ( '--I) Pe] .- 0 (F.3)
Each Fourier component of the potential may be written as
(F.4)
where
-G = 2rTI
(F.2)( - *)E(- t ;* ot .. ,-2.. z| -0t# 1 f O
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Writing G k+=rG k, where r is an amplification factor, it becomes
imperative that I require /r/ L 1 if the solutions are to remain
bounded.
The substitution of (E.4) into (E.3)
e L
-r e -S
4. ('-it) 7
from which
r -= -,( -
I obtain the amplification factor
L' - - l n e +~ - )ej ++, k *7(/L7
4~ 'K I weev 4,,/
In the limit of vanishing grid spacing, I may assume
± 1/2
leads to
+ 2In7r
- I
i- -f, -e - i hj
e 40f(e
*7
i 6pt- ( f-M '1) 1419 ( 1 , t V, *- 4-41j ) * It 2W 2
A'F'd f a
h .1 -! 1"j, --V k.1
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and the amplification factor reduces to
6'
"A .. zc/j~,z)lZ
L 42( a J
Defining A and its conjugate, A* , as
= Pol 4-i b
-I e&a
- ifz7w (, e
and p and d as
/~flZ/( )
h -zo, 2 - 2y /?1
*krl 4-7 (I- C -0s ,)
the stabil ity condition becomes p-d a 2m or
* + 2 & z - 1 ,-&5
d~. i a73
Since I have assumed vanishing grid spacing, the definitions of
-.0 and .?., may be used to expand cos-o , cos- 7 and sind6
in the form
- 2AA~ (/-1~,~
L
-/
(F.5)
4-'L2~
in
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e i &%tm { tif~ ne
P 
= I
. z e /-m" ')- 6' / - e' 5 a ) +4- /"(/-<9 e.0S1, )
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Cos of =l 2 z 2
ce&56 = / - 2Fi-d 2
C?
4- 0 ed )
6~ td~)
Employing the above expansions, the stability condition becomes
2. 27 (F. 6)
Since the steady, nonlinear effects are not included in the analysis,
(F.6) only provides an estimate of the frequency limitation.
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APPENDIX G
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER
At interior points of the computational domain, the finite
difference equations are written in the tridiagonal
-C~L
form
-f De (G.1 )
where 1 4 . L. If the grid column does not intersect the airfoil,
I seek two vectors, E and F, such that solutions of (G.1) satisfy
the relation
3* = , j3,, +F, (G.2)
Lowering the i subscripts by one in (G.2), I obtain
which when coupled with (G.1) leads to
- 44 )}~ -
When expressed in the form of (G.2), the interior point solution
becomes
(G. 3)
.1 -t 5A-14 Al $1
!).e + 4e tC.e ,
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1-Ax-i
A comparison of (G.2) and (G.4) indicates that
EJ
51 -9.',
FA f-, We Fe
Once E and F are known, (G.5) and (G.6) are used to calculate,
in succession, the values of E and F from / =2 to Y =L-l. El and
F1 are easily determined by considering the solution of (G.1) at J=1
+
' vi,) (G.7)
The value of is prescribed from the boundary conditions and
is independent of the value of
g- ..I
4' -7;,,
. Therefore,
(G.8)
(G.9)
Y '7/ A
/.& *4.e A9 E -
(G. 4)
(G.5)
(G. 6)
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At X =L-1, is inserted into (G.2) to initiate the calcu-
lation of in the opposite direction.
If a grid column crosses the airfoil, I cannot compute the
values of along that column in a single sweep. Instead, I
calculate the flow above and below the airfoil in separate operations.
In calculating the flow field for I m up, I use the procedure
outlined above. Eup and Fup, now required to start the calculations,
are found from (C.26)-(C.29). Utilizing (C.26)-(C.29), (G.1) takes
the form
OuC Pf~ ? v (G.10)
which is rearranged to read
Equations (G.2) and(G.ll) indicate that
__le::6 (G. 12)
(G.13)
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Again, at I =L-1, is used to initialize the calculation of
in the reverse direction. Also, when treating nonlifting flows,
I compute only the flow above the airfoil, and (G.12) and (G.13)
are used everywhere along J =up.
In the lower portion of the flow field, we proceed from I =low
to 1 =2 to determine the E and F vectors and in the opposite
directions to calculate . Because I march in the direction of
decreasing A , I seek solutions of the form
(G.14)
which becomes at I = A +1
.1 1 (G.15)
Combining (G.15) and (G.1) yields
-~ ~ 5 -x .. t ( 1Ex,, ti O ex. (G.16)
Rewriting (G.16) as
( G. e7
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shows that
(G.18)Eli =A
- CX
(G. 19)
At points adjacent to the lower airfoil boundary, (C.30)-(C.35)
indicate that the difference equations become
~ 1',,,,, - b b 1 'O U (G.20)
Arranging (G.20) in the form
g,,o w, (G. 21 )
reveals that
.6,
In the same manner as above, at l =2,
(G.22)
(G.23)
is utilized to begin
the calculations of .
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APPENDIX H
FORTRAN PROGRAMS
0 
w
C
C *****************************************************************
*THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE STEADY LIFTING AND NONLIFTING TLOW *
C *FIELDS ABOUT AIRFOILS OF VARIOUS THICKNESS RATIOS AT VARIOUS *
C *ANGLES OF ATTA2K. THE INFINITE PHYSICAL DOMAIN IS MAPPED ONTO A *
C *FINITE COMPUTATIONAL PLANE. THE INPUTS ARE *
* Al- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION *
C * A2- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE STREAMNISE DIRECTION *
* A3- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE STREAMNISE DIRECTION *
C * M- FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER *
C * PE- EXPONENT OF M IN THE NONLINEAR TERM IN THE POTENTIAL *
S * EQUATION *
C * X4- THE LOCATION OF THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN REGIONS I AND II *
C * AND REGIONS II AND III *
C * PSI4- DETERMINES THE SIZE OF THE COMPUTATIONAL REGION *
2 * DPSI- GRID SPACING IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION *
C * DETA- GRID SPACING IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION *
* ANGO- INITIAL ANGLE OF ATTACK *
C * DANG- INCREMENT IN ANGLE OF ATTACK *
C * A13NGMAX- MAXIMUM ANGLE AF ATTACK *
C * TO- INITIAL AIRFOIL THICKNESS RATIO *
2 * DTAU- INCREMENT IN THE THICKNESS RATIO *
C * TAUMAX- MAXIMUM AIRFOIL THICKNESS RATIO *
C * GAM- RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS *
* XTE- HALF OF THE CHORD LENGTH *
C * W- RELAXATION FACTOR *
C * EPNL- CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR THICKNESS VARIATIONS
C * EPL- CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATIONS *
2 * EP- DETERMINES THE AMOUNT OF THE ADDITIONAL CROSS DERIVATIVE*
C * TERM TO BE ADDED TO THE SUPERSONIC DIFFERENCE EQUATION *
C * WFAR- UNDERRELAXATION FACTOR USED TO SATISFY THE KUTTA AND *
2 * FAR FIELD CONDITIONS *
C * IFLOW- DETERMINES TYPE OF FLOW TO BE COMPUTED *
C * 1- NONLIFTING *
C * 2- STEADY AND LIFTING *
C * 3- UNSTEADY *
w mw
0C * IFOIL- THE TYPE OF AIRFOIL
C * 1- PARABOLIC ARC *
C * 2- CIRCULAR ARC
C * 3- NACA 00 SERIES
C * IPARMO- DETERMINES WHICH PARAMETER TO VARY FIRST *
C * 1- VARY THICKNESS RATIO FIRST *
C * 2- VARY ANGLE OF ATTACK FIRST *
* N1- THE NUMBER OF SRID SPACES IN THE PSI DIRECTION. THIS *
C * IS ONE LESS THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE *
C * PSI DIRECTION
Li- THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACES IN THE ETA DIRECTION. THIS IS*
C * ONE LESS THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE ETA*
2 * DIRECTION
C * IMAX- THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS *
C * K- THE NUMBER OF VALUES OF PHI AND G NEEDED TO EMPLOY THE *
C * MOST ACCURATE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD *
C * LLOW- THE GRID ROW ADJACENT TO THE LOWER AIRFOIL BOUNDARY *
C *
C *OTHER CONSTANTS ARE *
C * A4, B1- DETERMINE THE GRID SPACING IN THE STREANWISE *
C * DIRECTION IN REGION II OF THE FLOW FIELD *
C * BM- PRANDTL-GLAURET CONSTANT *
C * CRIT- CRITICAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT *
2 * 1NP- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE PSI DIRECTION *
C * LP1- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE ETA DIRECTION *
C * KMAX- TOTAL NUMBER OF FLOW FIELDS STORED AT ANY TIME *
C
C
REAL M,MU,LOWCPLOWSUR
COMMON MUZ51,22),PHI(51,22,5),G(5l,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOWSUR(51),
x UPCP(51),LOWCP(51),DG(51),DPHI(51),XL(51),XP(51),F2(51)
COMMON A lA2,&3,A4,B1,X4,PSI4,DETA,DPSIXTEPSITE,FTEDGT,DPHIt,
X MBMBBMPEGAM,THIKATTAK,TAUMAX,ANGMAXEPLEPNLEP
COMMON N1,L1,NP1,LP1,LUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMOIPARM,
X IMAXKMAX
DIMENSION A(22),B(22) ,Cf22),Df22),E(22),Ff22),ZZt22),HI22),
Sw w v
wX PRE151,22),COR[51,22),ERR(51,22),GM(51,22)
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
C DEFINE STRETCHED COORDINATE FUNCTIONS
C
Xl PSI)=
X
X2(PSI)
X:3 (PSI)=
x
REA D 15,1
READ #5,1
READ f5,1
R EAD (5,1
READ (5,1(
READ(5,1
READ f5,1(
READ(5, 1
READ !5,1
R EA D (5,1
READ f5,1
READ 5,1
READ (5,1
READ (5,1%
READ (5,1
READ '5,1
READ (5,1
READ !5,1
READ (5 , 1
READ (5,1
READ (5,1
READ (5,1
READ f5,14
READ (5, 1
READ f5,1
-X4+ A2*TANf.5*PI*CPSI+ PS14))+
A3*TAN (.5*PI* (PSI+ P S14) **3)
PSI*(A4+ B1*PSI**2)
X4+ A2*TAN (.5*PI* (PSI-PSI4) )+
A3*TAN (.5*P1* (PSI- PSI4)**3)
)1) Al
31) A2
)1) A3
01) m
)1) PE
01) X4
)1) PSI4
01) DPSI
12) DETA
01) ANGO
01) DANG
21) ANGMAX
01) TO
1) DTAU
01) TAUMAX
)1) GAM
01) XTE
01) w
51) EPNL
01) EPL
01) EP
01) WFAR
32) IFLOW
02) IFOIL
)2) IPARMO
C
___
l1w IRW mw
READ
READ
REA D
READ
READ
(5,102)
(5,102)
(5, 102)
(5,102)
(5,102)
N1
Li
IMAX
K
LLOW
A4= 1.5*X4/PS14- .25*A2*PI
B1= .25*PI*A2/(PS14**2) - .
BM= SQRT (1.- M**2)
BBM= 1.- M**2
CRIT= -2. *BBM/ ( (GAM+
5*X4/(PS14**3)
1.) *M**PE)
NP1= Ni+ 1
LP1= Li+ 1
KMAX= K+i
LUP= LLOW+ 1
IF (IF LOW
IF(I FLOW
IF (IFLOW
IF (I FOIL
IF(IFOIL
IF I FOIL
. EQ.
. EQ.
.EQ.
.EQ.
.EQ.
.EQ.
1)
2)
3)
1)
2)
3)
WRITE(6,i 00)
WRITE (6, 104)
WRITE(6,105)
WRITE (6, 106)
WRITE (6,107)
WRITE(6, 108)
C
C CHECK INPUT PARAMETERS
C
WRITE(6, 111
WRITE (6, 109
WRITE(6, 110
)) A1,A2,A3,A4,B1,MPEX4,PS4,DPSIDLTATO,DTAUTAUMAX,
ANGO,DANG,ANGMAX,GAM,TEW,EPLEPNIEP,WFAR,IFLOW,
IFOIL,IPARO,N1,L1,IIAXKLLOW
) CRIT
INITIALIZE FLOW FIELD
DO 2 KS= 1,KHAX
C
C
C
C
'.0
C
C
w 
'V
DO 2 L= 1,LP1
DD 2 N= 1,NP1
PHIfN,LKS)= 0.
2 GfNLKS)= 0.
C
C INITIALIZE SWITCHING FUNCTION AND PREDICTOR -CORRECTOR ERROR
C
DO 3 L= 1, LP1
DO 3 N= 1,NP1
MU(N,L)= 0.
3 ERR (N,1)= 0.
C
C COMPUTE STRETCHED COORDINATES IN THE STREARWISE DIRECTION
C
PSI= -(l.+ PSI4)+ DPSI
DO 1 N= 2,Nl
IF(PSI .LT. -PS14) XX(N)= Xl (PSI)
IF(PSI .GE. -PS14 .AND. PSI .LE. PS14) XX(N)= 12 (PSI)
IF(PSI .GT. PS14) XX(N)= X3(PSI) N)
PSI= PSI+ DPSI
1 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE TRAILING EDGE LOCATION AND STRETCHING FACTOR AT THAT
C LOCATION
C
CALL TRAL fXT2)
C
WRITE (6,133) PSITEFTEXT2,NTE
C
C COMPUTE COORDINATE STRETCHING FACTORS IN THE STREAMWISE
C DIRECTION
C
CALL XGROW
C
CALL LIFT(AB,C,D,E,F,ZZPRECORERR ,G1,HW ,DTAUKDANGANGO,
X TOWFAR)
qw
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SIJBROUTI NE
x
LIFT(A,B,C,D,E,F,ZZPRECORERRGM,H,W,DTAU,K,
DA NGA NGOTOWFA R)
C *TUE SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS USED TO
C *COMlPUTE THE FLOW FIELD. THE COEFFICIENTS ARE DEFINED IN SUCH A
C *MANNEF TO SATISFY THE TANGENCY, KUTTA, AND FAR FIELD CONDITIONS.
*THE AIRFOIL LOADS ARE ALSO OUTPUTTED FROM THIS SUBROUTINE.
C ********* *********************************************************
C
REAL M1,MU, LOWCP, LOWSUR
COMMON MU(51,22),PkIf5 1,22, 5),G51,22,5),UPSUL51),,LOWSUE(51),
X UPCP(51), LOWCP(51), DG(51),DPHI(51)4,X(51),XP(51), F2(51)
COMMON A 1,A2,A3, A4, B 1,X4, PSI 4, DETA, DPSIXTE,PSIT E,FlE,DGTDPHIT,
X M ,BM, BBM,PE,GAM,THIKATTAK,TAUMAXANGMAXEPLEPNLEP
COMMON NlL1,NP,LP1,LUPLLW,NTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMQIPARM,
X IMAX,KMAX
DIMENSION A(LP1), BtLP), C(LP1), D(LP1), E(LP1), FILP1), ZZfLP1)
X PR E(NP1,LP1), COR(NP1,LP1), ERR(NP1,LP1), G(NPILP1),
X H FLP 1)
DATA PI/3. 141593/
IPARM= IPARMO
C
WRITE(6,112) LLOWLUP
C
C COMPUTE SPACING IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION
C
ETA= -1.+ DETA
DO 17 L= 2,L1
ZZ L)= A1*TANC.5*PI*ETA)
ETA= ETA+ DETA
17 CONTINUE
C
z CALCULATE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION
C
mw
C
*
*c
*
*
,
rN
C)
w
w "r w ww
CALL ZGROWU !H)
C
C CHOOSE INITIAL THICKNESS RATIO AND ANGLE OF ATTACK
C
TAU= TO
ANG= ANGO
THIK= TAU
ATTAK= ANG
C
Z INITIALIZE FLAG CONDITIONS
ITER= 1
C
C DEFINE OFTEN USED CONSTANTS
Tl= fM**PE)*IGAM+ 1.)
T2= 1./DPSI
T3= 1./CDPSI**2)
T4= 1./(DETA**2)
T5= 1./W
T6= 1.- 1./V
T7= 1./DETA
TB= f(PSI4+ DPSI- PSITE)/(PSITE- PS14+ DPSI))**2
T9= (PSITE- PS14)/DPSI
IFIIPARM .EQ. 1) EPS= EPNL
IF(IPARM .EQ. 2) EPS= EPL
INC= 2
C
C SPECIFY BASE SOLUTION FROM FLAT PLATE OR INITIAL SINGULARITY
C DISTRIBUTION
C
CALL BASES [J1,ZZK,TAUDTAU)
C
PRINT LINEARIZED PRESSURE DATA
C
WRITE [6, 100)
WRITE(6,101) J1
WRITE '6, 102)
qw w w
WRI TE f6, 10 6)
WRITE (6, 110)
WR IT E f6, 111)
DO 1 N= 1,J1
DCP= LOWCP(N)- UPCPtN)
1 WRITE(6, 103) XP(N),UPCP(N),LOWCP(N),DCP
C
2 CALL DELGIHT9,ANGTAU,1)
DGF= 0.
C
C COMPUTE THE FLOW FIELD USING COLUMN RELAXATION AND MARCHING
C FROM THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY TO THE DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY
C
GL= -. 75
GIJ= -. 25
4 GLL= DGF*GL
GUU= DGF*GU
WRITEI6,114) DPHIT,DGTDGFGLLGUUIPARN
DO 5 N= 2,N1
C
C SEr HALF-SPACE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION
C
FF= .5*fF2(N+1)+ F2(N))
FB= .5*IF2('N-1)+ F2(N))
FH= 0.
IF (N . GT. 2) F H= . 5* (F2 fN-2) + F2 CN-1))
C
C COMPUTE THE FLOW FIELD ALONG N= CONSTANT COLUMNS
DO 6 L= 2,LI
C
C SEr HALF-SPACE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION
C
HF= .5*(H(L+1)+ HiL))
HB= .5*(HLL-1)+ H(L))
C
qw qw mw
w w
C SET TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ARRAYS
C
AL1= F2(N)*FF*T3*(BBM- T1*FF*T2*(PHI (N+1,LLKMAX)-PH [NLKAX)))
AL2= F2(N) *FB*T3*(BBM+ T1*FB*T2* IPHI(N-1,LKKAX)-PHILNL,KMAX)))
C
C CONDITIONS AT UPSTEEAM INFINITY
C
IF(N .NE. 2) GO TO 7
A(L)= H(L)*HB*T4
B(L)= H(L)*(HF+ HB)*T4+ AL1*T5
CfL)= H()*HF*T4
IJ(L)= AL1*(G(N+1,L,K)- T6*G (N,L,K))
GO TO 6
C
C CONDITIONS AT DOWNSTREAM INFINITY
C
7 IF(N .NE. Ni) GO TO 9
A (L)= H (L) *HB*T 4
BIL)= HfL)*(HF+ HB)*T4+ AL2*T5
C(L)= H(L)* HF*T4
D (L)= AL2*(G(N-I,L,KMAX)-T6*G(N,L,K))
GO TO 6
C
INTERIOR OF FLOW FIELD
C
9 AL3= F2(N) *FH*T3*(BBM- T1*FH*T2* (PHI (N-1,L,KMAX) -PHI (N-2,L,IKAX)))
A(L)= H (L) *HB*T4
B "L)= H1L)*(HB+ HF)*T4+ (1.- MU(NL))*T5*(AL1+ AL2)-
X EP*F2 (N) *FB*T3*NU (NL)
CL)= H L)*HF*T4
D (L)= (.- MU(NL)) *AL1*G(N+1,LK)+
X ( (1.- t UNL))*AL2- EP*F2 N)*FB*T3*MU(NL))*G N-1,LKMAX)-
X (MU(N-1,L)*(AL2+ AL3)- EP*F2(N)*FB*T3*MU(N,L))*
SG (N-1,LK)- f((.- MU (NL))*'FAL1+ AL2)*T6- MU[N-1,L)*AL2+
X EP*F2(N)*FB*T3*fU(NL))*G(NLK)
IF (MU(N-1,L) .GT. .5) D(L)= D(L)+ MUN-1,L)*AL3*G(N-2,LK)
N'C0
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C OF THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN
C
8 G fN,1,KMAX)= GLL
GlNLP1,KMAX)= GUU
D(2)= D(2)+ A(2)*G(N,1,KMAX)
A f2)= 0.
D (L1)= D (L 1) + C (L1) *G(N, LP1, KM AX)
C (L1)= 0.
CALL TRISOL(AB,CDE,F,N)
5 CONTINUE
C
C FIND TIHE MAXIMUM ERROR
C
C
DO 11 L=
DO 11 N=
11 GMCN,L)=
lLP1
2,N 1
ABS JT5* IG(N,LKMAX) -G (NL,K)))
C
C
A M= G K (2,v1)
DO 29 L= 1,LP1
DO 29 N= 2,Nl
IFfkG(N,L) .LE.
AM= GM (NL)
IN= N
IL= L
29 CONTINUE
AM) GO TO 29
TIME HISTORY OF CONVERGENCE
WRITE (6, 113) ITERINILAM
IF f AN . GT. EPS) GO TO 12
GO TO 13
12 ITER= ITER+ 1
C
C
C
C
C
0%
C
C IF FLAG CONDITIONS ARE MET, END THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
C
IF "ITER .GT. IMAX) GO TO 14
C
DO 15 L= 1,LP1
DO 15 N= 2,NI
15 G(N,L,K)= G(N,L,KMAX)
GO TO 4
C
13 WRITE (6,104) TAUANGITER
ITER= 1
C
C CORRECT THE FLOW FIELD FOR THICKNESS RATIO VARIATIONS
C
IF(IPARM .EQ. 2) GO TO 34
IF(TAU .LT. TO+ .5*DTAU) GO TO 18
CALL PREDCO(2,K, DTAUPRE,CORERR,H,TAUTOTAUANGCL,CMLE,JlZZ)
C
C OUTPUT AIRFOIL LOADS 00
C
WRITE f6, 1D 5)
WRITE(6, 102)
WRITE f6, 106)
WRITE (6, 110)
WRITE (6, 111)
DO 19 N= 1,J1
DCP= LOWCP(N)- UPCP (N)
19 WRITEt6,103) XP(N),UPCP(N),LOWCP(N),DCP
WRITE(6,108) CLCMLE
GO TO 18
C
32 IF (rAUMAX .LT. TO+ .5*DTAU) GO TO 20
EPS= EPNL
INC= 1
C
'w
18 IPARi= 1
THIK= TAU
IF(INC .NE. 1) TAU= TAU+ DTAU
ANG= ATTAK
IF(TAU .GT. TAUMAX+ .5*DTAU .AND. IPARMO .EQ. 2) GO TO 20
IF(TAU .GT. TAUMAX+ .5*DTAU) GO TO 31
C
UPDATE AND PIREDICT FLJW FIELD FOR THICKNESS RATIO VARIATIONS
C
DO 16 KS= 2,KMAX
DO 16 L= 1,LP1
DO 16 N= 1,NP1
16 PlII(N, L,KS-1)= PHI(N,L,KS)
C
DO 28 KS= 2,KMAX
Do 28 L= 1,LP1
DO 28 N= 2,N1
28 G(N,L,KS-1)= G(NLKS)
c NCC
IF(INC .NE. 1) I>
XCALL PREDCO (1,KDTAUPRECORER,H,T AUTOTAUANGCLCMLEJ1,ZZ)
INC= 2
GO TO 2
C
C CORRECT THE FLOW FIELD FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATIONS
C
34 IF fABS (ANG) .LT. ABS(ANGO+ .5*DANG)) GO TO 35
CALL PREDCO 12,KDANG,PRECOR,ERR, HANGANGOTAUANGCL,CMLE,J1,7Z)
C
C OUTPUT AIRFOIL LOADS
C
WR IT E I6, 10 5)
W RITEf6, 102)
WRITE(6, 106)
WRITE f6, 110)
W RIT E f6, 11 1)
Tw
Do 36 N= 1,J1
DCP= LOWCP(N)- UPCP(N)
36 W]RITE(6,103) XP(N),UPCPCN),LOWCPIN),DCP
WRITE(6, 108) CL,CMLE
C
GO TO 35
31 IF(ABS (ANGMAX) .LT. ABSCANGO+ .5*DANG)) GO TO 20)
ERS= EPL
INC= 1
C
UPDATE AND PIREDICT THE FLDW FIELD FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIAIIONS
C
35 IPARM= 2
ATTAK= ANG
IF fINC .NE. 1) ANG= ANG+ DANG
TAU= THIK
AB1= ABS (ANG)
AB2= ABS(ANGAX+ .5*DANG)
IF(A31 .GT. AB2 AND. IPARMO .EQ. 1) GO TO 20
IFAB1 .GT. AB2) GO TO 32
C
DO 37 KS= 2,KMAX
DO 37 L= 1,LP1
DO 37 N= 1,NPI
37 PiiI fN,L,KS-1)= PHI(N,L,KS)
C
DO 38 KS= 2,KMAX
DO 38 L= 1,LP1
DO 38 N= 2,N1
38 G N,L,KS-1)= G N,L,KS)
C
IF(INC .NE. 1)
XCALL PREDCO[1,K,DANGPRECORERRHANGANGOTAUANGCL,CLEJ1,ZZ)
INC= 2
GO TO 2
C
14 WRITE(6,107)
1 1) 0
101
102
103
104
x
105
106
1 07
108
X 1
111
112
113
114
20
(# 1', 11 , 'LINEARIZED PROFILE PRESSURE COEF FICIENTS'//)
(2X,'NUMBER OF POINTS ON THE AIRFOIL PROFILE=',I4/)
At15X,#Xs , 14X, 'UPPER#, 13X,. ILOWERI)-
(F 18.3,3F18.5)
(' 1','AIRFOIL THICKNESS RATIO.=,F6.4,2X,
'ANGLE OF ATTACK=',F12.5,2X,
'SOLUTION CONVE RG ED IN',15, 1 ITER ATIONS/)
(6X,' TRANSONIC PROFILE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS'//)
F15X ,f-l, 3X, 'PROFIL EI, 11X, 'PROFIL EO)
(' 1' ,l <<<<<<<<<<<<<SOLUTION DID NOT C% ONVERGE >>>>>>>>>>>>>')
/ LIFT COEFFICIENT= ',FI0.5,2X,
' MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT LEADING EDGE= ',F10.5/)
:15X ,'C', 12X, 'PRESSURE', 10X, 'PRESSUR E', 121,' DELTA')
(30X,'COEFF' ,13X,'COEFF,14X,'CP'/)
(' LOWER PROFILE LINE=*',I4,21,' UPPER PR3FILE LINE=',14/)
(1 X, 316, F 18.6)
FORMAT (1X,5F18.6,I8)
RETURN
END
w 1w
FORMAT
FORM AT
FORMA T
FORM AT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FOR MAT
FORMAT
FOR MAT
FOR MAT
FORMAT
FOR MAT
FORM AT
w w
SUBROUTINE TRISOL(ABCDEFN)
C
C
C ********* ***************************************************#*****
C *TEIIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF TRIDIAGO4AL EQUATIONS *
C ************************* ******************************************
C
REAL I,MU,LOSCP,LOWSUR
COMMON MU(51,22),PHI(51,22,5),G(51,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOWSUR(51),
X UPZP(51),LOWCP(51),DGC5I),DPHI(51),XIj51),XP(51),F2 (51)
COMMtON A1,A2,A3,Ai4,B1,X4,PSI4,DETA,DPSI,XTE,PSITE,FTE,DGT,DPHIT,
X N ,BM,BBM,PE,GAM,THIK,ATTAK,TAUMAX, ANGNAX,EPL,EPNL,EP
COMMON N1I,L1,NPI,LP1,LUP,LLOW,NTEIFLOW,IFOILIPARMO,IPARM,
ix IM AX,KMAX
DIMENSION A(LP1),B(LPI),C(LP1),D(LP1),E(LP1),i'[LP1)
C
C COI4PUTE THE FLOW FIELD OUT OF THE PLANE OF THE AIRFOIL
C
L2= LP1- 2
C
IF(ABS(IKX(N)) .LT. XTE) GO TO 1
C
C SATISFY FAR FIELD CONDITION
C
E(1)= 0.
F(1)= G(N,1,KMAX)
C
SCALCULATE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS
C
DO 2 L= 2,L1
DEN= B(L)- A(L)*E(L-1)
2 F(L)= (D(L)+ A(L)*F(L-1))/DEN
C
C CALJCULATE FLOW FIELD
C
0DO 3 L= 1, L2
LL= LP1- L
3 G (NLLKMAX)= E(LL)*G(NLL+1,KHAX)+ F(LL)
RETURN
C
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD IN THE PLANE OF THE AIRFOIL
C
1 L3= LLOW- 1
L2= LLOW+ 1
C
Z; SATISFY THE LOWER BOUNDARY TANGENCY CONDITION
C
E ILLOW)= A (LLOW) /B(LLOW)
F(LLOW)= D(LLOW)/B(LLOW)
C
CALCULATE THE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS BELOW THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 5 L= 2,L3
LL= L2- L
DEN= BfLL)- CfLL)*E(LL+1)
E4LL)= A(LL)/DEN
5 F(LL)= (D(LL) + C(LL)*F (LL+1))/DEN
C
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD BELOW THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 6 L= 2,LLOW
6 G(N,L,KMAX)= E(L)*G(NL-1,KMAX)+ F(L)
C
L3= LP1- LUP
L2= LUP+ 1
C
C SATISFY THE UPPER BOUNDARY TANGENCY CONDITION
C
E(LUP)= C(LUP)/B(LUP)
F (LUP)= D fLUP)/B (LUP)
C.
S~ w w NNW
CALCULATE TH E TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS ABOVE THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 7 L= L2,L1
DEN= B (L)- A (L) *E FL-1)
E,(L)= C(L) /DEN
7 F(L)= (D(L)+ A(L)*F (L-1))/DEN
c
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD ABOVE THE AIRFOIL
c
DO 8 L= 1,L3
LL= LP1- L
8 G N,LLKMAX)= E ILL)*GCNLL+IKMAX)+ FfLL)
c
RETURN
END
wSUBROUTINE BASES (J1,ZZ,KTAUDTAU)
C
C
C *THIS SUBRDUTINE APPROXIMATES THE SOLUTION OF THE STEADY NONLIFT- *
*ING TEANSONIC FLOW PROBLEM WITH A DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES AND *
2 *SINKS ALONG THE AIRFOIL CHORD *
C *******************************************************************
C
REAL MMU,LOWCPLOWSUR
COMMON MU(51,22),PHI(51,22,5),G(51,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOWSUR(51),
X UPCP(51) ,LOWCP(51), DG(51), DPHI(51),XX(51), XP(51),F2(5 1)
COMMON A1,A2,A3, A4,B1,X4,PS14, DETADPSIXTEPSITEF E,DGT,DPHIT,
I M,BM,BBMPEGAN ,THIKATTAKTAUtIAXANGMAXEPL,EPNLEP
COMMON N1,L lNP1,LP1,LUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOIL,IPARMOIPARM,
X IMAXKMAX
DIMENSION YZ(LP1)
DATA PI/3. 14 159 3/
C
C DEFINE OFTEN USED CONSTANTS
C
J= 1
A5= TAU/(BM*PI)
A7= XTE**2
A8= 1./CBM*PI)
C
DO 1 N= 2, N1
C
2 DEFINE OFTEN USED CONSTANTS
C
T1= XX (N)- XTE
T2= T1**2
T3= XX (N)+ XTE
T4= T3**2
T5= -XX(N)**2
C
2 PUT IN THE AIRFOIL PROFILE
r 1 w
w w
ZU= 2.*TAU*CXTE**2- XX(N)**2)
ZL=-2.*TAU*(XTE**2- XX(N)**2)
IF fABS (XX (N)) .G E. XTE) ZU= 0.
IFlABSfXX(N)) .GE. XTE) ZL= 0.
DO 2 L= 2,L1
ZB= BM*ZZ(L)
A6= ZB**2
T6= (T5+ A7+ A6)*ALOG((T2+ A6)
X (ATANtT1/ZB)- ATANfT3/ZB))
/(T4+ A6))-
- 2.*XX(N)
4.*1X(N)*ZB*
C COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL
C
PHI(N,L,KMAX)= -A5*T6
C
C COMPUTE LINEARIZED SURFACE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
C
X
5
IF(L .NE. LUP .OR. ABStXX (N)) .G
XP(J)= .5*(XX(N)+ XTE)/XTE
A9= BBM*ZU**2
A10= BM*ZU
IF(TAU .LT. .5*DTAU) UPCP(J)= 0.
IF (TAU .LT. .5*DTAU) GO TO 5
UPP(J)= 2.*A5*(4.*AO*(ATAN (T3/
2.*XX (N)*ALOG((T4+ A9)/
LOWCP(J)= UPCP(J)
J= J+1
T. XTE) GO TO 8
A10)- ATAN(T1/A1))-
4AT2+ A9)))
SET INITIAL GUESS FOR G
B G kN,LK) = -A8*T6
IF(IPARM .EQ. 2) G(N,L,K)= 0.
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
O*)
4.+
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SUBROUTINE PROTAN(GETA,NITAU)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE APPROPRIATE CONDITIONS ON THE *
C *BOUNDARY OF VARIOUS AIRFOILS *
C
C
REAL MMULOWCPLOWSUF
COMMON MUf5,22),PHI(51,22,5),Gf5I,22,5)UPSURC51),LOSUR(51),
X UPCPf51),LONCP(51),DG(51),DPHI(51),XX(51),XP(51),F2(51)
COMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,B1,X4,PSI4,DETADPSIXTEPSITEFTEDGTDPHIT,
X vBM,BBNPEGANTHIK, ATTAKTAUMAXANGMAXEPL,EPNLEP
COMMON NI,L1,NP1,LP1,LUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMOIPARM,
X IMAX,KMAX
C
IF IPARM .EQ. 2) GO TO 1
IF(I .EQ. 1) GO TO 2
C SET TANGENCY CONDITIONS FOR THICKNESS VARIATIONS
CC 0
C SET UPPER BOUNDARY TANGENCY CONDITIONS
C
C DEFINE THE TANGENCY CONDITION FOR PARABOLIC ARC AIRFOILS
C
IF(IFOIL .EQ. 1) GETA= -4.*XX(N)
C
C DEFINE THE TANGENCY CONDITION FOR CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
C
IFfIFOIL .EQ. 2)
X 3ETA= -4.*XX(N)/(SQRT((1.+ TAU**2)**2- 16.*(TAU*XX(N))**2))+
X 8.*XX(N)*TAU**2*(1.+ TAU**2- 8.*XX(N)**2)/
X ((SQRT((1.+ TAU**2)**2- 16.*(TAU*XX(N)) **2))**3)
C
C DEFINE THE TANGENCY CONDITION FOR NACA 00 SERIES AIRFOILS
C
IF(ILFOIL .EQ. 3)
aN3
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SUBROUTINE DELG(HTIANGTAUIRET)
C
C *****************************************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE JUMP IN G ACROSS THE AIRFOIL, AND *
C *AN ENTRAPOLATION PROCEDURE IS USED TO FIND THE JUMP AT THE *
C *TRAILING EDGE.
C
C
REAL MMULOWCPLOWSUR
:OMMON MU(51,22),PHI(51,22,5),G(51,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOWSURi51),
X UPCP(51),LOWCP(51),DG(51),DPHI(51),XX(51),XP(51),F2(51)
COMMON A1,A2.A3,A4,B1,X4,PSI4,DETADPSIXTEPSITEFTEDGTDPHIT,
X M, BM, BBMPEGAMTHIKATTA KTAUMAXANGMAX,EPLEPNL, EP
COMMON N1,L1,NP1,LPILUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMO,IPARM,
X IMAXKMAX
DIMENSION H(LP1)
C
T= 2./(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))
NT= NTE+ 1
C c
DO 1 N= 2,N1
IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 10
IF(ABS(XX(N)) .GT. XTE) GO TO 1
IF(IFOIL .NE. 1) GO TO 4
IF(IPARM .EQ. 2) GO TO 2
C
C DEFINE TANGENCY CONDITIONS IN PHYSICAL AND PARAMETER SPACE FOR
C PARABOLIC ARC AIRFOILS
C
GETAU= -4.*T*XX(N)
GETAL= 4.*T*XX(N)
GO TO 3
2 GETAU= T
GETAL= T
3 PHETAU= -T*(4.*TAU*XX(N)- ANG)
PHETAL= T*(4.*TAU*XX(N)+ ANG)
w w lw
GO TO 9
4 IFiFOIL .NE. 2)
IF(IPARM .EQ. 2)
GO TO 7
GO TO 5
DEFINE TANGENCY CONDITIONS IN PHYSICAL AND PARAMETER
SPACE FOR CIRCULAR ARC AIRFOILS
GETAU= T*XX(N)*(-4./SQRTC(1.+
X 8.*TAU**2*(1.+ TAU**2-
X ((SQRT((1.+ TAU**2)**2-
GETAL= -T*XX (N) * (-4
X 8.*TAU**2*(
X ftSQRT((1.+
GO TO 6
5 GETAU= T
GETAL= T
6
x
x
./SQRT((1.+
1.+ TAU**2-
TAU**2) **2-
PHETAU= -T*(4.*TAU*XX(N)
16.* (TAU*XX (N))
PHErAL= T*(4.*TAU*XX(N)
16.*(TAU*XX(N))
GO TO 9
7 IF(IPARM
TAU**2)**2- 16.*(TAU*XXtN))**2)+
8.*Xx(N)**2)/
16.* (TAU*Xx (N)) **2)) **3))
TAU**2)**2- 16.*(TAU*XX(N))**2)+
8.*XX (N) **2) /
16.* (TAU*XX(N))**2))**3))
/SQRT((1.+ TAU**2)**2-
**2)- ANG)
/SQRT(f 1.+ TAU**2)**2-
**2)+ ANG)
.EQ. 2) GO TO 8
DEFINE TANGENCf CONDITIONS IN PHYSICAL
SPACE FOR NACA 00 SERIES AIRFOILS
GETAU= 5.*T*(.14845/SQRT(XX (N)+ XTE)-
x .8529*(XX (N)+ XTE)**2- .406* XX
GETAL= -5.*T*(.14845/SQRT(XX(N)+ XTE)-
X .8529*(XX(N)+ XTE)**2- .406*(XX
8 GETAU=
GETAL=
AND PARAMETER
1.26- .7032*(XX(N)+
fN)+ XTE)**3)
1.26- .7032*(XX(N)+
(N)+ XTE)**3)
XTE)+
XTE) +
T
T
C
C
CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
qw
PHETAU= 5.*T*TAU*(.14845/SQRT(XX(N)+ XIE)- 1.26- .7032*IXX(N)+
X XTE)+ .8529*(XXIN)+ XTE)**2- .406*(XX(N)+ XTE)**3)+
x T*ANG
PHETAL= -5 .*1*T A U* (.14845/SQRT (XX (N)+ XT E)- 1.26- .7032* (XX (N) +
X X TE)+ .8529*(XX(N)+ XTE)**2- .406*(XX(N)+ XTE)**3)+
X T*ANG
C
C COMPUTE THE JUMPS ALONG THE AIRFOIL
9 DG (N)= . 125*(9. *(G (NLUPKMAX)- G(N,LLDOI,KMAX))- GC(NLUP+1,KMAX)+
X G (NLLOW-1,KMAX)- 3.*DETA*(GETAU+ GETAL))
DPHII (N)=
x
X
1 CONTINUE
.125*(9.* (PHI (NFLUPKMAX)- PHI(NLLQM, KMAX))-
PHI (NLUP+IKMAX)+ PHI(NLLOW-1,KMAX)- 3.*DETA*
(PHETAU+ PHETAL))
C
C CALCULATE JUMPS AT THE TRAILING EDGE
C
10 DPHIT= (1.+ 1.5*T1)*DPHI(NTE)- 2.*TI*DPHI(NTE-1)+
X .5*T 1*DPHI (NTE-2)
DGT= (1.+ 1.5*T1)*DG(NTE)- 2.*T1*DG(NTE-1)+ .5*TI*DG(NTE-2)
C
IF(IRET .EQ. 1) RETURN
C
C CALCULATE JUMPS JUST A.FT OF THE TRAILING EDGE
C
DPHI (N T)=
x
x
X
2.*(PHI(NTLUPKMAX)- PHI(NTLLOWKMAX))-
.125*f-13.* (PHI (NT, LUP+KMkX) - PHI (NT,LLV-1, KMAX)) +
6.*(?HI(NT,LUP+2,KAX)- PHI(NrLLOW-2,KMAX))
PHI(NT, LUP+3,KMAX) + PHI(NT, LLOW-3,KMAX))
DG(N4T)= 2.*(G(NT,LUPKMAX)- G(NTLLOWKMAX))-
X .125*(-13.*(G1NTLUP+1,KKAX)- GLNTLLOW-1,KMAX))+
A 6.*(G(NTLUP+2,KMAX)- G(NTLLOW-2,KNAX))-
X GfNTLUP+3,KMAX) + G(NTLLOW-3,KMAX))
C
C
C
R)
mw
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SUBROUTINE PREDCO(I0PT,K,DTAUPRECORERRHTAU,TO,TAANCLCML,
X J1,ZZ)
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE PREDICTS THE NEW POTENTIALS AND THEN CORRECTS *
*THEM. AFTER THIS IS DONE, THE SURFACE POTENTIALS ARE FOUND USING*
C, *AN EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURE AND THE FORCES AND MOMENTS ON THE *
*AIRFOILS ARE COMPUTED. THE PREDICTED AND CORRECTED SONIC LINES *
C *ARE ALSO COMPUTED. *
C
C
REAL MMU,LOWCP,LOWSUR
COMMON MU(51,22),PHI (51,22,5), G(51,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOWSUR(51),
X UPCP(51),LOWCP(51),DG(51),DPHIC51),XX(51),XP(51),F2 (51)
COMMON A1,A2,A3, A4,B1,X4,PS.I4,DETADPSIXTEPSITE,FTEDGTDPHIT,
X M,BMBBMPEGAMTHIKATTAKTAUNAX,ANGAXEPLEPNLEP
COMMON N1,L1,NP1,LP1,LUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMO,IPARN,
X IMA X, KMA X
DIMENSION PRE(NP1,LP1), COR[NP1,LP1), EhR(NPILP1), H(LP1), DO
X ZZ fLP1)
C
K1= K- 1
K2= K- 2
K3= K- 3
C
XX(1)= -9999.
XX (NP1)= 9999.
C
C PREDICT THE NEW POTENTIALS
C
IF(IOPT .EQ. 2) GO TO 8
C
C PREDICT THE POTENTIAL USING A SECOND ORDER PREDICTOR
C
IF(ABS(TAU) .GT. ABS(TO+ 1.5*DTAU)) GO TO 2
DO 1 L= 1,LP1
mw 1w qww ww
DO 1 N= 2,N1
PRE N,L)= PHI(N,L,K)+ DTAU*G[NL,K)
1 PHI(N,L,KMAX)= PRE(NL)+ .5*ERR(NL)
GO TO 38
PREDICT THE POTENTIAL USING A THIRD ORDER
2 IF 4ABS (TAU) .GT. ABS(TO+
DO 3 L= ILP1
DO 3 N= 2,11
PRE(N,L)= PHI(NLK1)+ 2.
3 PHI(N,L,KMAX)= PRE[N,L)+
GO TO 38
2.5*DTAU)) GO TO
*DTAU*G(N,LK)
.8*ERR(N,L)
PREDICTOR
4
C
C PREDICT THE POTENTIAL USING A FOURTH ORDER PREDICTOR
C
4 IF (ABS (T AU) .G!. ABS (TO+ 3.5*DTAU))
T= 8./9.
GO TO 6
DO 5 L= 1, LP1
DO 5 N= 2,N1
PRE(N,L)= PHI(NL,K)+ PHI(NLK1)- PHI(N,L,K2)+
X 2.*DTAU*(G(N,L,K)- G NL,K1))
5 PHI (NLKMAX)= PRE(NL)+ T*ERR(NL)
GO TO 38
C
PREDICT THE POTENTIAL
C
6 T 1= 4. /3.
T2= 112./121.
DO 7 L= 1,LP1
DO 7 N= 2,1
PRE (NL)= PHI(NL,K3)+
I 2.*G (N, L, K2))
7 PHI N, L,KHAX) = PRE (N, L)
USING A FIFTH ORDER PREDICTOR
T1*DTAU* C2.*G 'NLK)-
T2* ERR (NL)
C
C
r\,)
N)3
C,,
C
C SATISFY THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM CONDITIONS
GINL,K1)+
qw w LA w  w
38 DO 28 L= 1,LP1
PHI (1,L,KHAX)
28 PHI (NPIl,KMAX)
PHI (2, L, KMAX)
= PHI(N1,LKMAX)
T= .5*41GAM+ 1.)*M**PE/DP
DO 29 L= 1,LP1
DO 29 N= 2,N1
MU(NL)= 0.
IF (BBM- T*F2 (N) * (PHI (N+1
X MU(N,L) 1.
29 CONTINUE
SI
,L,KMAX) - PHI(N-1,LKMAX))
C
CHECK FOR SONIC LINE
C
DO 33 L= 2,L1
ZSH= ZZ(L)
DO 33 N= 2,N1
XB= XX (N-1)
XF= XX(N)
IS= .5*[XX (N-1) + XX (N))
IF (MU(N,L) .GT. .5 .AND. MU (N-1,L)
X WRITE (6,101) XBXFXSZSH
IF(MU(N,L) .LT. .5 .AND. MU(N-1,L)
X WRITE (6,102) XB,XFXSZSH
33 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
.LT. .5)
.GT. .5)
C CORRECT THE POTENTIAL USING A SECOND ORDER CORRECTOR
C
8 IF
DO
DO
CO
ER
PHl
(ABS (TAU) .GT. ABS(TO+ 1.5*DTAU)) GO
9 L= 1,LP1
9 N= 2,N1
R(N,L)= PHI(N,L,K)+ DTAU*G(N,L,KMAX)
R (N,L)= COR(NL)- PRE(N,L)
L(N,LKMAX)= COR(NL)- .5*ERR(NL)
ro 10
C
C
.LT. O.)
S 0
9 ERR (N,L)= 0.
GO TO 16
C
C CORRECT THE P3TENTIAL USING A tHIRD ORDER CORRECTOR
C
1) IF(ABS(TAU) .GT. ABS(TO+ 2.5*DTAU)) GO TO 12
DO 11 L= 1,LP1
DO 11 N= 2,N1
COR (N,L)= PHI(NtK)+ .5*DTAU*(G(NLKMAX)+ G NLK))
ERR(N,L)= COR(N,L)- PRE(NL)
PHI (N,L,KAX)= COR ,L)- .2*ERRCN,L)
11 ERR (N,L)= 0.
GO TO 16
C
C CORRECT THE POTENTIAL USING A FOURTH ORDER CORRECTOR
C
12 IF (ABS (TAU)
T1= 1./12.
T2= 1./9.
.GT. ABS(TU+ 3.5*DTAU)) GO TO 14
DO 13 L= 1,LP1
DO 13 N= 2,N1
COR(NL)= PII(N, L,K)+ T1*DTAU*(5.*G(
X G(N,L,KI))
ERR INL)= COR(N,L)- PRE(NL)
PHI(N,L,KMAX)= COR (N,L)- T2*ERR (N,L)
13 ERR (N,L)= 0.
GO TO 16
N,L, KAX)+ 8.*G(NLK) -
C
C CORRECT THE POTENTIAL USING A FIFTH ORDER CORRECTOR
14 T1= 1./3.
T2= 1./36.
T3= 9./121.
DO 15 L= 1,LP1
DO 15 N= 2,N1
COR !NL)= T1*(PHI(NLK) + PHI[N,L,Kl)+ PHI(N,LK2))+
r-a
w VW
ERR (N,L)
PHI (NL,
IF 'IPARM
IF(IPARM
X ERR (N
15 CONTINUE
T2*DTAU*(13.*G(N,L,KMAX)+ 39.*G(N,L,K
15.*G(N,LK1)+ 5.*G(NLK2))
= COR(N,L)- PRE(NL)
KMAX)= COii(NL)- T3*ERR(N,L)
.EQ. 1.AND. TAU .GT. TAUIAX- .5*DTAJ)
.E(Q. 2 .AND. ABS(TAU) .GT. ABS(ANGMAX-
,L)= 0.
0
ERR (NL)= 0.
. 5*DTAU) )
SATISFY THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM CONDITIONS
16 DO 19 L- 1,LP1
PHI (1,L,KMAX)=
19 PHI(NP1,L,KMAX)
PHI (2,L,KM AX)
= PHI(N1,LKMAX)
k- COMPUTE ThE PROFILE POTENTIALS
C
T= 2./(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))
DO 17 N= 2,NI
PHETAU= (PHI(NLUP,KMAX)- PHI (NLLOWKMAX))/DETA
PHETAL= (PHI(NLUP,KMAX)- PHI (NLLOWKMAX))/DETA
IF.XX(N+1) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 17
IF(XX(N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 20
IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 22
IF(IFOIL .NE. 1) GO TO 18
PHETAU= -T*(4.*TA *XX(N) - AN )
PHETAL= T*(4.*TA *XX(N)+ AN )
GO TO 20
C
18 IF(IFOIL .NE. 2) GO TO 2
PHErAU= -T*14.*TA *XX(N)
X 16.*(TA *XX(N))
PHETAL= T*(4.*TA *XX(N)
X 16.*(TA *XXIN))
GO TO 20
/SQRTIU1.+ TA **2)**2-
**2)- AN )
/SQRTf"1.+ TA **2)**2-
**2)+ AN )
w
C
C
C
C
21 PHETAU= 5 .*T*TA * (. 14845/S RT (XX (N)+
X XTE)+ .8529*(XX (N)+ XTE)**2-
X T*AN
PHETAL= -5.*T*TA * (.14845/SQRT(XX(N)+
X XTE)+ .8529*(XX(N)+ XTE)**2-
X T*AN
XrE)- 1.26- .7032* (XX (N)+
.406*(XXCN)+ XTE)**3)+
XTE)- 1.26- .7032*(XX(N)+
.406* (XXIN)+ XTE)**3)+
20 UPSUR(N)= .125*(9.*PHI(NLUP,KlAX)- PHI(NLUP+1,KMAX)-
X 3.*DETA*PHETAU)
LOWSUR(N)= . 125* (9. *PHI (NLLOW,KMAX)- PHI(NLLOW-1,KMAX)+
X 3.*DETA*PHETAL)
17 CONTINUE
COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL ALONG THE FLOW FIELD CUT JUST AFT OF THE
TRAILING EDGE
22 VAR= (PSITE- PS14)/DPSI
CALL DELG(HVAR, ANTA, 1)
UPSUR (N)= .125* "9.*PHI (N,LUP, KMAX) - PHI (NLUP+1,KMAX) -
X 3.*(PHI(NLUP,KMAX)- PHI(NLLOMKMAX)- DPHIT))
LOWSUR(N)= .125*(9.*PHI(NLLOrKUAX)- PHI(NLLOW-IKMAX)+
X 3.* (PHI(NLUP,KNAX)- PHI(NLLOWKMAX)- DPHII))
T= .5*(GAM+ 1.)*M**PE/DPSI
DO 37 L= 1,LP1
DO 37 N= 2,NI
MU(NL)= 0.
IF (BBM- T*F2 (N)* (PHI(N+1,LKMAX)-
X M1UfN,L) 1.
37 CONTINUE
CHECK FOR THE ACTUAL SONIC LINE
DO 41 L= 2,L1
ZSH= ZZ(L)
DO 41 N= 2,N1
PHI (N-1 ,L,KMAX)) .LT. 0.)
w
C
C
C
C
C
C
N)
C
C
C
wXB= XX (N-1)
XF= XX (N)
XS= .5* (XX(
IF (MU (N,L)
X WRITE (6,
IF (MU (NL)
X WRITE(6,
41 CONTINUE
N-1) +
. GT.
103)
.LT.
104)
XX (N) )
.5 .AND. MU(N-IL)
XBsXF,XSZSH
.5 .AND. MU(N-IL)
XB, XFXS ,ZSH
.LT. .5)
.GT. .5)
C
C COMPUTE THE PROFILE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
C
3= 1
DO 24 N= 2,N1
IF XX (N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 24
IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 43
UPCP(J)= -F2(N)*fUPSU(RCN+1)- UPSUR(N-1))/DPSI
LOWCP(J)= -F2(N)*(LOWSUR(N+1)- LOWSUR(N-1))/DPSI
J= J+ 1
24 CONTINUE
COMPUTE THE LIFT COEFFICIENT,
ABOUT THE LEADING EDGE, CMLE.
43 CL= XP(1)*(LOWCP11)- UPCP
CMLE= XP (1) **2* LOWCP 1) -
DO 42 N= 2,J1
CL, AND THE MOMENT COEFFICIENT
(1))
UPCP(1))
CL= CL+ .5* fXP (N) - XP tN-1) ) *(LOWCP(N) - UPCP(N)+.
X LOWCP(N-1)- UPCPIN-1))
42 CMLE= CMLE+ .5*(XP(N)- XP(N-1))*((LOWCPCN)- UPCP[N))*XP(N)+
X (LOWCPfN-1)- UPCP(N-1))*XP(N-1))
CL= CL+ .5*(l.-XP(J1))*(LOWCP(J1)- UPCP(Jl))
C MLE= CMLE+ .5*(1.- XP(Jl))*CLOMCP(JI)- UPCP(Jl))*XP(J1)
101 FORMAT (' PREDICTED SONIC LOCUS:',
X 'XFOR=*,F10.4,2X,' XSONIC='
102 FORIMAT C' PREDICTED SHOCK LOCUS:',
4X, 'XBACK=',Fl0.4,2X,
,F10.4,2X,'ZSONIC=', Fl0. 4)
4X, IXBACK=',FlO.4,2X,
C
C
C
C
0
mw
wX 'XFOR=',F10.4,2X,'ISHOCK=,F10.4,2X,'ZSHOCK=',F10.4)
103 FORMAT ( ACTUAL SONIC LOCUS:',4X,'XBACK=',F10.4,2X,
X 'XFOR=', F10.4,2 X,' XSON IC=' ,F10. 4, 2X,'ZSONIC=', F10. 4)
134 FORMAT ( ACTUAL SHOCK LOCUS:',4XaXBACK= ,Fl0.4,2X,
X 'XFOR=',F10.4,2XIXS;0CK= ,F10.4,2X,'ZSHOCK=',F10.4)
C
RETURN
END
wSUBROUTINE TRALIXT2)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
8
1
C
*THIS SUBROUTINE LOCATES THE TRAILING EDGE AND COMPUTES THE *
*STRETCHING FACTOR IN THE STREAMMISE DIRECTION AT THAT LOCATION *
**************************************
REAL fMULOWCPLOWSUR
COMMON MU(51,22),PHI(5I,22,5),G(51,22,5),UPSUR(51),LOMSUR(51),
x UPCP(51),LOWCP(51),DG(51),DPHI(51),XX(51),XP(51),F2(51)
COMMON Al ,A2,A3,A4,BlX4,PSI4,DETADPSI,XTEPSITEFTEDGTDPHIT,
X MBM,BBMPEGAN ,THIKATTAKTAUMAXANGMAXEPLEPNLEP
COMMON N1,L 1 ,NP1,LP1,LUPLLOWNTE, IFLOW,IFOILIPARMOIPAR5,
X IMAXKMAX
DATA PI/3. 141593/, TMIN/.00001/
X3 (PSI)=
x
X 4+ A2*TANt.5*PI*(PSI-PSI4)) +
A3*TAN(.5*PI*(PSI- PS14)**3)
SP= DPSI
PSI= -(1.+ PSI4)+ DPSI
DO 1 N= 2,N1
IF(XX(N+1) .LT. XTE) G
NTE= N
XT1= X3(PSI)
IF(X3(PSI+ DPSI) .GE.
PSI= PSI+ DPSI
CONTINUE
2 SP= .5*SP
PSI= PSI+ SP
PSITE= PSI
6 KT2= X3(PSI)
IF!ABS (XT2- XTE)
IF(XT2 .GT. XTE)
IF(XT1 .GT. XTE)
0 TO 8
XT E)
.LE. TMIN)
GO TO 4
GO TO 5
GO TO 2
GO TO 9
(A,
UPSI= PSI+
PSITE= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
SP
5 SP= .5*SP
PSI= PSI+ SP
PSITE= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
4 IF(XT1 .GT.
XTI= XT2
SP= .5*SP
PSI= PSI- SP
PSITE= PSI
GO TO 6
XTE) GO TO 7
7 PSI= PSI- SP
PSITB= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
9 FTE= 2./(PI*(A2/(ICOS(.5*PI*
X 3.*A3*(PSITE- PS14)**2/
CP SITE- PSI4) ) ) **2) +
((COS(.5*PI*(PSITE- PS14)**3))**2)))
RETURN
EN D
C
C
C
C
C
['3
(J~
(~3
qw w
0SUBROUTINE XGROW
C
C*
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE *
*STREAMWISE DIRECTION *
C ******************************************************************
C
REAL MMULOWCPLOWSUR
COMMON MU 151,22), PHI (51, 22, 5) ,G (51, 22, 5), UPS UR (51),LOWSUR 151) ,
X UPCP(51), LOWCP(51),DG(51),DPHI(51),XX(51),XP(51), F2 51)
COOMMON A 1,A 2, A 3, A 4, B , X4, PSI 4, DETA, DPSI, XTE,PSIT EFI EDGT, DP HIT ,
X MBMBBMPE,GAM ,THIKATTAK,TAUMAX,ANG MAX,EPLEPNLEP
COMMON N 1, LNP1,L P,LUPLLOWNTEIFLOWIFOILIPARMOIP ARM,
X IMAX,KMAX
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
PSI= -(1.+ PSI4)+ DPSI
DO 1 N= 2, NI
IF(PSI .LT. -PS14)
X F2(N)= 2./(PI*(A2/( (CDS.5*PI*IPSI+ PSI4)))**2)+
X 3.*A3*(PSI+ PS14)**2/((COS(.5*PI*(PSI+ PS14)**3))**2)))
C
IFfPSI .GE. -PS14 .AND. PSI .LE. PSI4)
X F2(N)= 1./(A4+ 3.*BI*PSI**2)
C
IF (PSI .GT. PS14)
X F2(N)= 2./(PI*(A2/((COS(.5*PI*(PSI- PS14)))**2)+
X 3.*A3* (PSI- PSI4)**2/ ((COS (.5*PI*CPSI- PS14)**3))**2)))
C
PSI= PSI+ DPSI
1 CONTINUE
C
F2(1)= 0.
F2(NP1)= 0.
C
RETURN
S w w w
235
C4
I
w w
SUBROUTINE ZGROWU (H)
C
C ***************************#***** ****************************r*****
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE *
C *LATERAL DIRECTION
C
C
REAL MMULOWCPLOWSUR
COMMON MU 51,22),PHI(51,22, 5),G(51,22,5), UPSUR(51),LOWSUR(51),
x UPCP (51) ,LO WCP (51) ,DG (51) ,DPHI (51) ,XX (51),X P(51) , F2(51)
COMMON Ale A2, A3, A4, B1,X4, PSI4, DETA, DPSI, XTE, PSITEFTE, DGT, DP HIT,
X M,1BMBBM, PEGAMTHIKATTAKT AUMAXANGMAXEPLEPNL ,P
COMMON N1,L1,NP1,LP1, LUPLLOW,NTE,IFLOWIFOIL,IPARMOIPARM,
X IMAXKMAX
DIMENSION H(LP1)
DATA PI/3. 141593/
C
ETA= -1.+ DETA
DO 1 L= 2,L1
H(L)= (2.*(COS(.5*PI*ETA))**2)/(A1*PI)
ETA= ETA+ DETA
1 CONTINUE
C
H (1)= 0.
H(LP1)= 0.
C
RETURN
END
CC
C ************************************************************ *******
C *THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE UNSTEADY LOADS ON AIRFOILS UNDERGOING *
C *HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS. THE COMPUTATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT IN A *
C *COORDINATE SYSTEM WHICH IS STRETCHED TO INFINITY. THE INPUTS ARE*
C * Al- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION *
C * A2- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE STREANWISE DIRECTION *
C * A3- DETERMINES THE SPACING IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION *
C * PSI4- DETERMINES THE SIZE OF THE COMPUTATIONAL REGION *
C * X4- THE LOCATION OF THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN REGIONS I AND II *
C * AND REGIONS II AND III
C * M- FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER *
C * PE- EXPONENT OF M IN THE NONLINEAR TERM IN THE POTENTIAL *
C * EQUATION *
C * XTE- HALF OF THE CHORD LENGTH *
C * W- RELAXATION FACTOR *
C * TAU- AIRFOIL THICKNESS RATIO *
C * ANG- MEAN AIRFOIL ANGLE OF ATTACK *
C * DETA- GRID SPACING IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION *
C * DPSI- GRID SPACING IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION *
C * GAM- RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS *
C * AMP- AMPLITUDE OF THE UNSTEADY MOTION DIVIDED BY THE *
C * AIRFOIL CHORD *
C * FREQ- REDUCED FREQUENCY OF THE UNSTEADY MOTION *
C * PER- PERCENT CHORD ABOUT WHICH THE AIRFOILPITCHES, OR THE *
C * PERCENT CHORD AT WHICH THE FLAP HINGE IS LOCATED FOR *
C * UNSTEADY FLAP MOTIONS *
C * EPS- CONVERGENCE CRITERIA *
C * EP- DETERMINES THE AMOUNT OF THE ADDITIONAL CROSS DERIVATIVE*
C * TERM TO BE ADDED TO THE SUPERSONIC DIFFERENCE EQUATION *
C * MOTION- THE TYPE OF UNSTEADY MOTION TO BE CONSIDERED *
C * 1- HEAVE *
C * 2- PITCH *
C * 3- OSCILLATING FLAP *
C * NI- THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACES IN THE PSI DIRECTION. THIS *
C * IS ONE LESS THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE *
'-w
v U w
C * PSI DIRECTION
C * LI- THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACES IN THE ETA DIRECTION. THIS IS*
C * ONE LESS THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE ETA*
C * DIRECTION
C * NS- THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACES TO MOVE THE UNSTEADY GRID *
C * BOUNDARIES IN FROM THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM STEADY *
C * GRID BOUNDARIES
C * LS- THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACES TO MOVE THEUPPER AND LOWER *
C * UNSTEADY GRID BOUNDARIES IN FORM THE STEADY BOUNDARIES *
C * LLOW- THE GRID ROW ADJACENT TO THE LOWER AIRFOIL BOUNDAFY *
C * K- THE NUMBER OF VALUES OF PHI AND G NEEDED TO EMPLOY THE *
C * MOST ACCURATE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD *
C * IMAX- THE MAXIMUM NUMBER CF ITERATIONS *
C * IDATA- DETERMINES THE INPUT OF STEADY DATA
C * 1- STEADY DATA DETERMINED WITHIN THE PROGRAM *
C * 2- STEADY DATA READ IN FROM OUTSIDE OF THE PROGRAM *
C *
C *OTHER CONSTANTS ARE *
C * A4, BI- DETERMINE THE GRID SPACING IN THE STREAMWISE *
C * DIRECTION IN REGION II OF THE FLOW FIELD *
C * BM- PRANDTL-GLAURET CONSTANT *
C * CRIT- CRITICAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT *
C * NP1- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE PSI DIRECTION *
C * LP1- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN THE ETA DIRECTION *
C * NMIN- THE GRID COLUMN AT THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY *
C * NMAX- THE GRID COLUMN AT THE DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY *
C * LMIN- THE GRID ROW AT THE LOWER BOUNDARY OF THE *
C * COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN *
C * LMAX- THE GRID ROW AT THE UPPER BOUNDARY OF THE *
C * COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN *
C * KMAX- TOTAL NUMBER CF FLOW FIELDS STORED AT ANY TIME *
C * LUP- THE GRID ROW ADJACENT TO THE UPPER BOUNDARY OF THE *
C * AIRFOIL AND WAKE *
C
C
REAL MMU
LA w lw w
9 0 w w
COMMON PHU (51,22,2) , CPU (51) ,CPL (51) , DEPH U (51) , DPHUT
COMMON XX (51), XP (51) , F2 (51) , MU(51,22) , PHI (51,22,1)
COMMON A1, A2, A3, A4,B1, BM, BBM ,M,PS 4, DPS.IDETA,X4, PER
COMMON PSITE,XTEFTE,GAM, PE, FREQ,AMPEPS,EP
COMMON NTE,K MAX, MOTIONIM AX, LUP, LLOW, N1,NP , L ,LP1
COMMON NMIN,NMAX,LMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHU,CPUCPL,DEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX BB (22), DD(22),EE (22) ,FF2 (22) , PUP (22) ,PDOWN (22)
LOW (51),PTOP (51),PBOT(51),CZERO
DIMENSION A(22),C(22),ZZ(22),H(22),GM(51,22)
DATA PI/3.141593/, CZERO/(0.,0.)/
K1(PSI)= -X4+ A2*TAN(PI*(PSI+ PS14)/2.)+
1 A3*TAN(PI*((PSI+ PS14) **3)/2.)
X2(PSI))= PSI*(A4+ BI*PSI**2)
X3(PSI)= X4+ A2*TAN(PI*(PSI- PS14)/2.)+
1 A3*T AN(PI*((PSI- PS14)**3)/2.)
READ (5, 100)
READ(5,100)
READ(5,100)
READ(5,100)
READ(5,100)
READ(5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ(5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ(5, 100)
READ(5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ (5,100)
READ (5,180)
BEAD(5,100)
READ (5,100)
Al
A2
A3
PS14
X4
M
PE
ITE
w
TAU
ANG
DETA
DPSI
GA1M
AMP
FBEQ
P ER
EPS
C
C
DO
w w--
, UP (51) ,
0READ(5,100) EP
READ(5,101) MOTION
READ(5,101) N1
READ(5,1o0) Li
READ(5,101) NS
READ(5,10) LS
READ(5,1o1) LLOW
READ(5,101) K
READ(5,i01) IMAX
READ(5,101) IDATA
C
A4= 1.5*X4/PSI4- . 25*A2*PI
Bi= . 25*A2*PI/ (PSI4**2) - . 5* X4/ (PSI 4**3)
C
C CHECK DATA
WRITE(6,104) AlA2,A3,A4,Bi,PEsIi,X4,PSI4,WXTETAUANGDETADPSI,
X GAMEPSEPAMP,FREQ,N1,LINSLS,LLOW,K,IMAXIDATA
C
NP1= Ni+ 1
LP1= L1+ 1
NMIN= 1+ NS
NMAX= NP1- NS
LMIN= 1+ LS
LMAX= LPi- LS
KMAX= K+ I
LUP= LLOW+ 1
C
BM= SQRT(i.- M**2)
BBM= I.- M**2
CRIT= -2.*BBM/((GAM+ 1.)*M**PE)
C
C COMPUTE THE STRETCHED COORDINATES IN THE STR'"AMWISE DIRECTION
C
PSI= -(1.+ PS14)+ DPSI
DO 1 N= 2,N1
IF (PSI .LT. -PSI 4) XX (N)= X1 (PSI)
LA v w w w w qw
0IF(PSI .GE. -PSI4 .AND. PSI .LE. PSI4) XX (N)= X2(PSI)
IF(PSI .GT. PS14) XX(N)= X3(PSI)
PSI= PSI+ DPSI
1 CONTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE THE STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOW FIELDS
C
IF(IDATA .EQ. 1) GO TO 5
C
DO 2 L= 1,LP1
DO 2 N= 1,NP1
MU(NL)= 0.
2 READ(5,106) PHI(N,L,KMAX)
GO TO 6
C
5 DO 7 L= 1,LP1
DO 7 N= 1,NP1
MU(NL)= 0.
7 PHI(NLKMAX)= 0.
C
6 DO 3 KS= 1,2
DO 3 L= 1,LP1
DO 3 N= 1,NP1
3 PHU(N,L,KS)= CZERO
C
C COMPUTE THE TRAILING EDGE LOCATION IN STRETCHED COORDINATES
C
CALL TRAIL(XT2)
WRITE(6,102) PSITEFTE,XT2,NTE
C
C COMPUTE THE STRETCHING FACTORS IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION
C
CALL GROWX
C
T1= (GAM+ 1.)*M**PE
DO 4 L= 2,11
0 Li w v v w w
w w w
DO 4 N= 2, 11
IF(BBM- T1*F2(N) *(PHI (N+1,L, KMAX) - PHI (N-1,L,KMAX) )/(2.*DPSI)
I .LT. 0.) MU(NL)= 1.
4 CONTINUE
C
CALL UNSTDY(WABBC,DDE E,FF2,GMZZH,PUPPDOWNqUP, LCWLS,
X PTOPPBCT)
100 FORMAT(F8.5)
101 FORMIAT (18)
102 FORMAT(1, 3F12.5,.I6/)
104 FORMATV( A1=',F1O.5/* A2=*,F10.5/' A3=',F1O.5/' A4=',F1l.5/
x * B1=',F10.5/1 PE=',F1O.5/' M=',F10.5/' X4=',F1O.5/
I I PSI4=1 ,F10.5/ W=', F10.5/' XlT E=',F1O.5/' TAU=',F1O.5/
X ' ANG=I,F10.5/' DETA=',F10.5/' DPSI=I,F1O.5/
x ' GAMMA=',F10.5/' EPS=',F1O.5/" EP=',F1O.5/' AMP=',F10.5/
x * F REQ=',10.5/' N1=',16/' L1=,16/' NS=',16/' LS=',I6/
I ' LLOW=",I6/' K=',16/' IMAX=',16/' IDATA=II6//)
106 FORMAT(F20.6)
STOP
END
v w v w
wSUBROUTINE UNSTDY (W,A,B,C,D,E,F,Gr,ZZHPUPPDOWNUPLOWLS,
X PTOPPBOT)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS USED TO *
C *COMPUTE THE UNSTEADY FLOW FIELD USING KLUNKER TYPE BOUNDARY *
C *CONDITIONS *
C
C
REAL MMUKTMUSTAR
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, BM, BBM, M, PSI4, DPSI, DETA,X4, PER
COMMON PSI TE, XTE, FTE, GAM, PE, FREQ, AMP, EPS, EP
COMMON NTEKMAX,MCTIONIMAX,LUP, LLOWN1,NP1,LILP1
COMMON NMIN,?NMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPIDEPHU,DPHUT
COMPLEX B (LMAX), D (LMAX) ,E (LMAX) ,F (LMAX) ,PUP (LMAX) ,PDOWN (LMAl) ,
X UP(NMAX),LOW(NMAX),PTOP(NMAX),PBOT(NMAX)
COMPLEX T12,T14,T15,TANLOW,TANUPTANULTANUTTANLLTANLT,
X JUMPCIMDPHUDELTANCEXCOEFFUCOEFFLCL,UNLIFT
COMPLEX CZERO, SHOCKEXCUR, AL4,AL5,CMLE,CMLKSTA- (22)
DIMENSION A(LMAX),C(LMAX) ,ZZ(LMAX),H(LMAX),GM(NMAXLMAX)
DATA P1/3.141593/, CIM/(O.,1.)/, CZERO/(O.,O.)/
C
ITER= 1
C
C DEFINE OFTEN USED CONSTANTS
C
NP= NMIN+ 1
NM= NMAX- 1
LP= LMIN+ 1
Lb= LMAX- 1
ISHOCK= 0
T1= (GAM+ 1.)*M**PE
T2= 1./DPSI
w v w w w v w
9 0 0
T3= 1./(DPSI**2)
T4= 1./(DETA**2)
T5= 1./W
T6= 1.- 1./W
T7= 1./DETA
T8= ((PS14+ DPSI- PSITE)/(PS.ITE- PSI4+ DPSI))**2
T9= 2.*DPSI*SQRT (T8)
T10= FREQ**2
T11= (FREQ*DPSI)**2
T12= CIK*FREQ*M**2/DPSI
T13= M**2
T14= CIM*FREQ*(GAM- 1.)/(DPSI**2)
T15= CIM*FREQ*DPSI
MUSTAR= (GAM- 1.+ 2./(M**2))/(GAM+ 1.)
C
DO 2 L= 1,LP1
2 KSTAR(L)= CZERC
C
C COMPUTE THE SPACING IN THE LSTERAL DIRECTION
C
ETA= -1.+ DETA
DO 19 L= 2,1
ZZ (L)= &1*TAN(.5*PI*ETA)
ETA= ETA+ DETA
19 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE THE STRETCHING FACTORS IN THE LATERAL DIRECTION
C
CALL GROWZ (H)
C
C COMPUTE THE FAR FIELD BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C
CALL WAKFIN(ZZWAKE1,WAKE2)
CALL WAKINF (ZZ,WAKE3)
CALL DELPHU(NPNM,H)
1 CALL INTEG(NPNMDPHU,DELTAN)
0 0 w w
0 0 0 WV
CALL FARFLD(DPHUDELTANWAKE, WAKE2,WAKE3,ZZ,PUP,PDOWN,
X PTOP, PEOTNP,NM)
C
C SET TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ARRAYS
C
DO 3 N= NPNM
C
C SET X STRETCHING FACTORS AT HALF SPACES
C
FF= .5* (F2 (N+1) + F2 (N)
FB= .5*(F2(N)+ F2(N-1)
FH= 0.
IF(N .GT. NMIN+1) FH=
)
.5* (F2 (N-2J +- F2 (N-1) )
C
DO 4 L= LPLM
C
C SET Z STRETCHING FACTORS AT HALF SPACES
C
HF= .5*(H(L+1)+ H (L))
HB= 5*(fi(L)+ H(L-1))
C
AL1= F2(N)*FF*T3*(BBM- T1*FF*T2*(PHI(N+1,L,KMAX)- PHI
AL2= F2(N)*FB*T3*(BBM+ T1*FB*T2* (PHI (N-1, L,KMAX) - PHI
AL4= T13*(T10- T 14*F2(N) * (FF* (PHI (N+1, L, KMAX) - PHI (N,
I FB*(PHI(N,L,KMAX)- PHI (N-1,
C
C CONDITIONS AT THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
C
r\3
(N, L, KMAX)
(Nj,L,KMAX)
L, KMAX) ) -
L,KMAX))))
IF(N .NE. NP) GO TO 5
A (L) H (L) *HB*T4
B (L) H(L)*(HF+ HB)*T4+ (ALi+ AL2- AL4)*T5-
X ((4.*FB**2- T111+ 4.*FB*T15)/(4.*FB**2+ Tll))*(AL2+
X T12*F2(N))
C(L)= H(L)*HF*T4
D(L)= (ALl- T12*F2(N)) *PHU (N+1,L, 1)- (AL1+ AL2- AL4)*T6*PHU(NL,1)
X -2.*DPSI*((2.*FB+ T15)/(4.*FB**2+ Ti1))*(AL2+ T12*F2(N))*
a a w w w v
w w w w w
X PUP (L)
GO TO 4
C
C CONDITIONS AT THE DOWNSTREAM BCUNDARY
C
5 IF(N
A (L)=
B (L)=
C (L)=
D (L)=
x
x
,NE.
H (L)
H (L)
H (L)
NM) GO TO 6
*HB*T4
*(HF+ JIB)*T4+
*HF*T4
-((AL1+ AL2- AL4)*
(4.*FF**2+ Tll))*
T12)*PHU(N-,L,2)
(AL1- T12)*PDOWN(
(AL1+ AL2- AL4)*T5
T6- ((4.*FF**2- T1l- 4.*T15*?F)/
(ALl- F2(N)*T12))*PHU(N,L,1)+ (AL2+ F2(N)*
- 2.*DPSI*((2.*FF- T15)/(4.*FF**2+ T11))*
L)
GO TO 4
C
C INTERIOR OF THE FLOW FIELD
C
6 AL3= F2(N)*FH*T3*(BBM- Tl*FH*T2*(PHI(N-1,L,KMAX)- PHI(N-2,LKMAX
AL5= T13*(TIO- T14*F2(N)*(FB*(PHI(N,L,KMAX)- PHI(N-1,L,KMAX))-
X FH*(PHI(N,L,KMAX)- PHI(N-2,LKMAX))))
C
A (L)
B (L)=
C (L)=
D (L)=
x
x
X
H (L) *H B*T4
H(L)*(HB+ HF)*T4+ (1.- MU(NL))*(AL1+ AL2- AL4)*T5+
EP*F2(N)*FB*TI3*MU(NL)
H (L) *HF*T4
(1.- MU(NL))*(AL1- T12*F2(N))*PHU(N+1,L,1)+ ((1.- MU(NL))*
(AL2+ T12*F2 (N))+ EP*F2(N)*FB*T3*MU(N,L))*PjfU(N-1,L,2)-
((1.- MU(NL))*(AL1+ AL2- AL4)*T6- MU(N-1,IL)*(AL2- T12*F2
(N))- MU(NL)*(AL4+ EP*F2(N)*FB*T3) )*PHU (N,L,1) - (MU(N-1,L)*
(AL2+ AL3)+ EP*F2(N)*FB*T3*MU(NL))*PHU(N-1,L,1)+ NlU(N-1,L)*
(AL3+ T12*F2(N))*PHU(N-2,L,1)
IF(MU(NL) .LT. .5 .AND. MU(N-1,L) .GT. .5) GO TO 20
GO TO 4
N)
C
C
w 'w
C
C SATISFY THE SHOCK BOUNDAR Y CONDITIONS
C
20 KSTAR(L)=
X 2.*DPSI*(T3*F2(N)*(FF*(PHI (N+1,L,KIMAX)- PHI (NLK IAX))-
X FB*(PHI (N,L,KMAX)- PHI(N-1,L,KM AX)))- MUST AR*F2 (N-1) *T3*(
x FB*(PHI(N,LKMAZ)- PHI(N-1,L,KMAX))- FH*(
X PHI (N-1,L,KMAX)- PHI(N-2,L,KMAX)))+ 2.*CIM*FREQ*(GAM- 1.)/
X (GAN+ 1.) *F2 (N-1)*. 5*T2*(PHI (N, L, KAX) - PMI(N-2, L,KMAX))-
x 4.*CIM*FREQ/(GAM+ 1.) )/(F2(N) *(PHI(N+1,L,KAX) - PHI(N-1,L,
X KMAX))- F2(N-1)*(PHI(NL,KMAX)- PHI(N-2,L,KMAX)))
ISHOCK= 1
4 CONTINUE
C
IF(XX(N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 18
IF (XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 23
C
C UNSTEADY TANGENCY CONDITION
C
B (LLOW)= B(LLOW)- .5*H(LLOW)*(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))*T4
C (LLOV) 0.
CALL TANGNT (NTANLOWTANUPTANUL, TANUT, TANLLTANLT)
D(LLOW)= D(LLOW) + H (LLOW) *T7*TANLOW
C
A(LUP)= 0.
B (LUP)= B(LUP) - .5*H(LUP) *(H (LLOW) + H (LUP) )*T4
D(LUP)= D(LUP)- H(LUP)*T7*TANUP
GO TO 18
C
23 IF(MU(NTELUP) .GT. .5) GO TO 24
IF(N .GT. NTE+1) GC TC 25
CALL DELPHU(NPNMH)
25 JUMP= (T8*DEPHU(NTE-1)+ (1.- T8- CiM*FhhQ*T9/FTE)*DPHUT)*
X CEXP(-CIM*FREQ*(XX(N)- XX(NTE+1)))
C
C INCORPORATE KUTTA AND WAKE CONDITIONS
C
D(LLOW)= D(LLOW)- .5*H(LLOW)*(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))*T4*JUMP
D(LUP)= D(LUP)+ .5*H(LUP)*(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))*T4*JUM P
GO TO 18
C
C SUPERSONIC TRAILING EDGE CONDITION
C
24 D(LLOW)= D(LLOW)- .5*H(LLOW)*(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))*T4*DEPHU(NTE+1)
D(LUP)= D(LUP)+ .5*H(LUP)*(H (LLOW)+ H(LUP))*T4*DEPHU(NTE+1)
c
C SATISFY THE CONDITIONS ON THE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARIES OF THE
C COMPUTATIONAL REGICN
c
18 D(LMIN+1)= D(LMIN+1)+ A(LMIN+1) *PHU (NLMIN,2)
A(LMIN+1)= 0.
D(LMAX-1)= D(LMAX-1)+ C(LMAX-1)*PHU(NLLMAX,2)
C(LMAX-1)= 0.
C
CALL TRISOV(A,B,C,D,E,F,NLP,LMLSKSTARMUSTAR)
3 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM ERROR
C
DO 9 L= LMIN,LMAX
DO 9 N= NPNM
9 GM(NL)= CABS(T5*(PHU(N,L,2)- PHU(N,L,1)))
C
AM= GM(NPLMIN)
DO 7 L= LMINLMAX
DO 7 N= NP,NM
IF(GM(NL) .LE. AM) GO TO 7
AM= GM(NL)
IN= N
IL= L
7 CONTINUE
C
w w w ww
C WRITE THE CONVERGENCE HISTORY
C
WRITE(6,100) ITERINILAM
IF(AM .GT. EPS) GO TO 13
GO TO 14
C
C
C CHECK FLAG CONDITIONS
C
13 ITER= ITER+ 1
IF(ITER .GT. IMAX) GO TO 14
C
C IF THE SOLUTION HASN'T CONVERGED, UPDATE THE FLOW FIELD AND REPLAT
C THE CALCULATIONS
C
DO 16 L= LMIN,LMAX
DO 16 N= NPNM
16 PHU(N,L,1)= PHU(NL,2)
GO TO 1
C
C COMPUTE THE UNSTEADY PRESSURE AND LIFT COEFFICIENTS AND THE MOMENT
C COEFFICIENT ABOUT THE LEADING EDGE
C
14 CALL PRESS (UP,LOWNPNM,H,T8, T9,JCLCMLE)
WEITE(6,105)
C
C COMPUTE THE FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS OVER ONE MOTION CYCLE
C
KT= 0.
8 WRITE(6,101) KT
WRITE (6, 106)
WRITE (6,107)
WRITE (6, 108)
CEX= CEXP(CIM*KT)
DC 17 N= 1,J
COEFFU= CEX*CPU(N)
w  mw lw lw
w w w
COEFFL= CEX*CPL (N)
UNLIFT= COEFFL- COEFFU
17 WRITE(6,102) XP(N) ,COEFFUCOEFFLUNLIFT
UNLIFT= CEX*CL
CML= CEX*CMLE
WRITE(6,104) UNLIFTCML
KT= KT+ PI/6.
IF(KT .LT. 2.01*PI) GO TO 8
KT= 0.
10 WRITE(6,101) KI
WRITE (6, 106)
WRITE(6,107)
WRITE(6, 108)
CEX= CEXP(CIM*KT)
DO 11 N= 1,J
COEFFU= CEX*CPU(N)/AMP
COEFFL= CEX*CPL(N)/AMP
UNLIFT= COEFFL- COEFFU
11 WRITE(6,102) XP(N),COEFFU,
UNLIFT= CEX*CL/AMP
CML= CEX*CMLE/AMP
WRITE(6,104) UNLIFTCML
KT= KT+ PI/6.
IF(KT .LT. 2.01*PI) GO TO
IF (ISHO
DO 21 L
DO 21 N
IF (MU (N
IF (Mu (
XSHOCK=
WRITE (6
SHOCK=
x
COEFFLUNLIFT
10
CK .EQ. 0) GO TO 12
= LP,LM
= NPNM
,L) .GT. .5) GO TO 21
-1,L) .LT. .5) GO TO 21
.5*(XX(N)+ XX(N-1))
,109) XX(N-1),XX(N),XSHOCKZZ(L)
-(PHU(NL,2)- PHU(N-1,L,2))/(F2(N)*T2*(PHI(N+1,L,KMAX)-
PHI(N-1,l,KMAX)) - F2(N-1)*T2*(PHI(NLKiAX)-
C
C
C
DO
0n
w w w w w w lqw
w w ww
X PHI(N-2,IL,KMAX)))
WRITE(6,110) SHOCK
C
C FIND SHOCK MOTION OVER ONE MOTION CYCLE
C
KT= 0.
22 CEX= CEXP(CIM*KT)
EXCUR= CEX*SHOCK
POSIT= XSHOCK+ REAL(EXCUR)
WRITE(6,111) KT,EXCURPOSIT
KT= KT+ PI/6.
IF(KT .LT. 2,01*PI) GC TO 22
21 CONTINUE
GO TO 12
C
15 WRITE(6, 103)
100 FORMAT(1X,316,F18.6)
101 FORMAT(//' KT=',F1O.5/)
102 FORMAT(7F12.5)
103 FORMAT('1','NO CONVERGENCE')
104 FORMAT(/s REAL LIFT COEFF=',F12.5,2X,'IMAG LIFT COEFF=',F12.5/
X R EEAL MOMENT ABOUT LEADING EDGE=',F12.5,2X,
x * IMAG MOMENT ABOUT LEADING EDGE=',F12.5)
105 FORMAT(*1',25X,'UNSTEADY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS')
106 FORMAT(8X,'',9X,'REAL',8X,'IMAG',8X,'REAL',8X,'IMAG',8X,'REAL1
X 8X,'IMAG4)
107 FORMAT(8X,'-#,8X,'UPPER',7X,'UPPER',7X,'LOWER',7X,'LOWER',6X,
X 'UNSTEADYI,4X,'UNSTEADY')
108 FORMAT(8XCe,10X,'CP',1OX,'CP',10X,'CP',10X,'CP',9X,#LIFT',8X,
X 'LIFTV/)
109 FORMAT(/2X,4F15.5/)
110 FORMAT(* REAL SHOCK EXCURSION AMPLITUDE=',F12.5,2X,
X ' IMAG SHOCK EXCURSION AMPLITUDE=',F12.5/)
111 FORMAT($ KT=',F1O.5,2X,'REAL SHOCK MOTION=',F12.5,2X,'IIAG
X SHOCK MOTION=*,F12.5,2X,'SHOCK POSITION=',F12.5)
12 RETURN
 mr
252
w w w ww
SUBROUTINE DELPHU(NPNMH)
C
C ***************************** **************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CCMPUTES THE JUMP IN POTENTIAL ALONG THE AIRFOIL *
C *AND AT THE TRAILING EDGE. IF THE FLOW AT THE TRAILING EDGE IS *
C *SUPERSONIC, THE JUMP IN POTENTIAL IMMEDIATELY AFT OF THE TRAILING*
C *EDGE IS ALSO COMPUTED. *
C
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,B1,BMBBM,M,PSI4,DPSIDETAX4,PER
COMMON PSITEVXE,FT E,GAM,PE,FREQ,AMP,EPSEP
COMMON NTEKMAX,MOTIONIMAX,LUPLLOW,N1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPL,DEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX TANLOWTANUPTANULTANUTTANLL,TANLT
DIMENSION H(ILMAX)
C
C COMPUTE THE JUMP IN POTENTIAL ALONG THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 1 N= NPNM
IF(XX(N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 1
IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 2
CALL TANGNT(NTANLOWTANUPTANULTANUT,TANLL,TANLT)
DEPHU(N)= .125*(9.*(PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLLOW,2))-
X PHU(NLUP+1,2)+ PHU(NLLOW-1,2)-
x 3.*DETA*2.*(TANUP+ TANLOW)/(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP)))
1 CCNTINUE
C
2 T= (PSITE- PSI4)/DPSI
DPHUT= (1.+ 1.5*T)*DEPHU(NTE)- 2.*T*DEPHU(NTE-1)+ .5*T*DEPHU(NTJE-
X 2)
C
IF(MU(NTE,LUP) .LT. .5) RETURN
w  w
K- 'A
COMPUTE THE JUMP IN POTENTIAL IMMEDIATELY DOWNSTREAM CF THE
TRAILING EDGE
NT= NTE+ 1
DEPHU (NT)
x
I
x
2.*(PHU(NTLUP,2)- PHU(NT,LLOW,2))-
.125* (-13.* (PHU (N T,LUP+1,2) - PHU (NT, LLO W-1,2) )+
6.*(PHU(NTLUP+2,2)- PHU(NTLLOW-2,2))-
PHU(NT,LUP+3,2)+ PHU[(NTLLOW-3,2))
RETURN
END
N,
C
C
C
C
C
moll, Almooll- 1111. mi
w w 
wl4w
w w
SUBROUTINE TANGNT(NTANLOWTA4UPTANULTANUT,TANLL,TANLT)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE TANGENCY CONDITIONS FOR HEAVING,
C *PITCHING, AND OSCILLATING FLAP MOTION. THE NOMENCLATURE IS *
C * TANUP- UPPER PROFILE TANGENCY CONDITION *
C * TANLOW- LOWER PROFILE TANGENCY CONDITION *
C * TANUL- TANGENCY CONDITION AT THE LEADING EDGE ON THE UPPER *
C * PROFILE *
C * TANUT- TANGENCY CONDITION AT THE TRAILING EDGE ON THE UPPER *
C * PROFILE *
C * TANLL- TANGENCY CONDITION AT THE LEADING EDGE ON TH1 LOWER *
C * PROFIll *
C * TANLT- TANGENCY CONDITION AT THE TRAILING EDGE ON THE LOWER *
C * PROFILE *
C ****************************************************************
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,B1,BM, BBM,M,PSI4,DPSI,DETAX4,PER
COMMON PSITEXTE,F'IEGAMPEFREQAMP,EPS,EP
COMMON NTEKMAXMOTIONIMAX,LUPLLOW,N1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPU,CPLDEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX CIMCZEROTANLOW,TANUP,TANULTANUTTANLL,TANLTT2
DATA CIM/(O.,.1.)/, CZERO/(O.,o.)/
C
IF(MOTION .NE. 1) GC TG 1
T2= CIM*FREQ*AMP
C
C HEAVING MOTION
C
TANUP= T2
TANLOW= T2
TANUL= T2
TANUT= T2
TANLL= T2
TANLT= T2
RETURN
C
1 IF(MOTION .NE. 2) GO TO 2
T= TAN (AMP)
T2= CIM*FREQ*TAN(AMP)
C
C PITCHING MOTION
C
TANUP= -T1+ T2*((2.*PER- 1.)*XTE- XX(N))
TANLOW= -TI+ T2*((2.*PER- 1.)*XTE- XX(N))
TANUL= -TI+ 2.*T2*PER*XTE
TANUT= -Tl+ 2.*T2*XTE*(PER- 1.)
TANLL= -T1+ 2.*T2*PER*XTE
TANLT= -Tl+ 2.*T2*XTE*(PER- 1.)
RETURN
C
2 IF(MOTION .NE. 3) RETURN
C
C MOVING FLAP
C
IF(XX(N) .GE. 2.*XTE*(PEE- .5)) GO TO 3
TANUP= CZERO
TANLOW= CZERO
TANUL= CZERO
TANUT= CZERO
TANLL= CZERO
TANLT= CZERO
RETURN
C
3 T1= TAN(AMP)
T2= CIM*FREQ*TAN (AMP)
TANUP= -T1+ T2*((2.*PER- 1.) *XTE- XX(N))
TANLOW= -T1+ T2*((2.*PT7E- 1.)*XTE- XX(N))
Vv V w w w
TANUI= -Tlf 2. *T2*PER*XTE
TARUT= -TI+ 2.*T2*XT.E*(PEtR- 1.)
TANLL= -71+ 2.*T2*PER*XTE
TANLT= -Tl+ 2.*T2*XTE*(PEPE- 1.)
C
BIETU BN
END
v v v
SUBROUTINE TRISOV(A,B,C,D,E,F,N,LP,LllLSKSTAMUSTAR)
C
C *******************************************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF TRIDIAGONAL EQUATIONS *
C *******************************************************************
C
REAL MMUMUSTAR
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHUJ(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI1(51,22,1)
COMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,B1,BMBBMMPSI4,DPSIDETAX4,PER
COMMON PSITEXTEFTEGAM, PE, FREQ,AMP,EPSEP
COMMON NTEKMAX,MOTION,IMAXLUP,LLOW,N1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPLDEPHUDPHUTKSTAR (LMAX),CIM
COMPLEX CZERO,B(LMAX),D(LMAX),E(LMAX),F(LMAX),DEN
DIMENSION A(LMAX) ,C(LMAX)
DATA CZERO/(0.,0.)/,CIM/(0.,1.)/
C
C COMPUTE THE FLOW FIELD OUT OF THE PLANE OF TBE AIRFOIL
C
IF(ABS(XX(N)) .LT. XTE) GO TO 1
L2= LMAX- 2
C
C SATISFY FAR FILLD CONDITION
C
E(LMIN)= CZERO
F(LMIN)= PHU(NLMIN,2)
C
C CALCULATE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS
C
DO 2 L= LPLM
DEN= B(L)- A(L)*E(I-1)
E(L)= C(L)/DEN
2 F(L)= (D(L)+ A(L)*F(L-1))/DEN
C
C CALCULATE FLOW FIELD
v V V 14w Nv
v w V '
C
DO 3 L= LMINL2
LL= LP1- L
PHU(N,LL,2)= E(LL)*PHUJ(N,.LL+1,2)+ F (LL)
C
C SATISFY UNSTEADY SHOCK CONDITIONS
C
IF(MU(NLL) .LT. .5 .AND. MU(N-1,LL) .GT. .5) PHU(N,LL,2)=
X 1./(F2(N) - 2.*DP SI*KSTAR (LL) )*(- (2.*DPSI*KSTAR (LL) + MUSTAF.*
X F2(N-1)+ 4.*CIM*FREQ*DPSI*(GAM- 1.)/(GAM+ 1.) )*PHU (N-1,LL,2)+
X F2(N)*PHU(N-2, LL,2)+ MUSTAE*F2(N-1)*PHU(N-3,LL,2))
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD IN THE PLANE OF THE AIRFOIL
C
1 L3= LLOW- 1
L2= LUP+ LS
C
C SATISFY THE LOWER BOUNDAEY TANGENCY CONDITION t.0
C
E (LLOW) = A (LLOW) /B (LLCW)
F (LLOW) = D (LLOW) /B (LLOW)
C
C CALCULATE THE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS BELOW THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 5 L= LPL3
LL= L2- L
DEN= B(LL) - C (LL)*E (LL+1)
E (LL)= A (LL) /DEN
5 F(LL)= (D(LL)+ C(LL)*F(L.L+1))/DEN
C
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD BELOW T HE AIRFOIL
C
DO 6 L= LP,LLOW
LL= L
w qw mw qw
w w w
X F2 (N)*PHU(N-2,LL,2) + MUSTA R*F2 (N-1) *PriU(N-3,LL, 2))
8 CCUTINUE
C
RETURN
END
N')
0l
w w L-A
UUww w w
E (L)*PHU (NL-1,2) + F (L)
C
C SATISFY UNSTEADY SHOCK CONDITIONS
IF(tU(NLL) .LT. .5 .AND. MU(N-1,LL) .GT. .5)
X 1./(F2(N)- 2.*DPSI*KSTAR(iLL))*(-(2.*DPSI*KS
X F2(N-1)+ 4.*CIM*FREQ*DPSI*(GAM- 1.)/(GAM+ 1
X F2(N)*PHU(N-2,LL,2)+ MUSTAR*F2 (N-1) *PHU (N-3
6 CONTINUE
L3= LP1- LUP
L2= LUP+ 1
SATISFY THE UPPER BOUNDARY TANGENCY CONDITION
PHU(NLL,2)=
TAR (LL) + MUSTAR*
.))*PHUJ(N-1,LL,2) +
,LL,2))
E (LUP)= C (LUP) /B (LUP)
F (LUP) = D (LUP) /B (LUP)
C
C CALCULATE THE TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS ABOVE THE AIFFOIL
C
DO 7 L= L2,LLM
DEN= B(L)- A(L)*E(L-1)
E(L)= C(L)/DEN
7 F(L)= (D(L)+ A(L)*F(L-1))/DEN
C
C CALCULATE THE FLOW FIELD ABOVE THE AIRFOIL
C
DO 8 L= LMINL3
LL= LP1- L
PHU (NLL,2)= E(LL)*PHU(N, LL+1,2) +
C
C SATISFY UNSTEADY SHOCK CONDITIONS
C
IF (MU (N,LL)
X 1./(F2(N)
X F2(N-1)+
F (LL)
.LT. .5 .AND. MU (N-1,LL) .GT. .5) PHU(N,LL,2)=
- 2.*DPSI*KSTAR(LL))*(-(2.*DPSI*KSTAR(LL)+ MUSTAE*
4.*CIM*FREQ*DPSI*(GAM- 1.)/(GAM1+ 1.))*PHU(N-1,LL,2)+
PHU (N,L,2)=
C
C
C
C
C
--
w L-A qw qw
w w w ww
SUBROUTINE PRESS (UPLOWNPNM,H,T8,T9,JCLCMLE)
C
C *******************************************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CCMPUTES THE UNSTEADY PRESSURE AND LIFT *
C *COEFFICIENTS AND THE UNSTEADY MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT THE *
C *LEADING EDGE
C *******************************************************************
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON A1, A2, A 3, A4, B1, BM, BBM ,M, PSI4, DPSIDETA, X4,PER
COMMON PSITE, VIE,FTE,GAM,PE, FREQ,AMPEPSEP
COMMON NTE,KMAXMCIIONIMAXLUPLLOWN1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAX,LMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPL,DEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX CIMUP (NMAX) ,LOW (NMAX),TANLOWTANUPTANULTANUT,
x TANLLTANLTJUMPT2,CL,CMLE
DIMENSION H(LMAX)
DATA CIM/(O.,1.)/
C
C COMPUTE THE UPPER AND LOWER PROFILE POTENTIALS, UP AND LOW
C
T= .5*(H(LLOW)+ H(LUP))
DO 1 N= NPNM
IF(XX(N+1) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 1
IF(XX(N-1) .GT. XTE) GO TO 4
IF(XX(N) .GT. -XTE) GO TO 2
UP(N)= .125*(9.*PHU(N,LUP,2)- PHU(NLUP+1,2)-
I 3.*(PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLLOW, 2)))
LOW(N)= .125*(9.*PHU(NLLOW,2)- PHU(NLLOW-1,2)-
X 3.*(PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLLOW,2f)
GO TO 1
C
2 IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 3
CALL TANGNT(NTANLOWTANUPTANULTANUTTANLLTANLT)
w mr 'qw mw
0UP(N)= .125*(9.*PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(N,LUP+1,2)-
X 3.*DETA*T ANUP/T )
LOW(N)= .125*(9.*PHUJ(N,LLOW, 2)- PHU(N, LLOW-1,2)-
X 3. *DETA*TANLOW/T)
GO TO 1
3 JUMP= T8*DEPHU(NTE-1)+ (1.- T8- CIM*FFEQ*T9/FTE)*DPHUT
UP(N)= .125*(9.*PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLUP+1,2)-
X 3.*(PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLLOW,2)- JUMP))
LOW(N)= .125*(9.*PHU(N,LLOW,2)- PHU(NLLOW-1,2)-
X 3.*(PHU(NLUP,2)- PHU(NLLOW,2)- JUMP))
1 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE THE UPPER AND LOWER PRESSURE
C
COEFFICIENTS,
4 J= 1
Tl= I./(2.*DPSI)
T2= CII*FREQ
DO 5 N= NPNM
IF(XX(N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 5
IF(XX(N) .GT. XTE) GO TO 6
XP(J)= XX(N)+ XTE
C PU (J)= -2.* (F2(N) *T 1* (UP (N+ 1) - UP (N-1) ) +
CPL(J)= -2.*(F2(N)*T*(LOW(N+1)- LOW(N-1))
J= J+ 1
5 CONTINUE
6 J= J-1
COMPUTE THE UNSTEADY LIFT COEFFICIENT,
ABOUT THE LEADING EDGE, CMLE
CL= XP(1)*(CPL(1)- CPU(1))
CMLE= IP(1)**2*(CPL(l)- CPU(1))
DO 7 N= 2,J
CMLE= CMLE+ .5*(XP (N) - XP (N-1))
CPU AND CPL
T2*UP (N) )
+ T2*LOW(N))
CL, AND MOMENT COEFFICIENT
*( (CPL (N) - CPU (N) )*XP (N) +
N-1) ) *XP (N-i) )
C
C
C
C
C
c~a
w w w w ww
(CPI (N-1) - C PU (X
a7 CL= CL+ .5*
CL= CL+ .5*
CHLE= CMLE+
(XP(N) - XP (N-1) )* (CPL (N) - CPU (N)+ CPL(N-1) - CPU(N-1))
(1.- XP(J))*(CPL(J)- CPU(J))
.5*(1.- XP(J))*(CPL(J)- CPU(J))*XP(J)
RETURN
END
C
01)
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SUBROUTINE INTlG (NPNMDPHU, DELTAN)
C
C *****************************************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES THE JUMP IN POTENTIAL AND THE JUMP IN *
C *THE TANGENCY CONDITION ALONG THE AIRFOIL CHORD *
C ******************************************************************
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP (51) , F2 (51) , P1((51,22) , PHI (51,22, 1)
COMMON AIA2,A3,A4,E1 ,BM,.EBM,M,PSI4,DPSIDETAX4,PER
COMMON PSIT E,XTE,FEtE,GAM, PE, FEEQ, AMP, EPS, EP
COMMON NTEKMAX, MOTIONIMAX, LUP, LLOW, N1,NPlLILP1
COMMON NMIN,NMAX,LlINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPLDEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX DPHU,DELTANTANLOW,TANUPTANUL, TANUTTANLLTANLT,
X TLOW, TUP, TUL, TUT, TLL, TLT
C
DO 1 N= NP,NM
IF(XX(N) .LT. -XTE) GO TO 1
T= .5*(XX(N)- XTE)
CALL TANGNT(NTANLOWTANUPTANUJL,TANUTTANLLTANLT)
DPHU= T*DEPHU (N)
DELTAN= T*(TANUP+ TANUL- TANLOW- TANLL)
GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
C
2 DO 3 1= N,NM
I1= 1+1
T= .5*(XX(II)- XX(1))
CALL TANGNT(ITLOWTUP,TULTUT,TLL,TLT)
CALL TANGNT(IITANLOW,TANUPTANULTANUT,TANLLTANLT)
IF(XX(II) .LT. XTE) GC TO 4
DPHU= DPHU+ .5*(XTE- XX(I))*(DEPHU(I)+ DPHUT)
DELTAN= DELTAN+ .5*(XTE- XX(I))*(TANUP+ TANUT- TANLOW- TANLT)
RETURN
-will
wr mr mw ,w
w w w
4 DPHU= DPHU+ T*(DEPHU(I)+ DEPHU(II))
3 DELTAN= DELTAN+ T*(TANUP+ TUP- TANLOW- TLOW)
C
BETURN
END
O)
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SUBROUTINE WAKFIN(ZZWAKF1,WAKE2)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE WAKE INTEGRALS, WAKE1 *
C *AND WAKE2, THAT ARE TO BE INTEGRATED OVER THE INTERVAL 0 TO .5P1.*
C *LEGENDRE-GAUSS QUADRATURE IS USED TO EVALUATE THE INTEGRALS *
C
C
REAL M,MU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPfHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON AIA2,A3,A4,B1,BM,BBM,M,PSI4,DPSIDETAX4,PER
COMMON PSITE, XTE, FlE, GAM, PE, FREQ, AMP, EPSEP
COMMON NTEKMAX,MOTIONIMAXLUPLLOWN1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPlDEPHU,DPHUT
DIMENSION ZZ (LMAX)
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
IER= 0
MIN= 8
MAX= 20
INCR= 4
T1= .25*PI
T2= FDEQ*ZZ (LMAX) /BM
T3= M*T2
T4= 2./PI
C
WAKE1= 0.
WAKE2= 0.
TEMP1= WAKE1
TEMP2= WAKE2
DO 1 N= MINMAXINCR
DO 2 I= 1, N
READ(5,100) XG
IF(N .LE. 16) READ(5,101) WG
mw 14W
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IF(N .GT. 16) READ (5,100) WG
THETA= T1*(XG+ 1.)
CALL BJY1(T3*SIN(THETA),hJ1,RY1,IER)
CALL BK1(T3*SINH(T ETA), RK1, IER)
WAKE1= WAKEI+ WG*EXP(-T2*COS (THETA))*RJ1
2 WAKE2= WAKE2+ WG*(EXP(-T2*COS(THETA))*RY1+
X THETA))*RK1)
WAKE1= T1*WAK
WAKE2= T1*WAK
IF(ABS(WAKEl-
X GO TO 3
WRITE(6,102)
TEMP1= WAKE1
TEMP2= WAKE2
WAKE1= 0.
WAKE2= 0.
1 CONTINUE
N= N- INCR
TEMP1) .Lr. EPS
N,WAKElWAKE2
.AND. ABS(WAKE2-
T4*EXP (-T2*COSH (
TEMP2) .LT. EPS)
N.)
3 WRITE(6,103) NWAKE1,WAKE2
IF(N .EQ. MAX) RETURN
N= N+ INCR
DO 4 J= NMAXINCR
DO 4 I= 1,3
READ(5,100) XG
IF(J .LE. 16) READ(5,101) WG
4 IF(J .GT. 16) EEAD(5,100) WG
100 FORMAT
101 FORMAT
102 FORMAT
x
103 FORMAT
X
RETURN
END
(F40.15)
(F39.15)
(I NUMBER OF PCINTS=', I4,2X,'WAKE1=',F12.6,2X,'WAK E2=',
F12.6)
( NUMBER OF POINTS=lI4,2X,#CONVE;RGED WAKE1=',F12.6,2X,
'CONVERGED WAKE2=',F12.6/)
C
C
w w l4w ,w qw w
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SUBROUTINE WAKINF (ZZWAKE3)
C
C ******************************************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE WAKE INTEGRAL, WAKE3, *
C *THAT IS TO BE EVALUATED CVER THE INTERVAL .5PI TO INFINITY. *
C *GAUSS-LAGUERRE QUADRATURE IS USED TO CARRY OUT THE INTEGRATION *
C
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHUE(51,22, 2), CPU(51) ,CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON 1X(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON A1, A2,A3, A4, B1,BM, BBM , M,PSI4, DPSI,DETA, X4,PER
COMMON PSITE,ITE,F E,GAMPEFREQAMPEPS,EP
COMMON NTEKMAXMOTIONIMAX, LUP,LLOWNlNP1,L1 ,LP1
COMMON NMIN,NMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPLDEPHUDPHUT
DIMENSION ZZ (LM AX)
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
IER= 0
MIN= 24
MAX= 32
INCR= 4
T1= .5*PI
T2= FREQ*ZZ (LMAX)/BM
T3= COSH(T1)
T4= (SINH(T1))**2
T5= M*T2
T6= 2.*T2
T7= (1./T2)**2
C
WAKE3= 0.
TEMP= WAKE3
DO 1 N= MINMAXINCL
DO 2 I= 1,N
READ(5,100) XG
w l4w w
READ(5,100) WG
CALL BK1(T5*SQBT(T7*XG*(XG+ T6*T3)+ T4),RK1,IEE)
2 WAKE3= WAKE3+ WG*RK1/SQRT(XG*(XG+ T6*T3)+ T4*T2**2)
WAKE3= EXP (-T2*T3) *WAKE3
IF(ABS(WAKE3- TEMP) .LT. EPS) GO TO 3
WRITE(6,101) NWAK.E3
TEMP= WAKE3
WAKE3= 0.
1 CONTINUE
N= N- INCR
C
3 WRITE(6,102) NWAKE3
IF(N .EQ. MAX) RETURN
N= N+ INCR
DO 4 J= NMAXINCF
DO 4 I= 1,J
READ(5,100) XG
4 READ(5,100) WG
c
100 FCRMAT (F 16. 12)
101 FORMAT( 0 NUMBER CF POINTS=',14,2X,lINFINITE INTEGRAL HAS
I A VALUE=,F 12.6)
102 FORMAT (I NUMBER OF POINTS=',14,2X,'CONVERGED VALUE OF INFINITE
X INTEGRAL=*,F12.6/)
RETURN
END
www w w qw w wmw l
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SUBROUTINE FARFLD(DPHUDELTANWAKE1,WAKE2,WAKE3,ZZ,PUPPDOWN,
X PTOPPBOTNP, NM)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE FAE FIELD CONDITIONS *
C *******************************************************************
C
REAL MMU,LAMDA
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22,1)
COMMON Al,A2,A3, A4,B1,BMBBM ,M,PSI4,DPSI,DETAX4,PER
COMMON PSITEXTE,FTEGAMePE,FREQ,AMPEPSEP
COMMON NTEKMAXMOTIONIMAXLUP,LLOW,N1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPL,DEPHUDPHUT
COMPLEX CIMCZERO, DPHU, DELTA N, PUP (LMAX), PDOWN (LMAX) ,PTOP (NMAX),
x PBOT(NMAX),T1,T2,T3,T6,T7,HOH1,PTRALUPTRALL,PHUPPHUL
DIMENSION ZZ(IMAX)
DATA PI/3.141593/, CIM/(O.,1.)/, CZERO/(O.,O.)/
C
LAMDA= FREQ*M/BBM
Tl= .5*CIM*PI
T2= CIM*LAMDA*M
T3= CIM*FREQ/BBM
T4= LAMDA**2*BBM
T5= 2.*LANDA*BBM
T6= CIM*LANDA*FREQ
T7= TI*T4
IER= 0
C
X= .5*(XX(NNIN)+ XX(NMIN+1))
X2= X**2
DO 1 L= LMIN,LMAX
T8= SQRT(X2+ BBM*ZZ(L)**2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
CALL BJYO(T9,RJO,RYOIER)
www qw w w w wwmw l  w
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CALL BJY 1 (T9,1RJ1, BY 1, IEF)
HO= RJO- CIM*RYO
H1= fiJi- CIM*RY1
PUP(L)= T1*CEXP(T2*X)/BM*((-T4*X*ZZ(L)*HO/(T8**2)+
X (T5*X*ZZ (L)/ (T8**3) - T6*ZZ (L) /T8) *H1) *DPHU+
x (T3*H0- LAMDA*X*H1/T8)*DELTAN+ HO*DPHUT)
IER= 0
1 CCNTINUE
C
T8= SQRT(XTE**2+ BBM*ZZ(LMAX)**2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
CALL BJY0(T9,RJ0,RY0,IER)
CALL BJYI(T9,RJ1,RY1, IER )
HO= RJ0- CIM*RYO
H1= HJ1- CIM*RY1
PTRALU= Ti*CEXP(T2*XTE)/BM*((-T4*XTE*ZZ(LMAX)*HO/(T8**2) +
x (T5*XTE*ZZ (LMAX) /(T8**3) - T6*ZZ (LMAX)/T8)*H1) *DPHU+
X (73*H0- LAI*DA*XTE*H1/T8)*DELTAN+ HO*DPHUT)
C
X= .5*(XX(NM)+ XX(NMAX))
X2= X**2
DO 2 L= LMIN,LMAX
T8= SQRT(X2+ BBM*ZZ(L)**2)
T9= LANDA*T8
CALL BJYO(T9,liJ,RYO, IER)
CALL BJY1(T9,RJ1iY1,IEP)
HO= RJO- CIM*RYO
H1= RJ1- CIM*RY1
PDOWN(L)= Ti*CEXP(T2*X)/BM*((-T4*X*ZZ(L) *HO/(T 8**2)+
X (T5*X*ZZ (L)/(T8**3) - T6*ZZ(L)/T8)*i1)*DPHU+
x (T3*H0- LAMDA*X*B1/TS) *DELTAN+ HO*DPHUT)
IER= 0
2 CONTINUE
C
T8= SQRT(XTE**2+ BBM*ZZ(LMIN)**2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
www w w w w mr
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CALL BJY0(T9,kiJ0,rLY0,IER)
CALL BJY1(T9,RJ1,BY1,IE)
HO= RJO- CIM*RYO
Hl= RJ1- CIM*FY1
PTRALL= T1*CEXP(T2*XTE)/BM*( (-T4*XTE*ZZ(LMIN) *h O/(T8**2) +
X (T5*XTE*ZZ(LMIN)/(T8**3) - T6*ZZ(LMIN)/T8)*H1)*DPHU+
X (T3*H0- LAMDA*XTE*H1 /T8) *DELTA N+ HO*DPHjUT)
C
IER= 0
L= LMAX
DO 3 N= NPNM
T8= SQRT (XX (N) **2+ BBM*ZZ (L) **2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
CALL BJYO(T9, RJ0,ERYO, IER)
CALL BJY1(T9,RJ1,ivYlIER)
HO= RJO- CIM*RYO
H1= RJ1- CIM*RY1
PTOP (N)= T1*CEXP (T2*XX (N) )/BM*( (-T4*XX (N) *ZZ (L) *HO/(T8**2) +
X (T5*XX(N)*ZZ (L)/(T8**3)- T6*ZZ(L)/T8)*H1) *DPHU+
X (T3*H0- LAnDA*XX(N)*H1/T8)*DELTAN+ DPHUT*HO)
IER= 0
3 CONTINUE
C
L= LMIN
DO 4 N= NPNM
T8= SQRT (XX (N)**2+ BBM*ZZ(L)**2)
T9= LANDA*T8
CALL BJYO(T9,RJ0,Y0,IER)
CALL BJY1(T9,RJ1,rY1,IER)
Ho= RJO- CIm*RYO
H1= RJI- CIM*RY1
PBOT (N)= TI*CEXP (T2*XX (N) )/BM* ( (-T4*XX (N) *ZZ (L) *HO/(T8**2) +
X (T5*XX(N) *ZZ (L)/(T8**3) - T6*ZZ (L)/T8) *H1) *DPHU+
X (T3*H0- LAMDA*XX(N)*H1/T8)*DELTAN+ DPHUT*HO)
IER= 0
4 CONTINUE
W7 ,w
w 
V
T8= SQRT(XTE**2+ BBM*ZZ(LMAX)**2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
CALL BJYO (T9,RJORYOIER)
CALL BJY1 (T9, RJ1, R Y1, IER)
HO= RJO- CIM*RY0
H1= RJ1- CIM*BY1
PHUP= T 1*CEXP (T2*XTE) /BM* (-T4*ZZ (LMAX) *H 1*D
X FfREQ*M*T1*ZZ (LMAX) * DPHUT* (CIM* WAKE 1+
IER= 0
PHU/T8+ HO*DEL TAN)+
WAKE2+ 2.*WAKE3/PI)/BM
T8= SQRT(XTE**2+ BBM*ZZ(LMIN)**2)
T9= LAMDA*T8
CALL BJYO(T9,RJO, RYOIER)
CALL BJY1(T9, RJ1,RY1,IER)
HO= Rjo- CIM*BYO
H1= Ri- CIM*RY1
PHUL= T1*CEXP(T2*XTE)/BM*(-T4*ZZ(LMIN)*H1*DPHU/T8+ DELTAN*HO)+
X ZZ(LMIN)*FREQ*M*T1*DPH UT/BM*(CIM*WAKE1+ WAKL2+ 2.*WAKE3/PI)
PHU (NTE,LMAX,2)=PHUP*CEXP
X XX (NT E))*(
X PTOP(NTE))
PH1(NTE,LMIN,2)=
X
x
PHU (NTE+1,LMAX,2)
X
X
CIM*FREQ*(XTE- XX (NTE) ))- .5*(XTE-
PTRALU*CEXP(CIM*FREQ* (XTE- XX(NTE) ))+
PHUL*CEXP(CIM*FREQ*(XTE- XX(NTE)))- .5*(XTE-
XX (NTE)) * (PTRALL*CEXP (CIM*FEQ* (XTIE- XX (NTE)) +
PBOT(NTE))
=P HUP*CEXP(-CIM*FREQ* (XX (NTE+1)- XTE)) +
.5*(XX(NTE+1)- XTE)*(PTOP(NTE+1)+ PTRA.LU*
CEXP(-CIM*F.EEQ*(XX(NTE+1)- XTE)))
PHU (NTIE+1,IMIN,2)= PHUL*CEXP (-CIM*FREQ*(XX (NTE+1) - XTE) ) +
X .5*(XX(NTE+1)- XTE)*(PBOT(NTE+1)+ PTRALL*
X CEXP(-CIM*FiREQ*(XX(NTE+1)- XTE)))
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
LA ,w
NT= NTE+ 2
DO 5 N= NTNM
PHU(N,LMAX,2)= PHiU(N-1,LMAX,2)*CEXP(-CIN*FREQ*(XX(N)- XX(N-1)))+
X .5*(XX(N)- XX(N-1))*(PTOP(N)+ PTOP (N-1)*CEXP(-CIM*
x FREQ*(XX(N)- XX(N-1))))
C
PHU(N,LMIN,2)= PHU(N-1,LMIN,2)*CEXP(-CIM*FREQ*(XX(N)- XX(N-1)))+
x .5*(XX(N)- XX (N-1))*(PBOT(N)+ PBOT(N-1)*CEXP (-CI*
X FREQ*(XX (N)- XX(N-1))))
5 CONTINUE
C
NT= NTE- NMIN- 1
DO 6 1= 1,NT
N= NTE- I
PHU(N,LMAX,2)= PHU(N+1,LMAX,2)*CEXP(CIM*FREQ*(XX(N+1)- XX(N)))-
X .5*(XX(N+1)- XX(N))*(PTOP(N+1)*CEXP(CI*FEEQ*
X (XX(N+1)- XX(N)))+ PTOP(N))
C
PHU(N,LMIN,2)= PHU(N+1,LMIN,2)*CEXP(CIM*FREQ*(XX(N+1)- XX(N)))-
X .5*(XX(N+1)- XX(N))*(PBOT(N+1)*CEXP(CIM*FREQ*
x (XX(N+1)- XX(N)))+ PBOT(N))
6 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
im-OWMAM. M
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SUBROUTINE TRAIL (X I2)
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE LOCATES THE TRAILING EDGE AND COMPUTES THE *
C *STRETCHING FACTOR IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION AT THAT LOCATION *
C
C
REAL M,MU
COMMON PHU (51,22,2), CPU(51) ,CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XXf(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI(51,22, 1)
COMMON A1,A2,A3, A4,BI,BM, BBMM,PSI4, DPSI, DETA, X4,rPER
COMMON PSITE,XTEFTE,GAMPE,FREQAMP,EPSEP
COMMON NTE,KMAXMCTIONIMAX, LUPLLOWN1,NP1,L1,LP1
COMMON NMIN,NMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPLDEPHUDPHUT
DATA PI/3.141593/, TMIN/.00001/
C
X3(PSI)= X4+ A2*TAN(.5*PI*(PSI-PSI4))+
X A3*T'AN(.5*PI*(PSI- PSI4)**3)
C
SP= DPSI
PSI= -(1.+ PS14) + DPSI
DC 1 N= 2, NI
IF(XX(N+1) .LT. XTE) GO TO 8
NTE= N
XT1= X3(PSI)
IF (X3 (PSI+ DPSI) .GE. XTE) GO TO 2
8 PSI= PSI+ DPSI
1 CONTINUE
C
2 SP= .5*SP
PSI= PSI+ SP
PSITE= PSI
6 XT2= X3(PSI)
IF(ABS(XT2- XTE) .L.E. TMIN) GO TO 9
IF(XT2 .GT. XTE) GO TO 4
,w WF ,w w w w  w w
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IF(XT1.GT.
PSI= PSI+ SP
PSITE= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
XTE) GO TO 5
5 SP= .5*SP
PSI= PSI+ SP
PSITE= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
4 IF(XT1 .GT.
XT1= XT2
SP= .5*SP
P51= PSI- 5P
PSITE= PSI
GO TO 6
XTE) GC TO 7
-4a
-- 47 PSI= PSI- SP
PSITE= PSI
XT1= XT2
GO TO 6
9 FTE= 2./(PI*(A2/( (COS (.5*PI* (PSITE- PSI4)))**2)+
X 3.*A3*(PSITE- PSI4) **2/( (COS (.5*PI* (PSITE- PS14)**3))**2)))
RETURN
END
C
C
C
C
c
lqw w
wSUBROUTINE GRCWX
C
C
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GRID GEOWTH FACTORS IN THE *
C *STREAMWISE LIRECTICN *
C
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU (51,22,2) , CPU (51) ,CPL (51) , DEPHU (51) , DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22), PHI1(51,22,1)
COMMON AIA2,A3,A4,E1 ,BM, BBM,,PS14,DPSIDETAX4,PER
COMMON PSIT.EXTE,FTE,GAM, PE, FEEQAMP,EPS, EP
COMMON NTEKMAX, MOTION, IM AX, LUP, LLOW,N1,NPI,L1, LP1
COMMON NMINNMAX,LMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHU,CPUCPLDEPHU, DPHUT
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
X
C
C
C
C
C
PSI= -(1.+ PSI4) + DPSI
DO 1 N= 2,N1
IF(PSI .LT. -PS14)
F2(N)= 2./(PI*(A2/((
3.*A3*(PSI+ P
COS(.5*PI*(PSI+ PSI4)))**2)+
S14)**2/((COS(.5*PI*(PSI+ PSI4)**3))**2)))
IF(PSI .GE. -PS14 .AND. PSI .LE. PS14)
X F2(N)= 1./(A4+ 3.*B1*PSI**2)
IF(PSI .GT. PSI4)
X F2(N)= 2./(PI*(A2/
X 3.*A3*(PSI-
PSI= PSI+
1 CONTINUE
((COS(.5*PI*(PSI- PSI4)))**2)+
PS14)**2/((COS(.5*PI*(PSI- PSI14)**3))**2)))
DPSI
F2(1)= 0.
F2(NP1)= 0.
w w  w w w w qw w
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wSUBROUTINE GROWZ (H)
C
C ***************************** **************************************
C *THIS SUBROUTINE CAlCULATES THE GRID GROWTH FACTORS IN THE *
C *LATERAL DIRECTION
C *******************************************************************
C
REAL MMU
COMMON PHU(51,22,2), CPU(51),CPL(51), DEPHU(51), DPHUT
COMMON XX(51), XP(51), F2(51), MU(51,22) , PHI (51,22, 1)
COMMON AIA2,A3, A4,B1, BM,BBMN,M,PS14, DPSI,DETAX4,PEP
COMMON PSITE, X TE,FE,GAM,PEFREQ,AMPEPS,EP
COMMON NTE,KMAX, MOTIONIMAX, LUPLLOW,N1,NP1,L ,LP1
COMMON NMINNMAXLMINLMAX
COMPLEX PHUCPUCPLDEPHUDPHUT
DIMENSION H(LMAX)
DATA PI/3.141593/
C
ETA= -1.+ DETA
DO 1 L= 2,L1 C
H (L)= (2.* (COS (.5*PI*ETA) )**2)/(A1*PI)
ETA= ETA+ DETA
1 CONTINUE
C
H(1)= 0.
H (LP1)= 0.
C
RETURN
END
00 Pill - I - ---- - --a
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